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the even powers of x in the integral, or only odd powers,

two

integrals, each

with a divergent

Each

state of things is created.

result,

making

then an entirely different

of the integrals

is,

by the manner

ot

construction and term by term evaluation, infinite, and so are the

because the evaluation by

results,

Taken

cation.

initial

together, however,

convergence has no appli-

we have

convergently, provided no mistakes

are involved.

that I think the principle of the evaluation

then

form,

when

This means
even though

may

the execution
finite,

is correct,

its

be faulty. The principle is that if the integral is
divergent evaluation has an equivalent convergent

the successive terms in the integral

are

correctly

evaluated.
(64).

In

interest.

solution

this connection the integral

we put
(216), we see
If

a2/g'^

and solution

= c, and compare

it

(215) is of much'
with the form of

that

Tll^provided c<l.
right

member

It

is,

And, since the

in fact, then a pure identity.

represents {tan-i(l/c-l)^ J(l — c)"*,

Jl^YTcfl + ^c^'^Ac^ + .A

=tan-^

it

follows that

(r:~f^

(^1^>

which is, when expanded in rising powers of c, after multiplication
by (1 — c)-, an identity for every power of c.
Now the right member of (315) shows continuity of calculation
We may infer that
when c passes through 1 to be > 1, up to c = oo
.

the

left

member

will also

show

continuity, in spite of the fact that

concerned each pass through oo into divergent
here is that the pomt of convergence (in
each series), which is at the end of the series when c<l, moves
towards the beginning when c is made to pass beyond 1. We have
now to find whether the estimation of the value of the two series,
by their initial convergence, will lead to the same value, by their
difference, as the convergent series on the right side.
the two series

What happens

regions.

This stands numerical
insertion

;

I give

test

some leading

very well.
results.

Details are too long for
First

show that

J
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This is experimental. It is not proved that the ratio of the divergent (1-a;)-^ to (x— l)-i is '953 for all values of x>l, but it is
proved that the ratio has this value when cc is a little over 1, and
that it shows no sensible variation as x is increased.
The initial
convergency ceases when .r=2. If the ratio is a function of x, it
does not vary much between these limits.

Using

this formula,

apply

divergent series separately.

it

(315), calculating the

to

second

Then, with c=l'05, we get

f}lx 4-4721 X -953 \ - (1-0247 X 5'5695) =6'6972 - 5-7068 = -9904.
The

true value, by the convergent series,

^ X -^
'olbZ

"^

true value

is

Again,

-9840.

/y X -953 X 2 \

case,

= l-l,

9793.

= l-25,

calculations were

through, so that the last figure
first

- 3-7568 =

c

- (1-1180 X 1-8333) = 2-9951 - 2-0495 = -9456.

The true value is -962.
The above divergent
in the

c

Again

'9918.

- (1-0488 X 3-5821)=4-7361

(7
The

is

useless.

is

an error of ^ per

made
There

to four figures all
is

practical identity

cent, in the second,

and an

«rror of 1-7 per cent, in the third.
Now the ratio of the l.o.t. to the
total in the series summing up to 5*5695 was no less than 1/14. How
is it

the final errors are only from

seems impossible.

The answer

to 1-7 per cent. ?
is, first,

The accuracy

the close estimate of the

number '953; next, the choice of x to make two equal bottom
terms thirdly, the slow variation in size of successive terms. For
example, the 5-5695 is made up as in the sum at the side of the
page.
If we draw the curve, as described on p. 484, vol. 2, it
will be seen to be nice and smooth in the lower part, so
that a close estimate of the minimum point can be made.
1
•7
The last term counted is followed by another of the same
•588
size, and then by slowly increasing terms.
*5292
I do not think there can be any reasonable doubt
;

•4939
•4714

that the difference of the two divergent series involves
continuity of calculation in the way specified, right past

•4567

the

•4476

gency.

•4423

whatever the explanation

•4400

values into

It is a

fact

the

region of

that the calculations

may

direct diver-

work

right,

be.

was not necessary to use the equivalence (317),
apparent. The calculated values of (l—x)~^
would lead to the same results, without relation to
{x—l)"K But I had already worked out that relation,
and therefore utilised it. An account will follow, D.V.
It

real

5-5695

infinite

or
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By rearranging the

terms in the two divergent series, their differbecomes a single alternatingly divergent series. The value
may be calculated this way also. But there are plenty of directly
divergent series which stand alone, and represent by their initial
convergence equivalent forms of convergent series. The marked
-utility of these, as well as of some of the alternatingly divergent

•ence

ones,

is,

in physical mathematics, to take the place of convergent

solutions which, though theoretically perfect, are practically not

amenable

to calculation save within a certain range.

Conversely,

a divergent solution, though easily calculable through a wide range,

by another form in the remainder of
Generally speaking, two forms of solution at least
should always be searched for. Mathematicians in general are, I
find, exceedingly conservative and prejudiced.
Nevertheless, I am
confident of a great future for the practical use of divergent series,
as well as for the generahzed analysis which connects them with the
convergent ones, because both these matters are concerned in the
operational treatment of physical differential equations.
requires to be supplemented

the range.

Two more

(65).

tegral

is

integrals

The

with the above.

remain

to be considered, in connection

function of the second complete elliptic in-

Thus,

related to the first by a single integration.

Jl

2 [

dO

tt]

{r-SBiD:'e)i

fiummarizes the

[

r^gi

\i

.„jg.

Vn + sJ

7rj(r-a;2)i(s-V2>

complete

first

J

dx

elliptic integral,

^

^

and

The integration Ij^r^ finds the second
The first one having two forms, so thereThey are

fiummarizes the second one.
function from the
fore

first.

has the second.

r_/

1 F(r/g)

12^

^123^7^

1232r2

\

!W-,==

_

l^F(s/r)_

~2ri

Jr

~

/-A_l'jS

1

J:!5:^_T 1^3^s!

*^'^\^^~22r~"3 224^r^-5

continuity from w^ to W2.

2:^4-^62r^

There

is

2wi

the area bounded by the v curve between

is

of r not exceeding

and any value
2^2

when r=s

s,

whilst 2w2

of r not less
is 2r/7r.

to the smaller of r^

is

than

Suppose

s

is

\

/

constant.

r=0 and any

(321)

Then
value

same origin
The common value of w-^ and

the area between the
s.

In the integrals containing x, x ranges from
and sK In the trigonometrical forms the

limits are those of reality

from

the upper limit reaches ^tt

it

=

upwards when r<s, but when

stays there.
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corresponding

X..

to-

(138), p. 256, is

where c=sm2r—s), and s<r. The function v on p. 256 must,
however, be multiplied by tt* to meet the present case.
Only the second form of w, that is iv^, is concerned in the length
of an elliptic quadrant, for if a and h are the semi-axes, b being the
smaller, the length

is

we have r=a^{l - h'^Ja-)' and s^a"^, making r>s. But there is
no need to confine b to be <a. The series remains convergent
until b^=2a\ After that, it is alternatingly divergent. The integral

so

(324)

may

be written

ib^la^-l)J^ffEI^)^]%.
^
Jo

Here,
but if

if a'^(b-la'^—l)~'^>a^,

< a^, we

\.

^

(325)

""'*'

the solution

is

just the

same

how

following shows

to get

The

it.

2fVr+^y,.=^i(ji£L)» = _5/5/VjV^y.
Applying this to

as (324),

require a fully convergent form in addition.

(326)

found to differ from (324) only
and 6. It is obvious that the length of the
the same whichever way it is measured. But

(325), the result will be

in the interchange of a
elliptic

we

get

quadrant

more than

is

that, viz..

i"|'-i:{-S)-|="'!-*(-9-)

(327)

any values of a and 6. The equivalence is remarkable in this
way. Either side may be alternatingly divergent, the other being
convergent but there is a region, from ^2=26^ to lr' = 2a^, in which

for

;

both sides are convergent at once.
Taking a = l, and \-lf-=x, and defining

E

by

WAVES
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then (327) expresses that

lE{x)=VT=^xIl{-^y

(329)

is that if, keeping the a axis constant, we vary the
from to oo every value of 6 can be paired with another value
for which the curve has the same shape.
This relation (329), which
might be made a starting point, being visibly true on examination,
is the analogue of (135b) concerning F
and in fact the F relation
can be derived from the E relation by differentiation
that is, by

The explanation
6 axis

,

;

;

carrying out

M=.£(v^.E,.-,).

.(l.)=|{oE(^^)],(BaO)

0,

which follow from (318), (319). On the other hand, the relation
the nearest approach being
(195) has no strict parallel in the E's
;

(l

+ v/^.EJ-i-^^l
[{1+

=2E(iK)-(l-x)F(x)

xjxy^)

-1 + 2^2^+^54262^
which

is

rapidly convergent.

The

This

is

+22426282^ +•••'

^^^^>

a pure identity, unlike (329).

merely one of a large
under special
circumstances. I do not know exactly why it should be regarded
as a fundamental integral, like the first and second kinds.
It is
usually evaluated by expressing it in terms of first and second integrals, partly complete and partly incomplete.
This is elaborate
and complicated, and it is not easy to see from such expressions
what the function concerned is really like. But we can readily
obtain understandable series formulae. Thus, let
(66).

number

so-called third elliptic integral is

of integrals

which reduce

w=2

to the first kind

dx_

^2 f
[
.7rj(l+.r2/^^)(r-aj2)4(5_a;2;4 ttJ

r'^'dx

.332^

{r-x^f{s-x')^

^

*

Here we have two connected integrals, of which the first is called
the third elliptic integral. The limits are to be from to the smaller
of r* and s*.
But we may fix s to be the smaller. The equivalent
auxihary integral

is

gamma

may

integral

This function

W

it

By

Euler's

r, s, t^.

Thus,

useful in obtaining the solution.

may now

be converted to

be turned to a function of

= (7rriSi)*(ri + Si + ^)i*7r* = ^-'^''''^^'rrr^s^t^''

701a.

m,

n
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Here Wq is the explicit function in terms
= 00 does not reduce it to the first elliptic
^i

of

CH. X,

But since

r, s, fi.

function, the auxiliary

function Wi is added to make it do so. This auxiliary is implied in
Wo itself, because the first elliptic function is in rising powers of s/r,
and Wq may be expanded in that way together with other terms.

So we can find what

w=W,-4-

W^

Thus,

is.

^

W

To reduce

Put ^1=00.

to the first elliptic function requires

that — Wi = sum of all terms involving rising powers of

The work

is

now

The function Wq wants no

done.

about convergency.

So

W = Wo+Wi

is

is,

is,

reservation

suitable for calculation

when ^i<r. The functions of sjr that occur represent
first n terms of (1 + s/^)"*But when t^>r, we should discard Wj altogether, and
of the series in (335), that

That

t^.

the

sum

of

use the rest

the part in descendin^^ powers of

t^.

This makes

Jr[_\

2^1

2.4^-^

2.4.6 ^i^^"

A

4^1

4.6^^2

4.6.8

22

1232 s2/

5 s

5.7 s2

_

'7

1^^)

5.7.9

s3

,

-^

The

structure is perfectly clear, viz., the first elliptic function with
every term multiplied by a function of t. These functions, moreover, are

Ao=(l + a/«,r*, A,
and so

i^MAo-1),

A.=^^|^'(Ao- 1+^^^,(338)

on.

Now if, in (337), we turn ^i~" to t"l\n, we obtain the solution of
the second integral in (332), the auxiliary integral, in rising powers
Of course, (337) itself may be regarded as expressing this
of t.
To
also.
making

corroborate, expand the result (333) in rising powers of

t,

Here we have

J^=(.vA-"{l-(«H):^+'^«±ii)r|!-...},

(340,

WAVES
which n has

in

through

s, t

instead of

^"/(ri

again,

elliptic

29^1

On

to receive the values 0, 1, 2, 3, &c.

(339) to a function of r,

only with

THE ETHER.
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by using
This is enough

further,

(338),

definite integrals,

we

So we come round

<i~'*.

by putting our
shall

turning

(340), the result is (337) above,

in terms of

result

come

to the

form

to the third

And

ti.

then,

Wq + Wi-

for the present about the operational treatment of

which might go on for ever. The above may help
But perhaps, like the fishes who were preached
Much edified were they, but preferred the old

others on the way.
to by the saint, "

way."

Very

well, then there let

them

More important than

stay.

the operational treatment of definite integrals

is the operational
treatment of the definite differential solutions of physical problems.
They are themselves definite integrals in a peculiar way, through
multiplex integration or differentiation. Moreover, they may be
converted to definite integrals of the common kind, in a more or
There is not much use in that, in general.
less compUcated manner.

Kather,

the converse procedure that

it is

is useful.

The Inversion

Given the Effect, Find the Cause.

of

Operations.
is meant in the nse of the words
rather of a definite mechanical or physical
system, wherein by applying force in a certain way to some part,

§

Nothing metaphysical

527.

cause and

effect.

we produce some
(or the

Thmk

effect, as

same) place.

motion in a certain way,

Then

the applied force

at

may

some other

be called the

and the resulting motion the effect. Now, in general, the
connection between the cause and the effect is not a functional
one, when mathematically expressed, but a differential one ; and
cause,

yet,

although differential,

quite definite.

is

See vol.

1, p.

391, for

an explanation and illustration of this important proposition.
There are plenty of examples in vol. 2. If the cause, say a force
is called E, and the effect C, then their relation is C = YE, where Y
is a definite differential operator, which contains no arbitrariness

The class of function C belongs to
usually indeterminate in the sense that although Y is definite,
the force E may be usually quite an arbitrary function of the time,

in a definite physical problem.
is

so that,

when modified by Y

to

produce the

effect C, it

may

itself

turn out arbitrarily, though at the same time there may be exceptional peculiarities in the connector Y which limit the extent of the
arbitrariness.

Now

the present question

Properly

interpreted,

through the
question, to
TOt.

III.

this

is,

same connections.

make

given the effect, find the cause.
the same determinateness

involves

It

is

easy,

the answer be indeterminate.

by enlarging the

We may

observe

u2
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the effect only, and not

know where

CH. X.

the cause was.

But that

is

not what is imphed in C=YE. If this be inverted, and turned to
E = Y"^C, and then, C being given, it is asked what E produced it,
it is imphed that the cause of the observed effect is at the same
place as before, and that the cause and the effect have the same
connection. Now one and the same C might be due either to E at
the original place or at some other place. Then the structure of

Y would itself reveal the possibility.
We better think of a definite practical case to

the operator

avoid the vague-

ness and generalities with respect to exceptional peculiarities. Say
there is a telegraph circuit from Europe to America, with all its

complicated parts, and

terminal arrangements for sending and
an impressed voltage in some part of
the European arrangement, and Cg the current in some part of the
American arrangement; then C2 = YEi, and Y can be determined
Or rather, we substitute for the reality an ideal system
definitely.

which professes
of the real one,

its

Say E^

receiving signals.

is

to imitate practically

and

Y belongs

and

to the ideal.

sufficiently the fullness

Evidently

when Ej

is

given as a function of the time, we can find C2 as another and
corresponding function of the time. We know, then, the answer
and
to the question, given Cg, find E^, for a particular kind of Cg
similarly, by working other direct problems, we may obtain other
;

particular answers.

mine Ej from Cg

But we must go further than
knowing Ej first.

that,

and

deter-

only, without

An easy case of indeterminateness could arise thus. Let there
be a second cable just like the first, and alike the first also in its
European terminal arrangements, and let both be connected simiThen Ej in the original
to the American arrangement.
European arrangement and e^ in the new one, would each, acting
alone, produce the same Cg, provided Ej and e^ were the same
functions of the time. Observation of Cg only would not settle
where it came from, though a practical man would soon find out
by observing Cg and something else as well. The connection
would be of the kind C2=YEj + ?/ej if e^ is known to be zero, then
Ej becomes known in terms of Cg and similarly for the other one.
Y and y may be identical copies but since the two cables are in
connection with one another, Y is not the same as before, but
becomes a function of the constants of the two cables and apparatus.
Let us keep to a single cause and single effect. In vol. 2 will be
found some examples of the finding of causes from given effects.
In the following are a few more, with a larger scope.
(1). Go back to p. 289, and look at equation (334).
Throw away
Wj altogether, and write

larly

;

;

;

WAVES

Now

;

but

if

we

for basis, then the
if Vfl is

take the telegraph theory of vol.

answer becomes

As on

definite.

the voltage impressed at .r=0, and

V

2,
p.

chap,

vii.,

308, vol. 2,

the resulting voltage

ihen

V=r^^Vo,
if

299:^

s are constants, and that ^j is the time differenwhat physical problem does this equation represent? A

multitude

£17,

*flE ETHEit.

say that r and

tiator,

at

iii

r=K/L,

s

= K/S,

-f =,.-V.,

y,=

-i'^

Vo =

we have

dx

(2)

So

.

ana

-^^et^lv,

If then,

q==v-\r { t,)\8 -{ t^)\

where

and v=(LS)-

—
qv

^i*.

(3)

(4)

Comparing with (1), which is ^Q=t^lqv, we see that Wo means
Given that the slope of the potential
V/e. So the problem is this.
at the origin is e/virrtf, what is the voltage at the same place ?
It
is implied by the use of the operator e~^^ that disturbances arise
on the left side, so the problem is quite definite.
(2). There are two primary solutions, in rising, and in falling
powers of t. The first comes by expanding Wq in rising powers of
1/^1, and makes
t^

r+s

6'*
,

/1.3

2,11

,

1.3

o\

^^*

,-,

This suits the beginning part of the curve required. But, remembering the meaning of r and s, it is easy to see that rt, and perhaps
8t

as well,

is

wanted.

may get unmanageably large, so a second form of solution
It is got by expanding Wq in rising powers of fj, and

%-(7i)i|f3

-2-y-if[p: +^^

+27/

)f^]'
(6)

which

is

suitable as soon as rt

and

st

are large enough to produce

convergence of the series. Beginning with the value
at first as f^, then more slowly, makes a hump, and
finally subsides to zero again according to t-K

distinct initial
0,

Wo increases

(3).

lathe

distortionless case,

2V'J/,

r= 8, and

2r^(2r^)2_(2r03

""'--JTV ^^"375-

-^=^e{^-^2r.+(i+(^|3
The equivalence of wi and if/g
formula. Both come from

is

\

a^-^->

(^
(^)
(B)

a case of the generalised «~' eos ut

_
Wo=,^.

(9)
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This may also be made to represent a simple coil problem.
the impressed voltage on a coil varies as t-^, the current will
vary as Wo in (9), fully expanded functionally in (7) and (8).
(4).

For

if

Or,

the current in a conducting condenser varies as

if

t-^,

the

voltage will be proportional to Wq.

Evidently (6) entirely

(5).

there

is

no leakage.

Then

fails

(5)

when

s

= 0, which

occurs

when

remains, in the form

and now the question is, what is the second form
of ^ ? The reduced form of Wq is

for large values

Wo = (r+f,)"S
and expansion
is

in fact

(11)

powers of t^ gives the answer iV2==r~^. This
the value tended to when t is large. There is no leakage
in rising

now, and that makes a difference.
This result w.2=r-^ is evidently not a complete equivalent of the
convergent solution w^. In the usual use of a divergent paired with
a corresponding convergent series, say (7) and (8) above, the range
of practical use of the divergent series may be found by inspection
of its initial convergence.
This fails with iv^^r-^, because the
series has degenerated to its first term.
So it is only by actual
comparison with the convergent series that we can find how small
I find that
rt may be to allow of the use of the second formula.
the error, which is considerable when rt = l, is reduced to about
1 per cent, when ri=4.
So from r^ = 4 up to oo we may use the
short formula, and use the long one only for the piece from rt=0

up

to ri
(6).

= 4.

As

to

why the

series should degenerate, that is rather obscure,

but the following will give a partial explanation. Consider tho
translation operator e~**i, which is in constant use in differential
transformations, making, for example,

This operator shifts the function bodily through the distance x.
Applied to unit operand, positive, it makes « "^*i 1 = (i - a;)^, that is, 1,

when t>Xt and

zero

when t<x.

e-^*i

Yet in powers

of

t^

we have

= l-a;^i+|V-|^i^ + ...,

(13)

and its powers are all vanishing quanan infinite number of them, and their
separate vanishing does not necessitate the vanishing of the sum.
To see this here, put t~''^\ — n for ^i"; then, remembering that

where (with unit operand)
tities.

But then there

t^

is

\

|ri=n[n--;l,

we may

write (13) thus,

r«'*^=i-^/A|i+«'/^+(£/^V^^+...|.

(14)

Waves

the ether.

in

Here the quantity in the { } is finite when x<t. The outside factor
is zero.
So £~^*il=l when t>x. But the {•••} becomes oo when
x=t, and if all terms are counted, is co when x>t. So the result
is 1 —
X 00 that is, indeterminate in this way. We know by the
preceding that the x oo means 1.
,

We may

also put

it

What

thus.

{x/t)^-^_ {xitr-^

[n-l

when n = 0, when
1 when x>t, and

the result

is an
powers of a

is

differentiator, to

^i^j

|3

The answer

likely

make

is^

if

if it is

apply

sure that an infinite

in the total, or to suggest

For,

But

zero.

As another

[n-3

explicit illustration of a useful test to

means

it is finite.

and most

finite,

{xitr-^ _^^^

_^

|2

when x<t.

series of O's really

prove that

the value of the series

assumes an indefinite form?

it

The above

(7).

to series in

\n-2

is

and

{t~'^/[-l)F(t),

and perhaps
¥{t) is finite,

F(^) is infinite, then the result

may

be

is.

which works out differently, consider the
which occurs in the electrostatic portion of the telegraph theory, vol. 2, p. 49 and after. We have q=ti^, and in all
the series developments done there, the terms ti, t^^, &c., are taken
For example.
to be zero.
operator

illustration,

e~<**

In turning

this to a function of

i,

the

first series

degenerates to 1

simply.

In

full, this series is

Here the function

in the

the result is simply

1,

{

}

and in

is finite

(16),

for all positive values of

we count only

together with 1 to represent the first series.
applies in various other diffusion problems.
(8).

Go back

to (11),

and

see

how

it

t,

so

the second series,

Similar treatment

behaves when treated in the

same way.
It makes

(18)

Here, counting

all

The conclusion

is

terms, the result

is

r~i(l

— Oxoo),

indefinite.

is not really reduced to its first term,
approximates to that result pretty quickly.
Now examine the reduced form of the convergent solution, that
is, the solution, in the sense of rigorous mathematicians, when L=0,

that 'W2

although, as before seen,

it

;
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or the self-induction

make -dYo/dx vary
infinities.

The

is

as

done away with.
takes the form

et^^,

real solution is given

by

6tt.

solution for Vq, to

The
of

an

oscillating series of

It

if^g-

it.

is,

Vo=«/(RS)

,

as

with the changes needed to get
That is to say, a constant impressed voltage is
rid of L and v.
needed to make the slope of potential vary as i"*.
The remarkable thing here is that the solution of the electrostatic
problem regarded as a reduced case of the electromagnetic, arises
by degeneration of a divergent series, whilst the convergent solution

may

be seen by inspection of

becomes

(4),

This occurs in the reduction of

useless.

all

electromagnetic

the electromagnetic are expressed in
terms of positive powers of B/L, by convergent series. The other
way, with L in the numerators, will be noticed presently.

solutions to electrostatic,

when

If VqIs voltage impressed at the beginning of a cable, and
the result (transverse voltage, or the potential) at distance x,

(9).

V is
then

V=e-«*Vo,

where g=V'(R+L«i)(K+SO.

(19)

The inverse problem is given Vq, find V. The anwser is Vo=6«*Y
but to allow for changed functional form, we better write it thus,

Wo=6«*W.
if,

for example,

Vq

is

(20)

V

constant, beginning ^=0, then

(usually curved) arrival curve of the potential at x.

But

let

the

is

W be

Wq is the impressed voltage that
produces the perpendicular arrival curve, or more strictly, perpendicular first, and horizontal later.
This solves the problem of how
to make square signals.
Now
in (20) is the same as Vq in (19),
but Wq is usually very difi'erent in shape from V. Yet all the
constant, beginning ^=0, then

W

change in the formula

The

is

in the reversal of the sign of x.

distortionless case is very simple.

put on will produce a constant
gr=(r+^i)/v,

showing that

Wo must

W,

making
be

c^^^^

A

constant

also suddenly

Wq

suddenly

coming on.

Wo=£^^^^£*i^^'^W;

times as big as

Here
(21)

W, and

start xjv

sooner.

But if we do not have the critical relation R/L = K/S, then all we
can do without analysis is to find the initial and final values of Wq.
The final value is got by putting ^^=0 in q. It makes
Wo=£^(«K)iw.

Wq

This

is

the steady

there

is

no leakage,

needed

to

maintain

(22)

W

steady at

x.

When

Wo=W.

The initial value of Wq is got by a
at a wave front due to constant Vq.
given by

consideration of the attenuation

This makes the

Wo«€(»/2L+K/2S)a;W.

initial

Wq

be

(23)

Waves
So the curve of

t= -xfv,

Wq falls

t^e

In
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from the value given by (23) at the moment
by (22), when t = co. Practically, of

to the value given

course the steady value is nearly reached in a short interval of time.
But, practically also, whilst the final value of Wq is pretty definite,
the initial value is not, because it is not possible to realise constancy

Increased resistance at the wave

of the constants R, L, K, S.

front due to the initial stage of imperfect penetration will necessitate

a greater
its

initial

Wo to counterbalance it. But except at
Wq naay fairly approximate to real fact.

value of

beginning, the curve of

Note that if L = 0, an infinite initial value is wanted. But the
inductance never is zero, so the failure, by supposed infiniteness of
voltage needed, is not real.
Similar considerations apply to the determination of Wq to produce a perpendicular arrival curve of current at x. Since

-f=(B+L«,)C. therefore

0=^Lv= (|±|^)^-"V,.

(24)

So in the inverse problem

So Wo/C

falls

from the value

(l/S)*£^(«''^"+^'2^'') to

(R/K)**^^**^ in order that the curve of
steep,

and then horizontal

leakage current,
final steady

W^.

when

later.

K is finite.

The impressed

The

C

the value

shall be first perfectly

final value is to

But when

K is

maintain the

zero, there is

voltage, after its first drop,

no

must

increase again without limit to maintain the current constant at x.
Similarly, if we terminate the cable through apparatus, we can
determine Wq finitely to produce definite results in particular ways
a steady current, for instance, through a coil which has a through
conducting circuit. But if we ask for the maintenance of a steady
;

current through a non-conductjing condenser, then
mately increase without limit.
(10).

To make a square

of given duration a.

continued constant
later

by the interval

will

make

remain

(or C)

is),

must

ulti-

arrived sigual, of potential or of current,

Wq calculated for
negative of the same, beginning
resultant makes the curve of Wo, which

Superpose upon the curve of

W or C, the

The
jump instantly from

a.

at that value for the interval a,

the value

never

W

Wq

up to a certain value,
and then suddenly drop td

and remain there. So, provided L is not zero (and it
the impressed voltage required to produce any signals of

0,

finite size is

Keeping

always

finite

and

calculable.

to a single square signal, the resultant

Wq

will

vary

notably with the duration of the signal. If very long, then the first
part of Wq may have fallen down greatly towards its final value

(assuming that there

is

one)

;

so the second part will be nearly a

S9d
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copy of the first, reversed in sign. But if the duration is so short
that the second part begins before there is a large drop in the first
part, then the resultant is first a strong short Wo, followed by a long

weak

tail of the opposite sign.
The initial impulse makes the
square signal, the rest wipes it out.
Construct a machine to do
this properly, and you may see wonders.
But I fear that strong
impulses are just what the cable people will not have. Then their

messages can go dribbling along, as usual.
(11). It is

much

not necessary to say

concerning the

way

of

calculating the shape of the Wq curve, because it is much the same
as the work done in vol. 2, in calculating the effects produced at a

But 1

distance by voltage impressed at the beginning of a cable.

gave
this

one way, in power series of x and t, so
be given here. It has to be harmonized with the

detail regarding

little

method may

other ways.
If

K=0, no

leakage, then

V/Vo=e-«^ = .-^^

y=xVnS,

if

L/R = a,

(26)

Y=Vh{l + at^).

(27)

This expands to

In accordance with experience in this class of problems, the even
series reduces to 1 simply, because Y^, &c., contain only integral
rising powers of t^.
But let us verify this by expanding the even
series in powers of a. The constant part has already been found to
reduce to

is

coefficient of

Y

'\~f
This

The

1.

X

l6'

a

is

-^^IT

+ -j"2i£2V

576:7+

-J'
(2^

finite, or 0.

The

coefficient of a^ is

,,(^,3^,e^.io^.)
= ylit(i-M.yl+l-yl-j&LA
|4|-4\

5.6^^

7.8*4

5.7.y.9

^'

which is also x finite, or 0. So are the rest, more and more
Having thus cleared the ground, there is left
,-,«

The next

step

is

= !_ (,Y+'^+t|!+...).

to find Y'^ in

terms of

convergent, the other divergent.

t.

First,

(so)
^

so.

(31)

There are two ways, one
expand Y" by the binomial

Waves
theorem, in rising powers of

Y» = /,^" (l + ln

the

in

t^,

^99

teTfiEft.

and then multegrate.

This makes

\

(32)

at, +l!?fezl) a2^,2

+

.

.

(33)

It is desirable to have the
with n = l, 3, 5, ...
commencement explicitly, being the important part. Thus,

Use

this in (31),

.

*

22t

(7-On

f^_3 3a
1

_

i

y^

f

"

2.4 2.2

2 2

^i

5 5

c^

2.4.6 2.2.2

^=^

"•]

^3

3^£^^ 3^^ 3^7

3.1

"^2.4 2.2

t^

"^2:4.6 2:2:2

5.3 5.7 <i^_5.3.1 5.7.9

0^3
i53

(i^

_

)

(34)

Observe that the terms in the t series all ultimately become of one
sign, beginning one term later in passing from one series to the
next.

also that

a=0

done by

large.

Note

The same

is

t

cuts off all but the electrostatic part.

That

is,

in the later stage, self-induc-

tion ceases to operate sensibly.
series is got by expanding Y" in
by the binomial theorem, making

The convergent
of

tj^

powers

falling

Y»=a..V.jl+4«i.+Wjp_l_+...|.

(33)

Here, on multegrating, some terms at the beginning go out, leaving

[^

1.3.5...(n-2)

1

Yn^V'

2»a^« 2.4.6... (n-1)

where, as before,

\3

3, 5,

1.22a V

\1.2a-V

2^a'^z\.

1.4

&c.

2.3

2a V

2.5

1.62a\

l52^a2S2.4l

w+24a\

n + 11a\

\

n = l,

7i

+ 36a**'J'

^

^

So, writing out the leading part-

2aV
2a V

3.42rtA

3.6

2.72aV

2a \

3.82a\

4.52a

/

4.72a'**/

4.92a***/

+ ....

(37)

This shows the structure plainly, and is easier to use than (36). In
this form L comes in the denominators, so that we cannot reduce
to the electrostatic

AVhen t = 0,
deception.

(37)

form

directly.

makes a

y or x. But this is a
from x =Q up to as = v^. Beyond

definite function of

The formula is on^y

valid

;

SOO
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So if we reduce ^ to
we ishift the wave
There is left merely the result V/Vo=l at

that, there is nothing.

front

up

to the origin.

^=0, t=0, which

Ctt. 1.

of course.

is correct,

Now

in vol. 2, p. 332, eq. (33),
solution,

is

the following form of convergent

r^^=r'''|Po(.i + 2z^P,(.) + 2|^'P2(2) + 2'|'P3(e) + ...|

(38)

where P„(<r) is !„(.:;) divided by its first term, and z = p{i-—x^lv^)^, and
w=^p{t-x/v), p being E/2L, that is l/2a. What relation does it
bear to (37) ? To answer this, expand (38) in powers of x. The
coefficients are functions of

t.

The

first

function

is

fP^xe~^^ = l, in

agreement with (37). The nextia —{pxjiXl -^^t {ip'^i^-\- ...)x e'^K
Carrying out the multiplication, the result is the y term in (37).
Then the x^ term in (38) comes to 0, in agreement wish (37). It
follows that the two convergent solutions (37) and (38) are identical,
one being a mere rearrangement of the o:he*, when the factor c"''*
is

allowed

for.

The next question is, what
The answer is less
to (34) ?
ln(z) in (39),

relation does the convergent (38) bear

easy.

For,

if

we

substitute ^H,i(5;) for

producing

vi=i\t + xlvj

8.-

\

J)

a form equivalent to (38), and therefore to (37) and (34),
but which does not reduce identically to (34), because it contains

we have

the square root of z.
transcendental manner.

But there

is

another

The transformation must take

way

of passing

from (38)

place in a

to (34), not involv-

ing the square root of z. Expand, as before, (38) in powers of a;,
with coefficients of the form i~P^f{t). Then put f(t) in the form

2AsTg(pO, which

^Hs

for I,.

is

Say the

an identical substitution.
coefficient of x"- becomes

Thirdly, substitute

e-''V(0=iZA..(i+^'^^-p+...)
then

tliis

will be

(41)

found to be identically the coefficient

of

a;"

in (34),

best way to carry out this process is by means of the
^i=^(a + a~i) transformation of vol. 2, p. 348, applied to the functions £p^y« in terms of t^, so as to bring them at once to the

The

required form.

Then compare with

Eaiion is complicatedj

it is

(38).

Although the harmoui-

satisfactory to see

how

it

is done.

.

WAVES
It also

functions.

w

Use

Change the

(38).

to w^ = \o{t-\-:>.\v)^ whilst z

remains

= £-p*{p^,(^) + 2m;Ti(;^) + 2(«;'2/(2)P2(:r) + ...}.

moment ^= —x\v. So
&nd:i'=p{t>{ti-2x/v)\K Then

this begins at the

w'==:yt',

through the Bessel
have

for calculation, I

So
j'?^

But

(34)

to the inverse problem.

This turns

first.

the same.
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I prefer (37), &c., to (40).

Now pass

sign of X

THE ETHER.

shows how to pass from (37) to
But whether (34) is practical

not examined.
(12).

IN

^^-pt'^pxlv
|p^(,/)

(42)

'

put t^t'-xjv, making

^2(ipiOPi(^0 +2(iof 7/(2

Now t' starts at the value 0, and Wq is the
x=0 which will produce constant potential W
at the moment t' — x/v.

.

!>,{,')

+ ...}.

(43)

impressed voltage at
beginning there

at x,

Without calculating the whole curve, there are four points in it
which serve very well to exhibit the main features. First, t' = 0.
Then Wo/W=6''^/''. Next ^'=px/t;. Then

Wo/W= (Jo+2Ji + 2J2 + 2J3+ ...)(p:./2.)
^ J pr _ 1 (^: W. IS {p:c[vy _ ••*
2

i;

|3

^2.4

^

(44)

"'

^

= l + e|-^Jo(^)^a; = l + {l + (W^)i'}"*The immediate
series (45), its

result (44) is ornamental.

meaning can be

seen,

and

Putting
is

it

^

(46)

in a

power

easily calculable.

It

can be recognised to be given also by the integral form in (46), and
also by the differential form which follows, where (pxjv\ means
the differentiator with respect to pxjv.
The last shows that the
value tended to when pxjv is large, is 2. This is confirmed by
the definite integral, because

Jo{y)di/

/

= l.

I.

The

third value of

t'

is 2.r/v,

making

'w'

= pxlv,

and z'=0.

^o=r''^'"{i+2e+2(e|!)i+...|=2-r'^'''.

So,
(47)

of ^' is oo, making Wo/ W--1.
The value of the
quantity pxjv, or Ra;/2Ly, determines the range of Wo/W. If it is
as small as 1, the four values of Wo/W are 2-71, 1-92, 1-63, and 1.

The fourth value

first value is 22,026
the third is nearly
not much more. That is, Wo drops from a very
large to less than twice the final value by the time the wave front
due to Wo has reached the point 2a;, the point of observation of
being at x, when x is large enough to make >f-^^" be very large. The

as largo as 10, the

If

it is

2,

and the second

;

is

W

remaining drop from 2

to 1 takes place slowly.
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(13). When there is leakage, the more developed formula for V/V„
or 6-5^ should be used, eq. (57), p. 337, vol. 2. Else it is the same
in treatment that is, first alter the sign of x, and then alter the
;

zero of time, as done above.
But when the formula is wanted for the impressed voltage that
will produce a square current signal at x, a further change is re-

For

quired.

(vol. 2, p. 308, eq. (105)).

So,

knowing the formula

for C/Vq, to

WJCx, when Wq is the impressed voltage that will
make Cx square at x, we must, besides changing the sign of
also
interchange R and K, L and S. That is, when the results are, as
obtain that for

.^',

2, in terms of the two quantities p and a given by R/2L
unchanged, but a must be reversed.

usually in vol.

+ K/2S,

p is

For instance,

(14).

if

there

0=(|)'l„,).r''
apparently.

On

is

no leakage,

beoon..

examination,

5=(t)'l«(=).r^'

makes nonsense.

it

(49)

The reason

is

that p is =o- in this case, so a contradiction is involved in keeping
p the same and reversing a. The proper way is to start with p not = a
;

and then put it
process works properly.
from K being zero whilst
reverse

(15).

a,

The

full

formula

.

We
R is

There is no contradiction, and the
might anticipate some failure in (49)
finite.

is (53), p.

336, vol. 2, for the direct problem.

Or

^=r'' [Po(.)-f2^^-l)a{l + a(c-«) + «2(c-a)'H...}],
where

c=2p/(r,

and where, on arrangement in powers

(50)

of a, o'^isto

mean
a^=^Vn{z),
It is

now

0-,

not

p,

tv

= ^a{t-x/v),

that occurs in

w

and

z

z.

= a{t^-xWy.
Note that

p=

(51)
o-

makes

terms go out save the first.
Now change the sign of x and of <r. The P's are functions of z^,
Also pjo
so do not change but w becomes —^(T(t+xlv)= —u, say.
and c change sign, and the sign of a must be reversed. So,
all

;

W^==r'^rPo(s)+2(^4-l]4l + a(c-a) + a2(6-a)2 + ...} 1,(52)
LvC
a« = ,^P,(^).
(53)
where
This solves the inverse problem, provided t begins at the moment
i= - sc/v. That is, the impressed W© makes C« be zero before and

.

WAVES JN THE ETHER.

moment ^=0. The
This makes
when we put p =

constant after the
retained

o-.

^=
when

there

time zero
reversals

s

" "*[
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extra terms are
c

now

= 2, and reduces

all

(52) to

Fo'.^)+iuV,(z)+S^-p,{z) + 12^'P3(.) + ...],

(54)

no leakage. We need not always trouble to alter the
But a check upon the accuracy of the sign
desirable.
Say x = 0. This makes
is

explicitly.

is

Wo/LvCo = 6-P*{lo+4Ii + 8l2+12l3+...}(pO.

(55)

This must be the expansion of

To prove

Expand
ln(<^t)

this,

use the Expansion theorem of p. 348, vol.

this result in

for a^.

like, derive

by substituting
we may, if we
Cx from the Cq solution (57), by altering

powers

of a,

Besides this corroboration,

the solution for

the meaning of a" from

The four

and we get

we

(55),

see that

In(<Tt) to (t*"/|n)P„(2).

principal values in (54) are

t= -xjv, making

first,

= 0, making
(J^+4Ji + 8J2 + I2J3+ ...)(pa;/v)
= 1 + 2{px/v) + |(px/t;)2 - - 5/t2.16(/)x/t;)* +

Second,

Thus,

2.

t^^^'"-

t

Third, t=xlv,

.

(58)

making

rP^I''{l-^4:px/v-\-^pxlvy-{-^pxlvfll2+i{pxlvy/\3-{-...}

= 4/>a:/i;+£~^''/".

(59)

Fourth, < = 00 makes 00. The third value is about 40 when pxlv = 10,
as in a form'^r case, when the result was 2, in producing constant
The subsequent
It is to be constant current now at x.
potential.
rise of Wq is of no consequence in the calculation relating to a square
signal of finite duration,

which involves taking a

difference.

Another interesting case of (52) is R = 0,
(r= -p, so all the extra terms go out, leaving
(16).

K

finite.

^^=r^%W-^Vv'^h
where p=K/2S.
€P^/^

The

The

(60)

four principal values are

JoWv),

last is for large

Here

e-P'^^",

tends to zero.

«-P^/7(27rpO*.

The

(61)

and third
values show the magnitude of the drop in the interval between
t^—xjv&nd +xlv. But observe the second value, for ^=0. It
t.

It

first
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be positive or negative, or zero, though never greater than

+1. Say pxjv = 2'4:, then the four values are about 10, 0, 1/10, 0.
Here Wq drops to zero momentarily, though it does not change
sign.
But give pxfv a very large value, and examine how «"''%(2!)
behaves as t goes from — x/v to -f «^}v. There is first an immense
drop to a small value, followed by oscillations from
to — and
back again. There is only a limited number of these oscillations,
and when they end Wq becomes + and remains + ending with a

+

,

,

according to the fourth value in (61).
This may seem an extraordinary way of initiating and maintaining a constant current at x. The same phenomenon, in the form of

long

tail,

small fluctuations, may be perceived in previous formulas. Here it
is accentuated by the absence of resistance allowing us to examine
a simpler formula. It is difficult to give a visible explanation of
the necessity of the fluctuations or oscillations after the

because

it is

I have taken
at

such an involved matter.
it

to represent

an

But

first

as a check

big drop,

upon

(60),

arbitrarily given impressed voltage

x=0, and have worked out the direct problem of finding the
it produces at x.
The result isC=0 before and constant

current

after ^=0, as required.

The fall of Wq towards zero ultimately is easily explained. If
we take the time integral of the fourth form in (61), the result
and shows that the time integral of Wq goes on
limit, though at an exceedingly slow rate.
This is to supply current to the very remote parts of the cable
(assumed to be infinitely long) that have not been reached by the
disturbance. Keeping in the near parts, however, there is constant
current at x maintained by an insensible impressed force, tending
The conclusion is that V = 0, and C = constant, having the
to zero.
same value as at x. For there is no resistance in circuit, and when
V = 0, no leakage current.
Then we may ask why C assumes the same value everywhere
This is an example of a general
(in the near parts) ultimately.
property of magnetic induction in plane sheets which was first
proved by the distortionless circuit in 1887. Given a line charged
and currented in any way, and connected to earth at both ends. All
the charge will eventually disappear, by leakage and terminally,
but the current will persist if there is no resistance, and redistribute
itself so as eventually to make a steady uniform current all along
the Une, if there is no resistance in circuit anywhere.
(See Eleo.

varies as

t^,

increasing without

Pa.i vol. 2, p. 144, for particulars.) Now in our present case 0^
constant inexorably. So the rest of the cable (in the near parts)

=

have the same current ultimately, as Wq becomes practiIt is done by natural redistribution of current under
the circumstance of no resistance. Of course it will be understood

must

also

cally zero.

WAVES

THE ETHER.

in the formula is the only place

that

cc

rent

is

To

IN

constant

all
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where the value of the cur-

the time.

further illustrate the principle concerned, take off the very-

Wq

small residual

altogether.

For some time

after,

no sensible

but given time enough, the uniform current will
all disappear, not by annihilation, but by spreading into the remote
parts of the cable, and so attenuating to zero density. When speaking of "currentj" sheets of magnetic induction should be pictured,

change

will occur

;

not merely their cores.
(17). It will be as well to translate the cable problem into the
corresponding one relating to the propagation of plane sheets of
magnetic induction in Maxwell's conducting dielectric. Imagine

the dielectric to be unbounded one

way

(x

= x),

but terminated at

=

by a perfectly conducting sheet. Let, initially, there be no
Then, at the moment ^=0, let a source of magnetic
disturbance.
induction of strength / start uniformly all over the plane. That is,
/tubes of induction are generated per unit area per second, so that
ffdt=^fyiQ..dx^ on account of the persistence of the induction when
ic

once created.

Then the equation connecting H

at

^ with / at x =

H=f^i:^Vf-^y.
Compare with the
because

it is

conductivity,

by

(62)

above. The changes are quite formal,
same problem, provided ^, or magnetic

first of (48)

physically the
is

is

introduced to imitate

R in the

cable problem.

So,

(50),

/^^^^-P<|-p^(^) + 2(e-l)a{l + a;c-a) + a-^(c-a)2

shows the

+...}]

H at distance x due to /constant, beginning

^

(63)

= 0, where

In the real Maxwellian dielectric p=— tr, so
Induction is then not only generated
all the extra terms stay in.
begins
at a uniform rate, but persists in the dielectric as well.
at X at the moment t=xiv, with the value fe~P^^^, and then rises

p ov

<r

= gl2fi±hl2c.

H

up

to the final value

Now

/ later.

pass to the inverse problem.

(52)

shows that

-^^-e-''*[p„(.)-h2(£ + l)a{l + a(c-a) + a2(c-a)2 + ...}]

(64)

determines the nature of / needed to make Hx at x begin suddenly
This is when there is magnetic conductivity
causing destruction of induction after its creation and transmission
into the dielectric. Do away with this decay, by5f=0, or p=—v,

and stay constant.

then we come to

(60),

which makes

-X^=e-''%Jcr(^2_^Y^2)4j,

(65)

.
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in Maxwell's conducting dielectric. The time integral of /, or the
total induction in the dielectric, ultimately varies as t^.
If what

remains of /is taken

moment

at that

is

then the total induction existent
it cannot pass through the
It cannot be destroyed by the con-

off altogether,

conserved.

plane boundary, for one thing.

For

medium, for another. But it will ultimately
attenuate to zero density, by spreading out into the remote parts
of the unbounded dielectric.

ductivity of the

H

Yet one thing more. It remains to show how
is estabby the determined / in other parts of the medium, say at y,
which may have any value from
It may be convenient
to oo.
(18).

lished

now to alter the time zero so that /
And Ha- when t=x/v. Then, by (65),

begins at the

moment ^ = 0,

f/lxvJI,=,-P^'-^l"^ lo [<r{{t-xlvr -a:>2}*]

(66)

This /is now to be regarded as a given impressed source, and the
it produces everywhere is wanted.
This is a direct problem.
The first step is to expand Io(...) in the form
Thus
A„I„(<t^).

H

2

= £-^«i/''

Iq(...)

I„{(r(^2_a.2/^2)i}3,£-a;<i/t; ,-a^«i2-<7'i)4 j^^^^),

"

(gy)

*^^''"*

= ^(T{a + a~^), reducing it to c
Io((t^) by one way,
same with a turned to its reciprocal by another. The
ambiguity arises from the radical. But a" and a"" mean the same,
with the operand Io(<tO so both forms expand alike, and make

In

put

this,

t^

or else to the

;

/

-p{t-XlV)f

^r'

I

ffXy

(ffXlvYK

-\,..

fno\
(68)

i.-T^i+^i2- •••}('«)•
,

Now this form of result I see represents the series development
of a much simpler functional form ; and this, again, shows that it
conduces to simplicity not to change the time zero so as to make
the impressed force begin when ^=0, but to keep it so that the
given effect (here H^j) begins then. On this understanding,
BJK,^ei-^t,/q=^LVs-P^ Po(«)_,.
because

/=Eo

regular

c{t^

- x^fv^f,

give to X in

determined.
will be

z.

(69)

Here

;2

is

the

whilst the outside suffix indicates the value to

It also indicates the initial

Thus, in

(69), t

value of vt for the function
ranges from - xjv to oo. This notation

found useful in the following.

The corresponding value

of

E^

is

E^=£-«^Eo=H:„ €-«(i'-^)^V2=M^H, €-P«Po(^)^_,.
(70)
The value subsides towards zero, not only
for any point y.

This

is

at

but

as,

Vectorially, f=curl Eq.

numerically.

all

over as well.

On

the other hand,

=e-P«(l-2a + 2a2-2aH...)Po(2!)i,,a;H«.

(71)

WA'VT<:S
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H-c steadily &t'i/=cc; elsewhere

it

tends to that value in time ;

subject to the reservation already mentioned.

Now

consider the effect of terminal connections, appHed to
length of cable, beginning with the simple case of terminal
short circuits. The reflection of a wave is positive as regards C,
and negative as regards V. Let an impressed voltage e be inserted
(19).

a

finite

at aj=0, producing

is

its

Yq = 6

there.

Then

the current at aj=Z due to Vo, being the initial wave followed by
But if we invert the
positive reflections, in an infinite series.

problem, and write

there are only two waves. This makes the present and other inverse
problems much simpler than the direct. But remember that C, does

not cause V^ (that would make a distinctly different problem), but
caused by Vo- Suppose C^ starts when ^=0, then Vq begins at
and, at the
the previous moment t= —Ijv, making the wave «'^^..
later moment t=llv, which is the moment the front of the reflection
of the first wave reaches the source, a second wave of Vq begins,
There are no others, because the
given by the formula €-<^^...
second impressed force is so graduated and timed as to destroy the
effect of all the subsequent reflections which would exist if Vq impressed continued according to the first formula alone. Both these
formulae have been already worked out, but before noticing them,
let us go to the evergreen distortionless circuit for simple information
is

;

.

without complication.
Putting <T = makes 2 = (i,+|o)/v; so

Vo = h-Lvi^'"" t

Here Cj

*^'"

(as in the preceding also)

- e - "^"^ e - 'i^/^]Ci.
may be any function

(74)

of the time,

Then

B&jfit).

Y, = ^l.vU^^"fit+l/v)-e-'^'y{t-

l/v)}

(75)

But (74) is equally explicit, in a less conventional way.
The meaning can be seen by letting Cj be a mere pulse, at the
moment ^=0, and nothing else. Equation (74) shows that two
pulses of Vq are required to produce it, one at the moment t = — Ijv,

•explicitly.

magnified ^Ttv ef^^l^ times; the other at the moment t = llv, minified
(and reversed) - ^Ly e"''^/" times. To see the significance ot the
second pulse, consider what the first pulse of Vq does. It sends a
pulse of V=L2;C along the line, which attenuates in transit to half
the size of the required pulse at the end of the line.
The positive
reflection of current immediately doubles this, making the required
VOL.

m.

t2
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Then

follows the reflected

pulse of current at tlie end be of
pulse along the line, in which
it is

minified by the factor

The usual

positive as regards C.

+

ordinary

c "

full size.

V= - LtC. On arriving at the source
p'^^.
It is negative as regards V and

pulse like the

first,

would then turn it to an
and produce
be followed by an infinite series of
reflection

to be sent along the line

a second pulse at the end, to
smaller pulses. But at the moment
pulse of Vq acts.

Its

efi*ect,

by

itself,

t

= llv

the second, or negative

would be an

But they are exactly the negatives

pulses.

infinite series of

of the series already

So, in reality, the second pulse of Vq stops all further
There are just two pulses of Vo, two wave pulses in the
line, and one doubled pulse of current at its end.
It is beautifully
simple in operation because it is done with ideally simple machinery.
But though not so simple, the action is equally perfect in circuits
possessing distortion. The impressed force is of two types, and the
second one is constructed so as to cut off the after effects due to the
If the reader is not familiar with, but wants to understand
first.
these things scientifically, and not merely from the analytical, nor
yet merely from the practician's point of view, he should read my

described.
action.

account (1887) of the properties of the distortionless circuit {Elec.
Pa., vol. 2, pp. 119 to 155, and p. 307). It requires no high mathematics to add all sorts of examples in additional illustration.

Equation (74) also shows that

is

followed

if

Vo=iLv tP^/^Cj,
by Yq = Jjv shin (pl/v).Cj,

from t= -Ijv
from

^

=

to

t=0,

onward,

steady Cj at the end of the line. Here the first Vo alone,
would in time make C^ jump up higher and higher,
All these later changes are
staircase fashion, to a limiting value.
cut off by the alteration in the type of the impressed Vq which

the result

is

and kept

on,

occurs

when the reflected wave reaches the source. Note that this
wave establishes the steady state as it moves on, by union

reflected

with the primary wave.
(20). Eeturning to an ordinary circuit in which the distortion is
not destroyed, I will give in brief the full process of developing (73),
instead of referring to the results of direct problems worked out in
This will
vol. 2, and making changes of sign or other alterations.
be useful in confirming some of the preceding work, and to show
how to work in other cases when it may not be convenient to modify

previously worked out solutions.
First "put 2 in terms of

t^,

p,

and

cr,

making

v2'

= {(^i+/>)^— o-^}*.

Then

^.4L,(|±£±5y|,{<'^+'i-'n'«''_r--}i.
Nowhere

!=«-'".'''=.-'%(<,-/>)-'.

(76)
(77)
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Substituting in (76) and shifting «"''* to the beginning,

makes

§=iL..-p'(:-^)\^{.{"-'^i«'"-^-'-)i.

Now if

u^l<y{t + xjv),

w=i<r(t^.vM,

Auw=z^=a\t^-x^y-),

and a and (3 are the differentiators with respect to
vol. 2, p. 328, then
Po(^)

= l + ^+^,+ ..o

u and

iv,

a-Po(^) = /3-«Po(^)='^"P«(^).

(78)
(79)

as in

(80)

Also, the identity

j:j:^,p<,(^)=(p„-2gP,+2|jP,-...j(2)
reduces

when

cc

1

=

+

to the identity
Io(<r0

1

= l = (lo-2l2 + 2l4-2l6 + ...)(^0.
make

use of

e-^*^'-'''^^''"U<rt)=T,{z\
also put

the operand

fi

is

(82)

a-^

Substitute this for the 1 operand in (78), and

and

(81)

(83)

= ^(r(a + a~^), because a and a~i are equivalent when
Then (78) becomes, if c^lpja,
Po(^).

^«=iL»

«-P'

}±? -l+«^
i=^I{Po(^^)-.-Po(=)J
1— a 1 + a^ — ca 1 + a^

= iLv

.-<'

(l+

d

\

2W^\
— a^C—a)/

{P„(.)_,-P,(.),J.

(84)

(85)

1

This is complete, because on expansion of the a function in rising
powers of a, it makes, by (80), a full development in w'^'Pni^) funcIn passing, I remark here that it is not usually desirable to
tions.
write out such expansions. They can be understood to exist, and
it is far simpler to manipulate the a functions which specify them.
In (85) the two -s's have the same value, but the associated ^u
In the first Wi = ^a{t+llv), and in the second,
factors have not.
W2 = \<r{t - Ijv). So the two series of P,i functions do not usually
destroy one another when coexistent.
(21).

that

is,

But there

E = 0, K

conducting

is

a case of great simplification. If p/o-=-l,
the case of plane waves in Maxwell's
We reduce (85) to

finite, it is

dielectric.

Vo/C, = iLi,[Po(^)-z-Po(^),].

(86)

This says that
Vo/Ci = |Li;«-P* JoW^^/^---^-)*}.

from e= -IJv

to +Z/v.

(87)

the impressed voltage only lasts for the interval 2//v and
then entirely ceases. It ceases the moment the reflected wave
from the end reaches the source. It follows that at this moment

That

is,

the steady state

is

established everywhere.

,
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this conclusion, find the

wave

of

OH. X.

C anywhere due

to

In general,

Vfl.

c={r'"'+r'""-"+e-"«+"+...}c„=i:!!±i;!^c„
being the
find Ci in

This

is

(88)

wave and its reflections, all positive. Put x=l
terms of Cq. Then eUminate Cq. The result is

initial

to

C = |{e'?(^-') + e-«(^-')}Ci.
(89)
C in the line consists of the primary

also relatively simple.

wave and its reflection. Tlie full development is the same as
with two special values given to x. Thus,

Here p=

for f-«*,

-<r reduces the result to

(91>

^=i''''l^J^oi^^'-'^^'^''^^.}

+ h-'' I Po(.2) - 2z^2Pi(^2) + 2'-^ P,(.2) - 2'|-'P3(.2) +

...

(92)

,

I

where

Now in vol.

showed that

2, p. 334, eq. (43), I

^''=Po(^) + ^^Px(^)^^P.(^) +

and

called

it

an important

identity.

Applying it to

(93)

...

(92),

remember-

ing that p= -<x, it proves that C = Ci in the overlap, that
region where the primary wave and its reflection coexist.

an
is

easier

way

of showing that this

satisfactory to

is so,

have a confirmation

to be

come

in the

is,

There

is

but

it

to later

;

of the accuracy of elaborate

formulae.

From the steadiness of C in the overlap, it follows that V=0 and
we can confirm easily. For the V formula is
;

this

which develops

to

_V

r J«-^'(l+f^i^){Po(^^)x-,-P«(^),-.}.

(95)

Here it is visible by inspection that p - ^ makes V=0 in the overlap.
Summing up, we find that when K = the impressed force
r=

Vo=^L^-C,
acting at x =

from t= -Ijv

V=iL^Ci

.

to

-P*

JMl'lv' -

t=+ l/v,

t'^)'},

(9a)

produces the wave

e-P^ J,[p{{l ^xr^lv^-t^Yl

(97)

,
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from ^= -to + {l-x)lvy and C = Ci, V=0, in the overlap. The region
occupied by the V wave (97) begins at x=0, increases to x = l, and
then falls back again to the source. At the moment t=0, when V
occupies the whole line, it may be all of one sign, or else be wavy,
according to the size of
(22).

in

p.

To make an equally sunple problem concerning a

which R

is finite,

andK

real cable ^
zero (practically), let the far end be insu-

making 0^=0 there, with + reflection of V and- of C. Ata;=0
put on 6 in short-circuit producing e=YQ, to be found in such a way
that Vj at the far end is steady, beginning when ^=0. We have
lated,

^—in-^^o,
The

first of

these

c=(^:^^;)

_____Vo.

makes Vo=^(£'^^+«~*)Vi, and

this,

used in

(98>

(98),

produces
v=i(.'^^'-^^-hr'^^^-^')Vi,

The

first

c=('^±|^Vi(.'^'^-^^-r<^^'-^^)Vj. (99>

develops to

|^-ir'''(l+ ^W'-°>V p„(.),_,+Po(..),-.},
Vj
l-a{c-a)J
\

(100)

and LvC/Vi is obtained by multiplying by (l-a)(l + a)~^, and
changing the sign of the second Pq.
Now here it is by p=(r, that is, K = 0, that we destroy the complication.
"We reduce to

V ^^r'']±^
1

\I

—a

(101)

[Po(^),.z-f-PoO^)z-J

^=ir''[Po(.),_,-Po(.),_,].
It follows

(102)

now that the current is zero in the overlap. This
— dY/dx=0 in the overlap or V is steady, = Vi. The

requires that

;

The steady

identity (93) applied to (101), confirms this conclusion.
state of constant
line at the

V and

moment t = 0,

C

begins at the insulated end of the
and travels at speed v to the beginning of

zero

When

the line.

this is reached, the impressed voltage
previously variable, assumes the constant value Vj.

«,

which was

After that,

nothing more happens. Nor will anything more happen if we
remove e, provided we insulate the beginning, which is a common
practical procedure.

V

Having thus charged the cable
short period 2Z/v,

it

may

in the
to uniform potential
be discharged completely equally quickly

by applying the same voltage reversed.
(23).

ful

The instantaneous assumption of steady states

on a

distortionless circuit, because that is

naturally.

But

it is

wonderful

when

made

the circuit

is

is

not wonder-

so as to do

it

not balanced for
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distortion, until one gets used to the idea.
It is merely a question
of habit ; wonder always ceases with sufficient famiUarity. Nothing

more wonderful than anything else, and nobody really
understands anything. In the present case the wonder ceases when
it comes to be considered that the impressed force itself which
produces the electromagnetic wave, is graduated in its strength just
in the right way to counterbalance the disturbing effect of the
unbalanced distortion on the circuit, as well as the reflective effects.

is really

The

source

itself is distorted,

so to speak.

have only proved

this property for the two simplest
terminal conditions, earth or insulation at the distant end, and then
only when either he leakance or the resistance is zero. I shall now,
however, show that the same property is true when both these quantities are finite, and have any values
and moreover, when there is
terminal apparatus, which may be of several different types, though
it cannot be of any type.
The effect of the line distortion, and of the
terminal apparatus, will all be allowed for in such a way as not only
to produce right-angled arrival curves, which is always possible, but
also to make the reflected wave, by union with the primary wave, at
once produce the steady state of V, or of C, or of both together sometimes. This can be proved without actually developing the form of
the primary wave, because the result of its union with the reflected
wave may be found by uniting the two waves in differential operaOf course the developtional form, instead of in functional form.
ment of the primary wave is needed to complete the solution of the

But, so

far, I

;

problem.
If, after

at

x=0

a;

=

and

of vol. 2, p. 886, p^

and

Z,

the complete

V due to

p^

are the reflection

an impressed source

is

\ =\f

+Pi€

Here / is not
This

long.

manner

the

coefficients at

waves.

V

+PoPl

+PoPi«

+•••//•

«

(lOd)

what Vq would be if the line were infinitely
shows the primary wave and the succeeding reflected

Vq, but

is

Or, condensed,

PoPiC--'^'

By

putting a:=l,

it

follows that

f^j^ljimL^v^.
Put

this

/in

(104).

It is

±^i^

V='

Vi,

C=

1+Pi

Here

V

and C in the

potential.

(105)

J+Pi
then dismissed for good.

(

E±^A
hfj

\li

'

+

= ZjCj, if Zj

:r^
+

1

line are expressed in

Since, moreover, Vj

is

We

get

Yy
'

(106)

Pi

terms of the terminal
the resistance operator

\
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of the .v=l arrangement, we also express V and C in terms of CiEither of these may be given as a datum ; or, if we please, some
other quantity in Zj itself. In any case, the fundamental point is
that some qu antity away from the source (or, if we please, at the
source, or another part of the terminal arrangement there) may be
regarded as given, and everything else has to be found to match,
including the intensity of the source itself. Thus, given V«, find
Yy. With a given situation and kind of source, this also involves
V and C being found everywhere, and the intensity of the source.
As before, when the source is at ic=0, there are only two waves,
in contrast, with the multiplicity in direct problems.
One of these,
the primary wave, must be found. But the other need not, though
For we may find the
it comes from the primary by easy changes.

y and C in the

overlap independently.

Observe that neither e nor pQ occur in (106). This means that for
the same V^, and without any source to the right of a?=0, V and
everywhere to the right of a;=0 are always the same. If we alter
or if we alter the
Zq, there is a balancing alteration required in e
situation of e in Zg, we must correspondingly alter its intensity. In
fact the determination of e forms a distinct problem.
But pi must be put in terms of Z^. If
;

This brings (106) to

(1C8)

c=

^(z. +z)e^^^-"^-(z,-z)r^'^ -^'y^

t = {l-x)lv only the first exponential is active.
But
when both are active, we may unite them, making

Before
that,

V=

-'

after

cosh q{l-x) + -?y- shin n{l—x) [Yj,
^1

i

)

(109)

C = II
To

shin q{l -x)+ ^- cosh q{l-x) Vi.

obtain the ultimate steady state of

V

and 0, put

^i

= 0.

This

anakes

q= JllK,
if Rj

is

Z= jBjK,

Zj^Rj,

the effective steady resistance of the Z^ apparatus.

V={cosh Jml{l-x)+ ^/B/K/Rj

C = { ^i^R

shin

.

shin jBK{l-x)]Yi,

v^RK(Z— x) + l/Ri cosh Jmi{l-x)]Yi,
.

This process of finding the ultimate state

whether

(110)

Then

is

(111)
(112)

valid irrespective of

direct or inverse differential operations are concerned, or

;
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If there is

irrational.

an ultimate^

steady state, then ^i=0 in (109) will find it. If there is no steady
Btate, the form of the operators will show why, and the physics will

As regards

also do so.
(24).

state.

Now
But

irrationality, Z^

in general

it

might be a cable

in these inverse problems the time taken

finite or infinite.

itself.

takes an infinite time to reach the steady

We may discriminate by

may be

either

examining the forms of

the operators in (109). Looking at the Vj formula, the cosh operator
is a rational integral function of t^.
So is the shin operator whendivided by q» If, then, Zg/Zj or (R-»- LiJ/Zi is also of the same kind,

thenV=(A + B^i + C^i2+...)Vi = AVi, when Viis
is

the steady state.

t='(l

It

is

therefore

— .r)lv whenever (R + 'Ltj)!^^

when

Zj

is

constant.

But

this

assumed suddenly at the moment

is

rational integral.

a mere resistance, of any size

;

This occurs-

or a conducting condenser,,

say, Zi = (Ki + Si^j)~^, of

any size and any time constant. But if it
say Zi=Ei + Liii, then it fails, unless the time constant
Li/Rj is the same as L/R. If Zi is a condenser and coil in sequence,,
But if the coil and condenser are in parallel,,
it cannot be done.
then it can, provided R/L^RJLi as before. In any of these cases
(and similar ones) V is given by (111) in the overlap, from the
moment t={l-x)lv, being the steady state of V, beginning at x=Z,.
and travelling towards a; = at speed v.
But it does not follow that C is also steady in the overlap when
Vis. Inspection of the C formula in (109) shows that l/Z^ must be
That is, Z^ may be a resistance, or a condenser
rational integral.
but not a coil, not even when its time constant is the same as L/R.
But the difference made is easily found.
If a coil, everything is rational integral except the term (Lv/Zi)V|,
the steady part of which is (Li;/Ri)Vi, and is included in the steady
is

a

coil,

solution.

That

is,

So there

is

an additional term

in the overlap,

C

is

given by (112), with the extra current

Though not steady, it is at a given moment constant
range. At the moment t = ljv, and after, this extra cur-

(113) added.

within its
rent occupies the whole line, besides the steady state of V and C.
The above is an easy example of the finding of the state of affairsin the overlap when there is only a partial assumption of the steady
It was complete as regards V, partial as regards C. But it
state.
may easily be the other way. V may require extra terms, not C.
In general, both V and C require extra terms, and it may, even
when there are several, be of advantage to exhibit them separately.
In any case, the above shows how to find the resultant state in the
overlap, without using the primary
I

wave and its

reflection developed
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in terms of x

and t Separate the operator into a rational integral
and a part requiring integrations. The first part, together with

part

the steady part of the second, make the steady state.
over constitutes the extra terms.

What

is left

If Zj is a cable of a different type to the original, its resultant
effect

may

on the

cable will be fully allowed for.

first

calculate the state of things in the

new

Besides that, we
it is acted

cable, since

upon by the impressed voltage V^. This makes a direct problem.
But if the new is of the same type as the old cable, it will act just
like a continuation of the old.
Then cosh and shin will unite to
make just the original t"'^"*' operator considered before we came to
terminal reflection. That is, there is no second wave, and no over-

make a steady state, without or with extra terms.
To complete the solution for the main circuit, it remains to
express the primary wave in functional form, valid before overlaping begins at any place. To do this, reduce t^ to t^-p in q and Zj,
and put ti in terms of a as before. Let p^ become (t^ in this way,
and Zi become Z^. The results are

lapping to
(25).

l

Vj
in

which only

+ a^ L + a-' — ca

needs specification in terms of a to

o-j

make them

complete.

Do

this for a coil, Zi = 'Ri+'L^ti.

''^

Z, + Z'

Z, + Lnl

+ a)(l-«)-^
a)(l-«)-i
1 _Z;+Ml +
_^^ ^Li;(l + fl)(l-a)-^
l+
Ri + Lia(H-a''^-Ca)/2a
2Zi
'

^

(117^

<7i

This
if

is for

K=0,

the general case of any

E,

and K, and any

and Pi/L = Ri/Li,

it

reduces to

or c = 2,

'

l

+ o-i

Rj^

and Lj. But

i+^^-

(118)

V wave to
Then changing the sign otl — x produces
the second wave. Their sum is known so we have the construction
of an identity like (93), though far more complicated.
Similarly

The expansion
the form

f

" <**

of the a function then brings the primary

2

A„2(;"P„(^).

;

C waves.
The above was simplified by the absence

as regards the

of any necessary
consideration of e and Zq, the source and the electrical combination
in which it is situated. Zq may be any combination, and e may be
(26).

in

any part

of

it

suitable for supplying current to the line.

It is
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any general connection between e and Vq or Vj.
some way. The easiest of all is to put e in

specialize in

between Zq and the

This makes

line.

-^-^

i=^.'

-(-Kg)-

the resistance operator when the line is infinitely long,
and /is the Vo to match. But, by (104) and (106), the real Vq is

This

Z

is

V„=l±i?li:^,/,

and

V.=1^5±^V,;

(120)

therefore

which gives

e

in terms of

p^

There

is

in terms of Vj.

and

But here

p^.

another view of the matter, avoiding/.

where IZ) is the complete resistance operator of the
ance made for the far end Zj. It is given by

For

line,

with allow-

This way also leads to the same relation between e and Vj.
As regards functionizing c, do as before. Put t^^O to find the
steady value reached then find the value when both waves are on,
from the moment t=llv, and then finally
;

e^

^
(l-/>o)(l

+ Pi)

V,

to i = ljv, in the form SA«?f;"P„(2!)_z. Of course
be utiHzed, by putting {l-p^)-'^ in terms of a.
The source e does not necessarily begin to act at the moment
t= — ljv when it is not situated between e and Zq. It will do so
when Zq is a finite combination of finite coils and condensers, that

finds e

the

Vf)

from t^-l/v up
solution

may

according to the usual theory of such things, which entirely
z; = oo
in the
medium surrounding them. But if Z,, is a cable, it is clear that e
may be shifted back any distance, and will then have to begin to
act so much the earlier in order that V and C may be the same at

is,

ignores propagation of effects in time by assuming

same time in the Une
manner.

the

;

besides, of course, varying in a different

WAVES
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The following

and C in a

line

the establishment of

is to illustrate simply the sudden establishment
by the passage of the reflected wave, and also
a uniform extra current along with the steady

state.
The last is so curious as to make expHcit exhibition in the
nature of the primary and reflected waves desirable. The distortionless circuit will show the phenomenon plainly.

But first let Z^ be a condenser. This case is easier, and has also
an interesting pecuHarity. Let Yi = Ki + Si^j be the conductance
operator of the condenser. Then since vq = t^-\-pin the distortionless
circuit, equation (108) becomes
y^|-/.+<i)(!-.)/.^(l + L«Y,)

Here the primary wave

+r"""" 4(1 - L.YO]V..

+ LvK,)Vi-fiL2;Si.*i<'-^>/"^,Vi].

/^^-^^'"[i(l

(125>

is

(126)

The first part, extending from ir=0 up to the wave front, is steady..
But the second part represents a pulse at the wave front itself, of
such size that when it reaches the terminal condenser the charge it
But the condenser acts (momentarily) as a shortcarries is ^S^Vj.

V negatively and C positively. So, whilst half the
proper charge is sent in by the pulse, an equal amount of negative
charge simultaneously comes out. The condenser therefore becomes
At the same time the negative charge that
fully charged instantly.
circuit, reflecting

comes out makes a negative pulse at the front
Superposing the two waves produces

V= {cosh p{l in the overlap.

This

pulse at the front.

is

a;)/t;

of the reflected

-i-LvKi shin p{l-x)lv]Yj

the steady state.

The moment

it

wave.
(127)

But remember the second

reaches

£c

=

(attenuated),

it

does nothing more, for the impressed Vq destroys it. The steady
state is now estabUshed all over.
(28). The case of a terminal coil with V^ steady is easier in one
way, because there are no pulses, and harder in another, on account
of the extra current.

Y

p{l-x)lv

We have
tx{l-x)lv

^(^1

\

1

+ ,^^\ + second
1^1 + 1^1*1/

wave.

(128)

The second wave is got by turning v to - v all through the expression
wave. Also Y=ltvG in the
second wave.
The final steady state is
for the first

first,

and

V= -LuC in

the

V/ Vi = cosh p{l-x)lv + Lv/Ki shin p{l - x)/v,
(129)
from which Li;C/Vi ^^^ ^^ go* ^J changing the sign of the second
term. But this state of V is not set up immediately by the reflected
wave in general. For the primary wave is

^=/"-*"4{i+|^(i-r«'l'+"-*}*')j,

(130)
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end

is

x=0 up

reached, and

still

to

x=vt + l

existent alone

moment

at the

up
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to x

t,

before the

— — vt,

after that.
the exponential £-^i*/^i
l

On uniting (130) with the reflected wave,
does not go out from the result, except when K/L = Ri/Li.
of (129).
case,
in the overlap is the steady

V

In

this

V

Similarly as regards C, with the difference that even when the
iime constants are equal, the exponential b'^^ remains in the overlap,
where C is now the steady C plus the extra current — {Yil'Rj)e~f*-

This extra current in the overlap does not interfere with the steady
state of
and C (it is merely to be regarded as superimposed).
Nor is there any real discontinuity at the front of the return wave.
The extra current is necessitated by the datum Vi = constant from
the moment t=0. It can only produce Cj in the coil in the gradual
manner Cj = (Vi/Ri)(l - c "^i^/^i). The " extra current " is the negative part of this, and continues.
So it shows completely in the
overlap, and is also present (halved) in the two waves, and is fully
allowed for in the variable strength of the source. After the

V

moment

^=Z/v, the source becomes steady, and the extra current
through the whole circuit.
But if it is given that Ci, the coil current, is to be steady, then
there is a pulse wave sent out to energise the coil instantly, and a
.return pulse along the line which is destroyed by the source of
energy. In fact, the V formula is now
y^;^ip+hKi-x)lv
|i^^ + L^^^ + L^} Ci+ (same with-ij),
(131)
exists

showing the pulse wave, and also that there
So both V and C are steady in the overlap.

is

now no

extra current.

In the above I have taken Vi = constant, or Ci = constant,
t=0, to be the given datum, because it is most useful in general.
a time differentiation the datum becomes impulsive, so the solu-

(29).

after

By

tion for that case

is

known immediately.

Moreover, a succession

makes a continuous function in the limit, so we can write
definite integrals to express V and C in terms of the datum expressed
as any function of the time. But such integrals are only ornamental
as a rule, and not worth writing out.
The practical way is the operational. Say V^ is given as a function
of pulses

of the time, beginning

tional solution for

V

^

is

= 0.
made

Put

it

in terms of

t^

;

then the opera-

entirely operational with operand 1,

and can be developed in the usual way. Or, put Vit^* in terms of t^,
and the result in terms of a, after the manner of vol. 2, p. 347. The
developed solutions obtained in this way, to find V and C to make
Vi or Ci vary as a definite function of the time, are sometimes much
simpler than those in which Vj or Cj are constant. The operational
solutions themselves (in terms of t{) will suggest particular forms of
Vj or Cj which will simplify the results. For example^ if in the
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(114), (115) is the solution for

Vi = constant, we
same as making

alter things so that Vji'** is constant, the effect is the

c=0

in those formulae, thus simplifying the expansions greatly.

But the treatment

of such modifications is, after the preceding, too
obvious to require separate development.
(30).

Cylindrical electromagnetic waves present

features in connection with the relation

some

interesting

between a source

of dis-

turbance and its consequences, or equivalent pre-existing states.
By the selection of relatively simple solutions for examination, a
good deal more can be learnt than by the construction of very complicated ones.

Consider

first

the fundamental

wave

f

TT__

solution

-o

_

ft-'tlr

^32")

H

is defined to be the magnetic force and E the electric force
time t and at distance r from a straight axis, on the understandTest
ing that
is parallel to the axis, and E circular round it.
that they satisfy

Here
at

H

-iArE=/iH,

-^5=cE,
which are the reduced forms
circumstances,

and

if

^^0^

two

of the

= 1. The wave

H have the same sign when

It is easy to

(133)

r dr

dr

^ is

-I-

circuital

laws to

suit

the

and since E
the wave motion is outward.

front is at r=vt^
,

show that
fvt
/

2,rriMB.dr=ft.

(134)

Jo

This is the cardinal property of the wave. It means that the total
induction is increasing at a uniform rate, and that to complete the
system there must be a source of induction at the axis, generating
the amount /per second steadily, and starting at the moment ^=0.
The 00 value at the wave front is of no consequence, because it is
empty. See p. 89 for a diagram of the
wave going out. The

H

differential

form

is

R=^K,{qr)qf,
and

in

with

fact (132) is

q = d/d(vt);

if

derived from (135) by multegration.

(135)

Compare

(170), p. 264.

/ may be regarded as a condensation of
e is impressed electric force. It may also be regarded as
an impressed linear magnetic current of strengh —/, or a current of
magnetons, if allowance is made for the radial magnetic force. But
The

curl e,

if

straight line source
if

we have E

straight,

p_

and
f^vG

H circular,

and write

-rT_

(;vtJr)C

/iqc,\
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then the linear "source"
at the rate

— C.

It is

C

generates displacement

an impressed

ward

h

electric force, if necessary), or

is

cE

it

made

X-

negatively^

electric current of strength

or a current of electrons (with proper allowance
if

CII.

C^

for the out-

may be C = curl h,

condensed,

impressed magnetic force.

(31).

Now make

t

H

negative in (132).
is the same and
for equally large positive

versed,

compared with the values

wave

therefore

is

(if it is

possible) going in to the axis,

E

is re-

The

t.

and the

total

induction is decreasing at uniform rate, or is being swallowed up at
the axis. This looks like a negative axial source, of strength -/.
But if there were snch a source, beginning at the moment t = s, it

would produce an outward wave
t

to

t

— s. Even

if

like (132),

we make s= —

oo,

with / turned to

and reduce

this

new

— / and

H wave

-/ will still be associated with
and the supposed inward wave (132) is left without a source at
the axis. This incoherency shows that (132) is not a possible wave
of
and E when t is negative. Besides that, E in the new wave
to nothing (within range), the source

it,

H

does not tend to vanish, like H.

But by adding to the inward wave, which is impossible by itself,
an outward wave whose source at the axis cancels the sink of the
inward wav«, we come to a possible combination, without any source
anywhere within range, though there may be or have been at some
previous time sources at a distance. The pair of waves makes a
perfectly free combination.
Say that

f

f

These may
with corresponding E's, after the manner of (132).
mean that there are two outward waves one due to /j beginning
when t = Si, the other due to/g, beginning when t = So- But if /j = —/j,
there is no axial source when both are on at once, or any source
within range. Then the question is, how far back in time can (136)
exist? Examination shows that the time may go back to any
;

extent, provided

we

reverse the sign of

H^

or

Hg when

either

wave

disappears at the axis, without reversing the corresponding E. The
leading idea to be kept in mind is that the total induction must be

kept constant.
must be + in one and Begin with a pair of inward waves.
in the other. The total induction is f{s2 — Sj), positive when / is
'^^^^ ^ *^® ^^^^ stage, when t - s^ and ^— Sg are
positive and S2>^i'
both negative. But when the wave 2 reaches the axis and disappears,
if it remained non-existent thenaf ter, the inward wave 1 would be

H

impossible.

of the

So

wave 2

The second

let

the change at the axis consist in the continuance

as an outward wave, with

figure

shows the second

E

the same and

stage,

H reversed.

an inward wave 1 and

»
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both with positive H, and such that the wave 2 gains

wave 1 loses it. At the moment t = ^(s^ + Sg)
a momentary coincidence, with zero E and doubled H.

induction as fast as the
there

is

After that the waves separate, and we have the third stage. Then
the inward wave 1 reaches and disappears at the axis, to emerge as

an outward wave of negative H. This is the last stage, for we now
have a pair of waves going out with nothing to stop them.
Incidentally, we solve this problem. Given the initial state at the

moment

t =^{3^+82),

2/
without any E. What happens, if there is no source ? The answer
is, the generation of a pair of electromagnetic waves like (136), with
similar H's and opposite E's. The first goes out, the second goes
reversed.
in to the axis and comes out again with
We also solve this problem. Given the initial state (132) of E and
H, at the moment t = s, but without any source. What happens?

H

The answer

is

/
from t=s onward.

A new

/

^,

outward wave of negative

(138)

H

instantly

begins at the axis.
All conditions of continuity, &c., are satisfied by the above, and
yet there may seem to be something mysterious about the reflected
waves from the axis, in the reversal of H. But it is not the true

when a proper sohtary wave reaches the axis,
without any source, as will be seen later. It is a property not of
one wave, but of a pair of waves, of a particular type, and is
necessitated by the condition of absence of a source of induction.

reflection that occurs

(32). If the

two waves in the

first

diagram

diflfer

only slightly in

phase, so that their fronts (or rather backs) are close together, the
TOL.

m.

Y
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H

E and to represent the remaining solitary
and a continuous negative distribution for the
overlap.
Head and tail, so to speak, only the tail goes in first, and
In the limit, with magnification, we come
is followed by the head.
to the wave

tefnltant

is

a thin slab of

wave

portion of

1,

^

H=/ci.

(139)

H

is, when < is +
the wave of
generating the amount of induction

This

^=0.
first

,

But

may

it

of the

at the axis at the

also be interpreted without

an inward wave of H, going in

ward wave

due to an impulsive source

/<,

same

any

moment

axial source as

followed by an outhead first. The details of
the outward wave are best

tail first,

type, going out

the transformation from the inward to
followed in the previous manner, considering the heads to be of

small finite depth. It is to be noticed that the amount of induction
in the head when fully impulsive is oo +/(,, in the tail — oo ; resultant
/q= constant always. The — oo is of course mostly close to the head,
so that

when ^=0 and the tail
momentary

altogether, there is a

of the inward wave disappears
concentration of the amount /q of

induction at the axis.

By making /o infinitesimal,

say =fdst, and then packing together
a continuous function, we may use
due to a continuous
(139) to construct an integral showing
= Z, then
variable source at the axis.
Say

impulses of this sort to

make

H

H

-^(^^^^

'

-i:
where the lower limit
Here f(t)

past time.
axis.

From

derived.

27r/iv{t;2(^-s)2-r2}i
is

is

=_J_

'KJqr)f(t),
o\\i JJK Js

—

oo to include the action of the source in
the rate of generation of induction at the

this integral several of those in the last article

The

(140)

4:^LV^

differential

form

may

be

of solution is also exhibited in (140).

.
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not condensed at the

cyHnder r— a, we
an outward
wave, before we come to the generalisation of (132), which is the
elliptic wave of two branches, as in the figure on p. 260, which
suits the case /= constant from <=0, pi*ovided the ordinate of the
curve represents H. See also remarks on p. 262. By reducing a
from finiteness to zero, and so condensing / at the axis, the outer
branch of the elliptic curve goes out of existence, and the inner
branch reduces to (132). The solution (173), p. 265, shows how
this takes place, showing that (132) is the leading term of the elUptio

axis, but is distributed over the surface of the

must

first

have an inward wave to the

axis, as well as

formula.
II

To dispense with a source

in the elliptic case,

we

require two

solutions of this sort combined, one for source/, the other for source

—

The total induction persists in amount. Start with a pair of
/.
inward going double-branched elliptic waves, one + the other —
When the go value in wave 2 reaches the axis, its is not reversed,
but keeps its sign negative and immediately becomes finite at the
return wave front. At the axis itself the drop is to zero, and it
remains zero, there being a vacant space between the axis and the
return wave front.
At a certain moment the wave 2 shrinks to
,

H

This is at the place r=a.
At this moment there is
simply the wave 1 going in. It is now necessary for wave 2 to

nothing.
left

VOL.

m.

T2
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Here we have a

H

v=a.

If not,
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then wave 1 could not

exist.

better understanding of the apparent reflection of

at the axis with reversal of sign which occurred before.
It was
merely because the source (real or fictitious) was there. At present
it is at r=a^ and it is there that the wave which was swallowed up
comes out again reversed. The later history of this renovated wave
2 is as described on p. 261 for V, viz., a double wave first, in and
out, to set up the outer branch of the elliptic curve, and then the
passage out of the inner branch behind it.
But there is also wave 1 to be considered. Its oo goes in to the
axis, and disappears, and then a little later the whole of wave 1 is
swallowed up at the place r=a, to immediately reappear reversed
(in

wave 2 may be maintained). The later history is as
wave 2 the last stage of all being two double-branched

order that

described for

;

waves going out

The above
of

E

indefinitely.

H. If the curves
should be mentioned that although

description applies to the curves of

are imder consideration,

no discontinuity in

it

E

anywhere away from wave fronts

there

is

when
when

the resultant of a pair of waves

E

is

the waves are treated separately.

to the

in question, yet there is

There

is

amount / in one wave, and to the amount

discontinuity in

—/ in the

other»

at the place r = a.

From

the above can be seen what will occur if one only of the two
elliptic waves is given (H and E) as an initial state, in any
stage of its existence. A second one will instantly begin at the place
T=a, of opposite sign to the original, and the later history will con-

complete

sist of

the combination of the two.

For

if

the

first is

of such size

induction increases at the rate/ at the place r=a,
then the second one, of size corresponding to —/ at the same place^
will make the total induction in the combination be constant at every
that by itself

its

moment. So it would if put at any other place, but that
would mean the existence of real sources, whereas we want none at
only, without E, be
all.
If, on the other hand, an initial state of
given, having the shape of a single double-branched wave in any
stage of its existence, it will at once split into a pair of waves of
half size, both similar as regards H, but opposite as regards E.
These waves will then separate, and behave as above described.
Also, from the above, proceeding to the limit, we come to the
later

H

generalisation of (139) to suit the case of the impulsive source /o
being distributed at r = a. And this leads naturally to the integral

corresponding to (140), for a continuous source. But it is compliand it will be of more interest to pass to another simple type

cated,

of cylindrical wave.
(34). The wave (132) was 'K = {^}iv)-^'KQ{qr)qf, with / constant,
and the interpretation of / is a source of /aH at the axis. But now

WAVES
tarn Ko(g'r) to

'H.r^iqr),

H=
Here

E

H

and

and /to
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result is

;

are of the

same

sign

when

+

tis

and of opposite

-. There is no source at the axis or anywhere
within range. So the solution is valid (if desired) for all time, from
wave 1 going in
^= _ to + oc. Before ^=0, we have the solitary
going out
to the axis. After ^=0, precisely the same wave 2 of

when

sign

t is

H

H

E

The wave front of 1 is at r= -vt, and
reversed.
The inner space is vacant.
induction between the front and distance r is

again, with

2

at

r=vt.

The

total

r27rrp.B:dr=^{r'—vH
V

of

(142)

This is 00 if r=oo
But we may have a source at a finite distance,
producing the inward wave, and this will make the result up to the
source be finite.
At the moment ^=0, H=^/2n-r/iV, and E=0. This may be
regarded as a given initial state of magnetic force only, and (141),
with t positive, will show what results, the outward solitary wave
2 in the diagram.
.

The time -integral
waves

of

H

at r

due to the inward and outward

is

gdt

L
This

is

(143)

[^

constant at

wave under

r

27r
all distances.

discussion.

shows that

At the

(143)

It is the cardinal property of the

axis

also impulsive.

it is

=icflf.

J_

itself,

That

H is momentary,
H = \{qr)\cvqg gives

where
is,

the external

H at later times

But only up

to the distance vt, because of the finite speed of pro-

pagation

;

in terms of the value at the origin.

and here the value is simply zero, as before seen, in the
In fact the full development is

vacant space.

^-2^r+v^+2:4^+-|75T'
which

is

zero before

r=vt and indeterminate beyond.

(144)

The datum
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H

at the axis is impulsive at the moment ^=0»
no source there, so the given state must have arisen
from an inward wave. This is the explanation why the substitution
of the operator iHo(^r) for loiqr), applied to the same datum, givea
us the inward wave which produces the impulsive state at the axis.

here

is

simply that

Now there

is

Thus,
2^iv (27rqr)^ \

= -1-

€«»•

^ \l{8qr)

_i

I

^{8qry

=

I

(146>

,

The process is valid for negative t to any distance^
we do not pass beyond the source of the inward wave.

as in (141).

provided

We may take

advantage of the impulsiveness of

H

at
construct a definite integral exhibiting
axial value when the sources are out of range.

axial value of

From

this

(36).

H at the axis to

r, ^ in

terms

Say that

of

Ji^t) is

the
th©

H given as a function of the time, then the integral is

may

be derived some of the integrals in the last

Closely connected with the above problem

is

article.

another*

H

= 7^, at the axis, constant, beginning when ^ = 0. Find
Given that
the inward wave that produces it, and the result after ^ = 0, on the
understanding that the source is out of range. Here H=Io(g'r)fe
That is^
tells us at once that H==7t later up to the distance r=vt.
the constant value spreads outward. This is due to the superposition
inward wave producing li and a reflected wave. But beyond
get no information this way. It is the seat of the inward
wave only, which we find thus
of the

r=vt we

:

i^Ttqr)^

This gives

finally,

\

Sqr

^{Sqr}'^

by extension,

H=p(l+|sin--J),

E = -e^(l-f)',

(148)

for all time if we interpret the inverse sine to mean
when vt>r as well as when =r, and also =— ^tt when vt< —r
well as when = - r and in a similar manner consider E to b»

which are valid
Jtt

as

;

zero outside the limits of reality as well as at the limits.
wave going in {t negative). It is zero
The diagram shows the
At a distance,
at the front, though the curve is perpendicular.

H

is

nearly

^7^,

and when the front reaches the

H

axis, the value is

the
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full ^h everywhere, and the simiiltaneous value of E = — /ivhfv everyis straight, and E circular, so that thia
where. Eemember that
is uniform, but
The field of
is a singular momentary state.
eannot stay so, on account of the circular E.

H

H

to h at the axis, and the region of doubled
Then H doubles
H spreads outward at speed Beyond the distance r=vt, H goes
itself

v.

on increasing according to the same formula as when t was negative.
The curve was convex upwards before ^=0, and is convex downward
= ^ there is no E. Elsewhere E is negaafter.
In the region of
tive
so the flux of energy is inward all along where there is E.
The final result is H=7i, E=0 to any distance, or up to the source.
This final state is what would be produced in its interior by a
So the source may be a
cylindrical current sheet at any distance.
current in a cylindrical coil. But that is not the only way. It
depends upon the kind of source what the connection is with the
And since the source produces the inward wave
effect produced.
in the first place, and the rest by reflection, we might consider the
only at any distance to be the effecspecification of E only or of
tive source, provided the real source is on the further side. Say E^
Its connections with the interior state
is the electric force at r=a.
E, H, are

H

;

H

E=^E..

.vH^-hME.,

(149)

by the equations (133) above, and is true always if
no source between r=0 and a. Then the inverse problem
is, given H=7t at the axis, find the E^ that produced it.
The
answer is
This

is settled

there

is

'Ea=fJt.vIi{qa)n,

Work

this out in the

or

Ea=yv

B.j{qa)h.

same way as (147) was done.

The

(160)
result is the

E in (148), with r=a.
(36). Now it is possible to choose the source to be of the kind/
already used, and to have / at the place of and at every moment
formula for

proportional to

E^ itself

as above found.

This may be seen partially

by comparison with telegraph cable problems.

If

we want Vq

at

the beginning of a cable to represent the impressed voltage itself, we
do this by the use of a battery of voltage e = Vq and zero resistance,

put on between the beginning of the cable and earth.

To

imitate

+
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now, we require to place immediately outside the cylindrical
source/, a perfectly conducting cylinder to stop the outward wave
from /. To prove this definitely, let the source f hea.tr = a, and the
perfect reflector at r = h, outside. Let H^, E^ and Hg, Eg be the
this

results inside

and outside the

source.

They

are given by

if
(152)

E,=HoM|K,(,r)-||gH,(,.)p/.
Though they look difficult, the proof is very easy. For, by
Also, at r=af
tion, Hi=H2 at r=a, and E2=0 at r = h.

B2-E1 = ^ qfiUyoKoa

inspec-

HoaKia) = (qflS) {4l7rqa) =f/27ra,

(153)

Here we have a
by the conjugate property (6), p. 241, vol. 2.
perfect reflector at h, and a source / at a generating induction at
We may conthe rate/, and producing the discontinuity in E at a.
if e is impressed electric force.
sider fl2ira to be curl e
Or it might
be an impressed magnetic current, as a rotating cylindrical sheet of
|

I

,

magnetons.
put the reflector close behind the source. Make h = a; then
of the same conjugate property the inner E and
are reduced to

Now

H

by a second use

H = g^-/-,
fiva

^=-§^'0^'
Hi a

27ra

Hia

(154)

27r

(149), because E„= -//27ra.
kind of source then, and the perfect screen
outside it to assist, we know exactly how it must vary in order to
to the value 7i, and remain at that
at the axis jump from
make
value. And, in fact, to estabhsh the whole interior state up to r=«The
in the time 2a/v, in the manner shown by equations (148).
source begins at the moment t= —ajv with the value 0, reaches full
value when ^==0, and then falls in the same way to the value when
The induction being fully established
after.
t—alv, and remains
and enclosed within a screen, requires no further source to maintain

which mean exactly the same as

With

this particular

H

Notice also, that the interior state is set up in a smooth conmanner everywhere, except at the axis, where there is a

it.

tinuous

solitary
(37).

jump.

But

if

in a different

may

the screen does not exist, then / must of course vary
to produce the required jump at the axis.
"We

way

utilise (151), (152).

Put

6

= ao

to do

away with the

screen.

WAVES

Then

the internal

E

and

H = B.orKoa
and now, given H=7i

IN

H are

qf/SfJiV,

E = - Hi.Ko, qfjS

at the axis beginning

7i=Koa
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f= (^Ko,)-i

qfl^f^v,

(156)

;

when * = 0, we have
(156)

4f^vh,

Eemark

here that whereas previously/ was found by Hi^ acting
The change
directly on 7i, yet now it is by qKoa acting inversely.
it makes is very great, and can be foreseen.
For a constant /would
make h drop from oo to
It follows
at the axis, as before found.
that for constant h we want / to rise from
It is the want
to oo
of a screen that is the cause of the unlimited rise. To find a
formula for/, long division makes
.

59
7
_ 3013
2{Sqaf 2[Sqa)-' S{8qa)*
2110163
50735

«V!!^\Tl-l-J:

vh
/f-4.4/im£
\^2q)l

'^8qa

16(Sqa)^

S{8qa)^

By

multegration this makes (leaving out

when

J

c*^",

so as to

•].

(157)

make /

begin

^=0),

»^wM^t;tt*;

L^f

3

aoVW

2iovW

8.3.5.7.9VW

50735
fvty_ 2110163 ( vtY, 1
n58)
"^8.3.5.7.9.111,^
^
J*
16.3.5. ..11.13V4^j
the
value
with
zero,
This begins
as expected, and increases continuously, so far as can be seen.
It is calculable from ^=0 up to
about Sajv, very closely at first, but loosely at the end. It is an
oscillating divergent series, and the point of convergence is at the
end of the sixth term, when vt = 4a, and then moves in to the first
term, when vt=l2a. So from about vt = 8a upwards, an equivalent
eeries of a different type is required.

have a different sort of source, and perhaps
impressed electric current. Say we have an elecThis
trified dielectric cylinder, and rotate it by turning a handle.
will produce an electric current sheet, and as its strength will vary
•strictly as the speed of rotation, it may be varied conveniently.
The immediate problem now is how fast to turn the handle to make
Let C be
to h and then remain steady.
at the axis jump from
are
•the impressed current a,tr=a, then the equations of E and
(38). It is desirable to

the best of

all is

H

H

(in)

Hi - iTrqa Ho^KiaC,

(out)

H2= -^JT^'a

Ej =

- l^ivnqa

Hi^KiaC,

E2= - ^/iVTrga Ki^HiaC,
and Hi'-H2 = C, at r = a. At the

KorHiaC

because they make E| = E2,
let
be T^e"*'', then

(159)

(160)
axis,

H

j7r^6tKi„C

= 7i£-<^%

and

Q^^hi^-.
TrqoKia,

(161)
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makes

\

3

Qqa

33
2{SqaY

_

249

9963

_ 131229

2(8ga)3"^8(8^a)*

"I

8(8^a)5"*"**

J
(162)

^2/i/2v^\4r^_v«
4a
'^\a JL

ll/v^y_83/j^Y

lOVW

70\4a/
,369/v^\* 2083/i;«\6

^28oU) "i320U)
The current

rises quickly to about

interval from

i

=

73

,.«ov

"l

^"*J-

^

^

value in the first
t=2a/v, after which

p.c. of full

to ajv, then to 86 p.c.

when

the progress to the full value is very slow. Up to vt = 2a, C is easily
found; up to 3a a few more terms are needed; but after vi= 4a, when
the initial convergency ceases, nothing can be done. So from about
i;^=3a to 00, another series is wanted. But it is only for the dregs,
so does not matter, though it would be interesting to know how to
It will be understood here that the current is
outside as well as inside, and only when the external
producing
has entirely gone off can the current assume its steady value, C = h.

find the result.

H

To

(39).

H

abolish this complication, introduce a screen.

^^°>

(out)

Thus,

let

Hi=i7r^a(Ki„-yHia)Ho,.C,
E, = - ifJiVTrqaiK,, - 2/H,«)Hi,C,

^^^*>

E^ == - ^f^v:rqa(K,r - 2/H,,)H,„C.

^^^^>

H^— H2 = C at r=a, whatever y may be.
Some external condition will find y. If no screen or other change,
then y=0. But if there is a boundary at b, then y is to be found by
These make Ei=E2, and

Say, first, E2 = 0. This makes y = Kib/B.ii. But
and H. In the limit, when b=a, the internal E and
cannot produce any E or
That is, the current

a condition there.
this reduces

become

when

E

zero.

it is

H
H

enclosed within a close-fitting perfect electric conductor,

a striking re suit which can perhaps be imperfectly imitated practically.
This kind of screen being no good, use the other kind, a perfect magnetic conductor. Then Ha^^O at b. This makes y= - Kos/Hoft, and
in the limit,

when

6

= a, makes

H=S!^C,

the internal state be

E=: -

f^v^'^'C.

(166)

H

E and
do not count now. Compare with (159), and
again see that the effect of the screen is to substitute an inverse for
a direct operation.
shall be
Now if we ask how C must vary so that the axial
constant, =ht fi\Mn the moment ^=0, we have

The outer

H

C = |Hoa^.

7^=P^,

(167)
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This has already been worked out, in

881;

and makes

effect,

C=^7Jl + ^sin-i^|
beginning when

(168)

t= — ajv. It is, in fact, the simple case (148) already
new kind of source, and new reflector. C rises

treated, with the

smoothly from to 7i in the period 2a/v, and remains at the value h.
The impressed activity is - EaC per unit surface of the current
sheet,

and since E^

is

negative, the activity

the internal magnetic energy.

now, C

is positive.

Its resulj

guided back to zera
in a similar way, (say by the superposition of the negative of (168)
upon the steady 7^), then E^ is positive all the way, and the magnetic energy is given out again.
But if this current C be convection current due to the rotation of
an electrified dielectric cylinder, the existence of the screen of the
kind chosen makes it imperative for us to supplement the (say)
is

If,

positive electrification of the current sheet
electrification inside the sheet.

is

by compensating negative

Its distribution is immaterial, but

must be kept still. Then the movement of the electrified sheet
up precisely the same waves inside as described, which will
be simply superposed upon the stationary displacement due to the
positive and negative electrifications at rest.
it

will set

Theory of Electric Telegraphy.
Ency. Brit." Tenth edition.
Times. Written June, 1902.]
["

Reprinted by permission of

tlie

proprietors

of

The

§ 528. The theory of the electric telegraph enunciated by W.
Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in 1855, which has been of importance in
Atlantic and cable telegraphy generally, has now become merged in

a wider theory, of which it forms an extreme case. This wider
theory is founded upon Maxwell's theory of electromagnetic radiation, and may be accordingly termed the radiational theory.
The
latest type of electric telegraphy, usually termed " wireless," which
has been developed from Hertz's experimental researches, also comesunder the wider theory. The principal difficulty is to explain the
various functions of wires. The radiational part, which is fundamental, is comparatively easy.
Electric telegraphy is done by means of electromagnetic waves
through the ether differing in no essential respect from radiation
from the Sun. This involves a flux of energy through the ether,
travelling at the enormous speed of 30 earth quadrants, or 3 x 10^° cm.
per second, which speed will here be denoted by v. The energy
arriving at the Earth's surface may be measured by its heating
But in transit it is measured by the product of the
effect.
density of the energy into its speed, that is, by 2Tv, if 2T is
the density. In Maxwell's theory of light it is half electric-
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U=icE2, half magnetic energy, T = ^tiW. Here
and
are the intensities of the electric and magnetic forces,
and fi, c are etherial constants. It is a general property of elastic
waves that, in order to be transmitted without reflection in
transit, the two energies concerned should be equal.
In this
case, therefore, /iH2=cE2 and E = (iu/c)iH.
The ratio (nJc)^ is the
same as fiv, as may be proved by adjusting the vectors E and
so that the two circuital laws of electromagnetics shall be simultaneously obeyed. To secure this result, E must equal fiv'H., and E
and
must be perpendicular to one another and to the direction of
propagation. If a watch indicates three o'clock, and the big hand
stands for E and the small hand for H, then the flux of energy is
straight through the watch from front to back.
These properties
hold good in all parts of plane waves. It is convenient to think of
a slab wave. Let the ether between two parallel planes be the seat
of uniform E and uniform H, related as above, and in the plane of
the slab. This being the state of things at a given moment, electromagnetics asserts that the slab of E and H will move through
stationary ether perpendicular to itself at speed v, unchanged, and
carrying all its properties with it. It is not known what /i and c
energy, say

H

E

H

H

are separately, but

known in terms
30 ohms and cv
;

placement

is

ncv'^

=1

connects them.

of resistance, being
is

Also the product

the equivalent conductance.

D =cE,

/jlv

an impedance equivalent

and the magnetic induction is

The

is

to

electric dis-

B = /iH.

A little later the

concrete forms of these equations will be wanted.
condenser of permittance S has a charge, Q, under the voltage
V, then Q = SV. This is the concrete form of D = cE for a unit
cube for Q is the total displacement through the condenser, and
If a

V

;

the line integral of E, which is, therefore, the voltivity, whilst c,
corresponding to S, is the permittivity. The energy of the con-

This is the space integral of ^cE^. Similarly, if
is |SV2.
the total induction through a coil of inductance L under the
gaussage C, then P = LC. This is the concrete form of B=juH. So
denser

P

/x

is

is

of

H

the gaussivity, C being the line integral
the inductivity, and
The energy of the coil is ^LC'*, which is the space integral of

H.

crete

mind these relations of the conthey appear frequently in telegraphic

It is important to bear in

^/aH^.

and the

specific, for

theory.

There may be any number of slabs of the above kind, separated,
or in contact, of any depths and any strengths. But if 'E—fJivH in
This
all, they will all behave alike, independently of one another.
is

expressed by

E=f.vR = f{t-x/v),

(1)

where /(^) expresses the state at the plane x==0. If E and H do not
change in direction from one slab to another, the radiation is plane

WAVES
polarised

;

direction of

IN

THE ETHER.

the plane of polarisation
E (and with it that of H)

is

33S
But the

H.

the plane of

may

vary from slab to slab in

Then the radiation is circularly, or elliptically,
like.
heterogeneously polarised, the last being, in the average,
equivalent to no polarisation. In all cases the behaviour of indi-

any way we
or

vidual slabs

is

the same.

The disturbance

is

vibratory in solar

radiation, but in telegraphy this is not necessary.
do not change at all. It
and
waves in which

E

H

sion through the ether that
There is, it may be noted,

is

We may
is

have

the progres-

the wave, not accidental vibration.

no change from

electric to

magnetic

energy anywhere in this sort of radiation.
We can make an immediate application to telegraphy. The slab
was above considered to extend indefinitely. But let the tubes of displacement be confined between a pair of parallel perfectly conducting
The tubes of inplates upon which they terminate perpendicularly.
duction are unchanged. One plate is positively, the other negatively
electrified to surface density D. In virtue of the perfect conductivity,
this terminated plane slab will behave exactly like the complete one
that is, we may send any radiation we like along between the plates,
unchanged in transit. This is a rudimentary case of distortionless
;

telegraphy along a pair of conductors.
infinitely extended, nor need they be

But the

plates

need not be

They may become a

flat.

any form of section. The three most important
a pair of parallel wires ; (2) a wire suspended parallel
to a flat conductor, the earth
(3) a wire inside a cylinder surroundIn all cases the displacement goes from one conductor
ing it.
to the other through the ether between them, leaving one and

pair of cylinders of

cases are

:

(1)

;

reaching the. other perpendicularly, and its distribution is to be calcuIn all cases the lines of
lated as in two-dimensional electrostatics.

H cut the lines of E perpendicularly.
circuits

They

round one or other conductor.

In

therefore
all

cases

make complete

E = /ivH.

flux^ of energy (a beam) there
from the radiational case first considered. The
complications due to the varied distributions of E and H in their
plane are avoided by expressing results in terms of the concrete V
and C. The line integral of E in any wave plane from one conin a circuit of magductor to the other is V, the line integral of
Then we have
netic force is C.

If

is

no

we

consider only a unit tube of

difference

H

Y=-LvC=-F{t-cclv);.

C = SyV;

LSu2=l;

(2)

PV2=^LC2.

(3)

L

and S are the inductance and permittance per
unit depth of the wave, or per unit length of the conductors.

The

additional

The use

of conductors will

now

be seen partly.

guide a wave along from place to place without

They
loss,

serve to

and with

a^
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amount of energy. Without them, the complete plane
wave would be required. If not complete it will spread out over all
space. This is, in fact, what occurs with solar radiation. Although
the small curvature makes the waves be practically plane, yet
they are really expanding spherical waves. The energy is conlimited

served, and therefore its density varies inversely as the square of
the distance from the Sun's centre, whilst E and
vary inversely
as the distance.
This is the attenuation.
The transition from plane to spherical waves is shown by the
theory of waves along conical conductors. Let there be two coaxial
conical conductors with a common apex, O. Let the semi-vertical
angles be 0.^ and ^g* The displacement is to go from the inner cone

H

to the outer symmetrically in spherical sheets centred at 0.

induction, as usual,

is

The

to be perpendicular to the displacement,

E

therefore in circles round the inner cone. As before, make
=/avH.
Then the wave will run along between the cones at speed v, attenuating in transit like solar radiation.
may vary the

We

we please. An important case is
^i = 0, the other O^^^ir; this gives the

angles of the two cones as
got

by making one angle

plane with a vertical wire projecting from it at 0,
The displacement goes from the
wire to the plane in quadrantal sectors. This gives " wireless " telegraphy, like that of Lodge and Marconi, though more perfect, havwill be sent out in hemiing ideal conditions. Signals made at

<jase of

a

flat

and the waves are hemispherical.

spherical

pand.

waves quite undistorted, though attenuating as they exare guided by the wire and by the plane representing

They

the wire is of finite length reflected pulses
the waves sent out then become vibratory, of a fre-

-the surface of the sea. If

are generated

;

quency and wave length determined by the length of the wire. If
the angle of one cone is 9^ = 0, and of the other O^ — ir^ we get complete spherical waves upon a wire, generated at 0. If the wire is of
finite length the terminal reflections make it become a sort of
Hertzian vibrator.

Comparing the case of the cylindrical wires with the so-called
" wireless " case, though there is little difference in theory, there is
great difference in practice.

where we

Using wires, we can send radiation anyOne wire and earth

like in small quantities without loss.

enough, but two parallel wires are preferable, to avoid certain
Were it not for the resistance of the wires, and a
little disturbance and loss in turning corners (for the wires need not
be straight), telegraphy with wires would be perfect, by any path to
any distance. But in " wireless telegraphy," though no expensive
connecting wires are required, which gives a remarkable freedom in
is

interferences.

certain ways, there

is

enormous

loss,

and enormous power

is

required to send workable signals across the Atlantic, since they
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But

for this loss

by

-expansion and by resistance, and possible unsettled interferences,
there

is

no reason

to limit the distance.

The course of a wave round

the earth can be easily followed graphically.

When

comes to a sharp bend in the cirgenerated at the bend. This, combined with
There is a
the old wave, forms the wave after passing the bend.
rapid accommodation of the wave round the wire to the new direction.
But if the bending is continuous, instead of abrupt, the
accommodation goes on continuously also. The reason is that the
electrification cannot leave the wires, so the wave inclose proximity
must accommodate itself to them. A part of the wave, however,
really does go off into space with some loss of energy at a sharp
•comer by its own natural tendency to keep going, but the wire
serves to guide the disturbance round the corner as a whole, by
holding on to the tubes of displacement by their ends. This guidance is obviously a most important property of wires.
There is something similar in " wireless " telegraphy. Sea water,
cuit,

a

a

wave

sent along wires

new wave

is

though transparent to light, has quite enough conductivity to make
it behave as a conductor for Hertzian waves, and the same is true in
a more imperfect manner of the earth. Hence the waves accommodate themselves to the surface of the sea in the same way as
waves follow wires. The irregularities make confusion, no doubt,
but the main waves are pulled round by the curvature of the earth,
and do not jump off. There is another consideration. There may
possibly be a sufi&ciently conducting layer in the upper air. If so,
the waves will, so to speak, catch on to it more or less. Then the
guidance will be by the sea on one side and the upper layer on the
other.
But obstructions, on land especially, may not be conducting
enough to make waves go round them fairly. The waves will go
partly through them.

The

effects of the resistance of the

guides are very complicated in

and only elementary cases can be considered here. Considering the transmission of plane waves in the ether bounded by

general,

parallel cyHnders

ducting.

;

first

imagine the ether to be electrically con-

Then

-fI=iE+c^,
dx

expresses the

first circuital

dF.

dB.

•expresses the second.

The

KV^

-fC=KV+S^
dx
dt

(4)^
^

dY T dG
-dx'-^^di

,.,
(^)

law, and
^^
''

-d^^^Tr
conductivity and

or

dt

The

additional quantities here are k the

K the conductance per unit length along

the wires.

waste energy at the rate A;E2 per unit volume, or
per unit length. It is wasted in heating the medium or matter

effect is to
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Two other efifects

occur, viz., attenua-

according to Joule's law.

tion of the

wave

and

change of shape, due
The attenuation cannot be prevented, but

in transit,

to reflection in transit.

distortion, or

the distortion can. For let the medium be conducting magnetically,
so that gH!^ is the waste per unit volume, and RC^ the corresponding waste per unit lepgth. This g is analogous to 7c, and E to K.

Then

instead of

(5)

above,

we

shall

have

These are of the same form as (4). So, if there be no electric connew magnetic conductance, the wave of
will be distorted in the same way as that of E was before, and the
wave of E in the same way as that of
was before, and there will
be attenuation similarly. But if the two conductivities coexist,
though the attenuations are additive the distortions are combative,
and may therefore destroy one another. This occurs when E/L = K/S,

H

ductance, but only the

H

or

glfj,

wave

= klc. The
is

now

or

The meaning

is

solution expressing the transmission of a plane
B=f^v-H.=e-9tff^ f(t-x/v),

^7^

Y=LvC = e-'^^I^F(t-xlv).

(8)

that signals are transmitted absolutely without dis-

tortion, every slab independently of the rest, but
transit according to the time factor e~^^i^.

with attenuation in

This would be very curious, even if it could only be imagined to
be done by means of the imaginary magnetic conductivity. What
is even more remarkable, however, is that it can be closely imitated
by means of the real electric resistance, not of the medium outside
the wires, but of the wires themselves. Abolish g altogether, but
keep in E. It is to mean the steady resistance of the conducting
guides per unit length, previously taken as zero. Then

dY

dC

^^+S^'
-^ = ^,„
are

still

dY ^^ ^dO
-d^=^^-^^dt

,

-^

(^>

the proper equations under certain circumstances, to be
later.
Thus equation (8) is still the result, i.e., distor-

mentioned

tionless propagation along wires.

The waste EC^

is

now

in the

waste KV^. It follows
that any ordinary telegraph circuit may be made approximately
distortionless by adding a certain amount of leakance, or leakage
conductance. For it has L, S, and R already, and a Uttle K. InThen the distortion, which may be
until K/S = E/L.
crease
excessive at first, will gradually disappear, and the signals will be
restored to their proper shape, bui; at the expense of increased
wires, instead of outside.

It equals the other

K

attenuation.

If

K

be increased further, distortion will

again, of the other kind

;

for at first

^ was

in excess,

now

come on
it is K»
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per kilom., and Lv=:600 ohms,

K-i = 360,000 ohms per kilom.

so

This is the insulation resistance required. Also, the attenuation
that is, from 1 to e-^ in
in the distance x is e-'^^l^^ or i-^iGOO
•

600 kilom., to f-^ in 1,200 kilom., and so on.
To understand the reason of the disappearance of the distortion
concentrate the resistance of the wire in detached lumps, with no
Similarly
Let each resistance be r.
resistance between them.
concentrate the leakance, each leak being Ic. Then, between the
r's and Z;'s there is natural unattenuated distortionless propagation
so we have only to examine what happens to a slab wave in passing
by one of the r's or one of the h's to see the likeness and difference
First let a positive wave be passing r.
of their effects on V and G.
Let Vp V2, V3 be corresponding elements in the incident, reflected
and transmitted waves. Then the conditions are
:

;

Ci + C2 = C3,
Vi+V2=V3 + rC3,
¥0= -LvCo, V3 = L!;C3, we have

and, since Yi='LvCi,

^'= ,^].j
Yj

The second
mitted to
divides

+ r/2Lv

Vi=V2 + V3.

>

shows that the

of these equations

(11)

electrification (and

The first shows the ratio of the transthe incident wave. The incident element, on arriving at
one V3 goes
into two, both of the same sign as regards V

displacement)
r,

1

(10)

the results

conserved.

is

;

forward, the other Vg backward, increasing the electrification behind.
Now suppose a slab wave passes by n resistances in succession in
the distance x, such that nr=Rx, then the attenuation produced in
the distance x

is

the

ri^^

power

becomes

£-Ra:/2Lv.

Next consider the

effect of

made oo,

it

of V3/V1,

This

and in the

when

a single leak.

Ci + C2=C3+A;V3,

and the

is

there

when n
no leakage.

limit,

is

The conditions

Vi+V2=V3,

is

are
(12)

results are

Here the second

result

shows that the induction is conserved, inA part of Cj is thrown back and increases

stead of the displacement.

C

behind the leak. The complete attenuation in the distance x, by
similar reasoning to the above, is «—Kar/ssp^ when there is leakage

without resistance in the wires.

To compare
positively

the two cases

and part

;

in the

first,

part of Vj

is

of Cj negatively, in passing a resistance

reflected
;

and in

the second, part of Vj is reflected negatively, and part of Ci posiThe effects are opposite. So if the resistance and the leak
tively.
VOL. ni.

z

;
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coexist, there is partial cancelKtion of the reflection.
This compensation becomes perfect when r and k are infinitely small and in
the proper ratio. Then there is no reflection, though increased

So with R and K uniformly distributed there is no
anywhere, provided R/L = K/S. The attenuation in the distance x is now £-Ra; Lu.
If the circuit stops anywhere, what happens to the wave depends
attenuation.

reflection in transit

upon the

electrical conditions at the terminus.

If it is a short-cirimposed. This causes complete
positive reflection of incident C, and negative of V.
If insulated,
then the resultant is C=0, and there is positive reflection of incident V and negative of C. A remarkable case is that of a terminal
cuit,

V=0

then the resultant

Rp

resistance, say,

Vi = L2;Ci,
are the conditions.

Then
V2=-LvC2,

Vi + V2=Ili(Ci + C2)
So the reflected wave is given by

V2

V is reflected

is

positively

(14)

R i-Lv

,- „.

when Ri>Lv, and

negatively

when<Lv.

The energy of the wave is
Ri = Lt;, there is no reflection.
absorbed by the resistance. So we attain not only perfect trans-

If

mission, but also perfect reception of signals.

The above method

of treating resistance and leakance by isolated
and leaks may be applied to find out what in general
happens when there is either no leakage or else no resistance in a
continuous circuit. Suppose, for example, there is no leakage. Given

resistances

initially without current, how will it behave ?
were no resistance, it would immediately split into two
one with positive magnetic force would move to the right, the other
with negative magnetic force would move to the left, both at speed
Now this is also exactly what happens in a resisting circuit at
v.
the first moment, namely, the generation of a pair of oppositely

a charge anywhere,

If there

But this state does
not continue, because the resistance causes a continuous partial
This may be studied in detail by
reflection of the two waves.
easy numerical operations when we concentrate the resistance of

travelling pure electromagnetic slab waves.

the circuit at a

number

of equidistant points.

The

result is as

Let Vq be the original state of V of depth a. Then at a
certain time t the distribution consists first of two heads at distance
These are two pure electromagnetic waves travelling at
^vt apart.
They are the attenuated remains of the initial waves
speed V.
follows

:

^Vo=V=LvC, and^Vo=V= -LvC.

Between them is the rest of
In time
Vq, cast behind by reflection as the two waves progress.
the heads attenuate to insignificance, and there is left the widespread
diffused state of V, having a

maximum

tends to obey the Fourier law of diffusion.

at the centre.

It

then
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If, on the other hand, there is no resistance, then the effect of
the leakance alters the nature of the disturbance between the heads.
is positive in the heads, which are nearly as before, but negative
in the intervening space. Now, in the former case the charge or
integral of SV was conserved.
Suppose Q was the original charge.
Then ^Qe-RV2L is the amount in each head, and the rest of Q is
diffused between them. But in the second case the charge in each head.
is ^Qe-K^/2S, and the total charge at the same moment is Qe-K^/s.
So we know the amount of negative charge between the two heads.
If the initial state is a pure slab wave Vo = L7;Co, it goes on moving
as a pure wave, but attenuating and casting a tail behind it, the
tip of which travels backwards at speed v.
The tail of V is everywhere positive, and the tail C is everywhere negative at first, and
until the head has attenuated very considerably, when by diffusion
iu the tail itself and attenuation it becomes positive, first near the
head and later all the way to the middle. The ultimate result is a
widely diffused state of V symmetrical with respect to the origin,
where V is a maximum and
zero, whilst elsewhere C is all positive on the right side and negative on the left, in accordance with

V

•the diffusion law.

now

necessary to consider what E, the resistance, means in
The remarkable property of guidance has been
noticed, and also that R in the wires acts oppositely to
outside
in reflective power, so that they may neutralize. But there is
It is

the above theory.

K

another remarkable property of wires to be mentioned. They are
conductors truly, but it is for conduction or guidance of the wave
outside them, in effect, in all the above. Do they conduct the wave
similarly inside? Not at all. So far from doing that, they obstruct
If a plane wave strikes flush against a perfect conductor it is
it.
wholly reflected, and with any good conductor it is mostly reflected.
When a wave is sent along a wire, a purely superficial conduction is
The boundary of the wire is exposed to magfirst of all concerned.
Now, suppose the wire is really a connetic force tangentially.
ducting dielectric, like the medium outside it in cases before conThen the magnetic force impressed upon its boundary
sidered.
This wave will be
will send an electromagnetic wave inwards.
nearly of the same type as the plane wave in the medium outside,
when there is electric conductivity there, if the conductor has a plane
boundary. If it is a wire, the wave will be cylindrical, with complications accordingly.

Bub there

is

no difference in principle.

So

the transit of the plane wave along the wire outside it causes the
transmission perpendicularly into the wire of another wave, and,
just as the former suffers positive reflection of

in transit, so does the secondary
-the

wire and converges to
VOL. ni.

wave which,

H and negative of E

so to speak, leaks into

its axis.

z2
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difiference in principle, there is a

The

great difiference in practice.

external conductivity

very

usually
very small, and a wave can go a long way with little change. But
the internal conductivity is relatively very large indeed. Hence, if
an impulsive wave enters the wire at its boundary, its " head," in
is

the sense used above, attenuates to nothing almost at once, and the
wave becomes of the diffusive kind.
The magnetic inductioa
therefore diffuses into the wire according to Fourier's law of
diffusion.
The time interval needed to effect any operation varies
as the product fiha?, where fi is the inductivity, Tc the conductivity
and a the radius of the wire. This diffusion is nothing like the
elastic wave outside from which it results.
It is to be regarded, in
the main, as a purely local phenomenon. The electric force in this
transverse

wave

is axial,

or parallel to the axis of the wire.

Energy

wasted in the wire at the rate /jE- per unit vol. The transverse
wave has no direct action upon the main wave outside the wire
from which it is derived, but its indirect action may in time become
very great, namely, the distortion and attenuation of the main

is

wave

before considered.

Metals vary considerably in the facility with which they are
penetrated. Iron and copper are typical examples. Although Tc is
six times as great in copper as in iron, yet ix is 100 or 200 times as
So iron is much more dififigreat (for small H) in iron as in copper.
and it takes a far longer time to set up
cult to penetrate than copper
the state of steady current in iron if the wires are of the same size*
When it is reached the steady current in iron is only one -sixth of
It follows
that in copper, if the impressed voltage be the same.
that under the action of an alternating voltage the wave train
entering the iron will attenuate much faster than that entering the
In either case, increasing the frequency of alternation
copper.
removes the current from the interior towards the boundary,
shortening the wave length. The tendency is towards skin conduction. The attenuation is so rapid in going inward that only one wave
length in the wire itself need be considered. This may be confined
within a mere skin. Then the interior might be all scooped out
without making any sensible difference. With Hertzian waves a
mere film may be sufificient. These waves (outside) may be of
the order of a few metres long, and the derived waves inside
With telephonic waves, on the other hand,
of microscopic length.
there is very good penetration in the usual copper wires, except at
the higher frequencies. On the other hand, if the wires are iron
;

is bad penetration.
Wires have really no definite resistances as a whole when waves
are sent along them. The resistance per unit length will vary

there

according to the amount of penetration at the place.

The

least
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It is then the
is when there is complete penetration.
steady resistance measured by the Christie balance. But if the
impressed alternations are simply periodic, and the resultant alternating state is allowed to be assumed, then a definite meaning can
be given to the " effective resistance " (Kayleigh). If it is called

resistance

such that R'C^

the average rate of generation of heat,
The more the current

R'

it

C'"^

meaning the mean square

is

concentrated, the greater the resistance.

will be

is

of the current.

Thus with Hertzian

waves the resistance

is

resistance), for

the resistance of a thin skin.

is

it

largely multiplied (compared with the steady

to multiply the resistance three times or so

in iron wires, but in copper wires there

It is also easy
with telephonic currents

is little

increase.

In skin conduction the resistance depends upon the area of the
surface of the conductor.

The amount per unit area is the same
boundary when the surface state is

for a round wire as for a plane

the same.

But, as before mentioned, the displacement between a

pair of parallel cylinders distributes itself (in electromagnetic waves)

According to two-dimensional electrostatics, and the magnetic force
It follows that in such
lines are perpendicular to the displacement.
very rapid alternations as lead to skin conduction, the skin current
concentrates itself where the displacement is strongest, usually the
parts of the two conductors which are nearest together.

The penetration
tance L.
since
tion,

it

of the magnetic force also increases the inducThis increase is a trifling matter in copper but in iron,
becomes magnetised, it is a large effect with good penetra;

though insignificant when there

The way the current " rises"
action

may

is

skin conduction.

in a wire under impressed surface

be visualised by comparing

it

with water in a pipe,

originally at rest, subjected to surface traction

acting longitudinally.

The

outermost layer of water.

upon

its

boundary

traction will at first only drag along the

But

if

the traction continues to act

motion to penetrate
inwards, and to any depth. On the other hand, if the traction
alternates in direction, not too slowly, only the outer layer will be
sensibly moved to and fro.
steadily, viscosity will gradually cause similar

It

may become

possible to convert this analogy into

more than an analogy by regarding the

something

surface traction as that

exerted by the longitudinal electric force on electrification in the
and supposing that the interior electrification (half positive,

wire,

half negative)
diffusion law.

is

somehow
It

controlled in its average motion by the

has always been

conduction with electrolytic.

difficult to

There

is

reconcile metallic

a slow

drift

of ions in

electrolysis carrying electric charges.

But there

electrolysis in metallic conductors.

Again, regarding metals as

is

no sign of ionic

^polarizable, Maxwell's idea that conduction consisted in a

breakdown
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of the electric displacement does not go far in explaining the
nature of the intermolecular discharge.
Yet the possibility of a
conveciive explanation of metallic conduction in harmony with
Maxwell's theory became obvious when it was established that a
moving charge in that theory was magnetically the same thing sls
a "current element," both in itself and under external magnetic
force.
Only quite lately, however, has it been possible to carry
out this notion even tentatively.
This has come about by the
experimental researches which appear to establish the individuality
of electrons of astonishing smallness and mobihty.
It is now
believed by many that the conduction current inside a wire consists of a slow drift of electrons.
Naturally, in the present state
of ignorance about atoms and molecules, the theory is in an experimental stage.
But it does not come into the telegraphic theory
sensibly, since the electronic drift is a local

stationary compared with the

wave

phenomenon.

outside a wire.

It

It is

may be noted

it is not necessary to consider the electronic drift to be the
cause of the electromagnetic wave which has the drift for an after

that

effect.

The resistance of the sea to Hertzian waves in "wireless telegraphy " comes under the same principles, and may be calculated
by the same formula as the skin resistance of wires. But this is
only a rough beginning, for a reason to be seen presently. Going
back to equations (9), consider that R originally meant magnetic
conductance outside the wires. The theory was then an exact one ;
but when R means the resistance of the wires, the theory cannot be
It is outside the wave*
exact, because R is not in the right place.
The theory is now only true, as regards R, for long waves. A long
wave length may be considered to be one which is a large multiple
of the distance apart of the wires,

though there

is

really

no

distinct

Telegraphic and telephonic waves are long, of course.
So may Hertzian waves be, though on the other hand, as these
waves may be made only a few centimetres in length, such waves
limitation.

might require serious correction in the theory. Even when they
are many metres long and the wires only a few centimetres apart,
although there may be little distortion in transit, the estimation of
As for light waves^
attenuation may be considerably upset.
obviously they are very much too short for the theory. The
application of these remarks to waves over the sea is obvious. The
waves in the air are too short for the influence of the resistance of
the sea to operate on them in so simple a way as in the wire theory.
The air itself may also be feebly conductive generally or locally.
Understanding, then, confinement to long waves, equations (9)
will apply when the circumstances allow R to be considered fairly
constant. This may happen when the conductors are thin sheets

;
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metal permitting very rapid penetration. It may also happen
with wires, as when the frequency of the waves is not so great as
for example, in telephony along
to increase the resistance greatly
copper wires of low resistance. But a considerable extension of the
Let it be a simply periodic
use of equations (9) may be made.
train of waves that is in question, and let R stand for the effective
Also
resistance, which becomes definite at a definite frequency.
make the corresponding change in L, if desired. Then it is a consequence of the general theory of wires that equations (9) are still
true under the circumstances. The fundamental solution is
of

;

V=Vo£-r*sin(ni-Qa;),
due to Yq
that

amnt impressed

at a;=0,

where

(17)

P and Q

are given

P + Qi=

is

P

by

^/(R + Lni)(K + S^^^)
Q = (i)*{(Il2 + L2n2)i(K2 + S2^^2/±(RK-LSn2)|^
information may be obtained from this equation, by

or

Valuable
ing the frequency and other constants.
There is an extreme case where R and S are paramount.

P=Q = (^RSn)*.

(18)
(19)

vary-

Then
(20)

This applies to signals received at the end of a long submarine
cable, slowly worked.
They start as electromagnetic waves, and
degenerate to diffusive waves.
This is the reason why Lord
Kelvin's ("W. Thomson's) theory of 1855 applies pretty closely to
the reception of signals.
In contrast with this, R/L = K/S produces distortionless transmission, with P = R/Lv, Q = w/v, if v is defined by LSi;2 = l. Again,
if R/Ln and K/Sn are both small, we get approximately.
-r^

1^

K

^

^

/oi\

This is practically very important in telephony. We can have a
near approach to distortionless transmission. It is easy to make
KjSn small, because ic is naturally small. We may in fact put
K=0 in effect. So if R/Ln is small, there is little distortion in
transit.
Observe, too, that the attenuation in the distance x is
The proper
only c-Ra;/2Lu instead of t~^^'^'", which is important.
leakage to remove the distoriion entirely would cure the evil also
when R/Ln is big any value, in fact. Now in telephony we are
not concerned with very low frequencies, but only with those
If R/Ln is
beginning with the lowest tone of the human voice.
small for this, it is small for all higher tones, therefore first-rate
;

telephony.

Even

if

&c., for the octaves.

R/Ln is 1 for the lowest tone, it will be ^, ^, ^,
Then P and Q in (17) will each not vary much

in the upper tones, and there can be good transmission.
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There are other ways of approximating to the distortionless state
than by leakage. In the first example given, no leakage would be
wanted, because there would be so little distortion in thousands of
miles without the leakage. Other examples relating to telephony
were given. Considering the matter more generally, let there be a
circuit in which E/L is far greater than K/S, K being small and to
Then
))e kept small, preferably, to avoid attenuation by leakage.
we may tend to equalize E/L and K/S in several ways. By reducing S. This is well known. It means with air wires, separating

much

means reducing the
paper insulation. But
Another way is to reduce
this reduction of S is not nearly enough.
E. This is well known and is very important. It can be carried a
long way. Cable companies have been much too economical in
the matter of copper, in the past especially.
A third way is to increase L. Inductance causes impedance in

them
**

as

"With cables

as possible.

spec. ind. capacity " principally,

But

way

by

it

air or

proper, and is powerful.
If we can
without any change at all in E, S, we
can approximate to distortionless transmission as much as we
please, and with as little attenuation as we please.
That is, the

general.

increase the

L

this

effect of increasing

L

is

lessens the attenuation
illustrate, if it

is

of a circuit,

advantageous in a double sense,

and the

were possible

for

cable of Atlantic type (which

it

distortion

L
is

for

simultaneously.

it

To

on say 100 miles of
telephony would be very

to be zero

not)

bad indeed or impossible, because there would be such a wide
difference in the attenuation produced on tones of different fre(17) above may be used, with L = 0, K=0.
increased only from to the small value 2 (cm. per
cm., B.A. mag. units), the formula will show a remarkable improvement ; and if L is increased to 10, the results are excellent. What

The formula

quencies.

But even

happens

if

is

L

is

simply

this, that self-induction

the waves, and that carries
further increase in

L
L

them

will

imparts

momentum

to

The formula will show that
carry waves across the Atlantic with
on.

exceedingly great. Any increase
be unaccompanied by increased
resistance or other evils to destroy the benefit. It is therefore very
important to know how to increase L, and to find out what can be
made of the principle concerned in practice. Now there is some

little loss.

But the

L

good,

of

does

needed

provided

is

it

it already.
Telephone wires in air, for long distance
telephony, should be, and are in some places, put up in such a way
as to make L as large as possible, although some electricians have

practice in

maintained that L should be as small as possible. The difference
between L=2 and L = 20 or 30, which is produced by separating
wires, is enormous, and largely multiplies the distance over which
telephonic waves can be carried.
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But it ia the improvement of signalling through cables that is
most important, if it can be done. The most effective way of
obtaining self-induction is by the use of iron, suitably arranged and
divided not iron for the guides, but outside or inside them. There
and
is plenty of iron put round cables now, but it is for protection,
;

is

not at

all

It is not
suitably arranged for the purpose required.
new type of cable can be designed in which iron can

unlikely that a

be brought into use to increase the self-induction largely and in a
uniform manner.
The writer invented a way of carrying out the principle other

than uniformly, and recommended
of inductance coils in the

main

it

for trial

;

viz.,

by the insertion
one

circuit at regular intervals, say

per mile, according to circumstances. The time constants of these
should be as large as possible, so that the average inductance
may be largely increased without a large increase in the average
resistance per mile. The action of the coils is similar to that of

coils

small detached loads placed upon a string to give it inertia, and
enable it to carry waves farther. If we wish to imitate a curve
containing bends of various sizes by means of dots, it is obviously
necessary to have several dots in every bend. So, in the substitution of detached inductances for uniform inductance, we need to
have several coils in every bend of the electrical wave. It is easy
to say that so many coils will be wanted in such a length, in
telephony, for example, if we can fix upon the shortest wave length,
by using the known formula for the wave length. One could do
But this
that without being considered to make a new discovery.
does not answer the question how few the coils may be for telephony
through a cable. Theoretically we want an infinite number, i.e.,
uniform inductance. We must sacrifice something. The shortest telephonic wave length necessary to be considered is a doubtful element,
and there are unmentioned interferences to be allowed for. Hence
experiment alone can decide how few the coils need be for telephony
through a distance far exceeding that possible without the coils
Nothing particular has been done in G-reat Britain to carry out the
but in America some progress has been made
writer's invention
by Dr. Pupin, who has described an experiment supporting its
practicability; the length telephoned through was increased five
times by inserting the coils.
The above radiational theory of telegraphy founded upon
Maxwell's theory of light has been proved in all essential points
and in various details by important experiments of Hughes, Lodge,
Hertz, and others, to say nothing of long distance telephony in
America, or the more recent spherical telegraphy.
But quite
different views have been maintained by the British official elec;

tricians,

under the guidance

of

Mr. (now

Sir)

W. H.

Preece.

It is

—
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only fair to put on record here his leading articles of faith. The
information is derived from his papers. Self-induction is harmful
to telephony, and is to be avoided and minimised.
Nevertheless,
experiments upon the Post Office wires showed that though selfinduction is sensible in iron wire circuits, it is quite insensible in
copper circuits. That is why copper wire is so successful, and iron
wires a failure. Also the capacity of circuits (their permittance) is
reckoned in a peculiar manner. What controls telephony is " the

KR law."
R

K is the

If

total capacity of a circuit in microfarads,

ohms, the product

KR

and

over what
distance telephony can be carried on. It must not exceed 2,000
because of the
law, the speed of the current varying as the
square of the length of the line. Finally, Sir W. H. Preece has a
special invention aiming at Atlantic telephony.
Imagine a round
its

total resistance in

fixes

KR

and the two halves to be slightly separated
say by a piece of paper. The two halves form the
circuit, and it was supposed by the inventor that by close approximation of the flat surfaces the electrostatic and electromagnetic
wire to be

in two,

slit

for insulation,

inductions would neutralize one another.

For additional information the reader is referred to the following
works Lord Kelvin. Mathematical and Physical Papers, vol. 2.
Cambridge, 1884. Clerk- Maxwell. Treatise on Electricity and
Magnetism, vol. 2.
Oxford, 1881. J. J. Thomson.
Becent
Besearches in Electricity and Magnetism. Oliver Heaviside.
Electrical Papers, London, 1892, and Electromagnetic Theory^
:

—

London, vol

1.,

1893, vol.

2.,

—

1899.

Some Plane and

Cylindrical

Waves.

527 was discussed the general problem of the inversion
waves in a conducting dielectric, particularly
as regards the telegraphic application. Also the same for some
cylindrical waves. Comparing the plane with the cylindrical cases,
it may be seen that, whilst the ideas in force are the same, the execution is much more difficult in the cylindrical cases. This arises
mathematically from the fact that the operators t^^ and e"'^-^ for inward and outward plane waves are reciprocal, and this leads to
simple algebraic manipulation. On the other hand, the inward and
outward cylindrical operators H„((7r) and Ko(gr) are not reciprocal,
and this leads to more complicated work. At the same time, the
property which revealed itself in plane waves, when terminal conditions were imposed, of the setting up of the steady state by a
variable source in a very short interval of time, was found to be
repeated in the cylindrical cases treated.
§ 529.

In

§

of operations for plane

WAVES
(1).

IN

But now consider a case

sheet of circular current

r=a from
making

C

Say there is a cylindrical
on p. 330, at the distance
a perfect magnetic reflector,

of shock.

for source, as

the axis, and just outside

H=
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it

outside the source, so that only the internal state of

H is in question.

The equations

zero before and constant after

^

are (166), p. 330. Let now C be
inside; in particular,
Find

= 0;

H

value h at the axis. This is a case of shock, because of the sudden
= C at r=<x, and zero elsewhere.
Initially,
starting of the source.
The first stage is the journey of the wave front to the axis. At the

its

H

H

= C(a/r)^, so it mounts up to oo momentarily at the
In the second stage, the front travels back to the reflector.
By previous experience, the oo persists, and then the reflector turns
at the wave front is — oo in the third
it to - 00
So the value of
But now we may be guided by the behaviour of the inward
stage.
waves on p. 323. The oo value going to the axis became finite,
at the front to be
without change of sign. So we may expect
finite in the fourth stage, and therefore, by reflection, finite also in
the fifth. This brings us to the axis again, and the creation of an
00 value, which persists in the sixth stage, and is reversed in the
seventh. Then we come to the axis again, with resumption of
And so on, an eternal series of
at wave front.
finiteness of
creation, persistence, reversal, and destruction of an infinite value
If this is partly speculative, it can be conat the wave front.
firmed or refuted.
A formula for the first wave can be readily found. Put r=0 in
(167), p. 330, then the axial value is

front

itself,

axis.

H

.

H

H

Ho(ga)

V

^

^

L_

Sqa

1{^qaf

J

2[8qa)^

^
^

This series is got by long division. The numbers are as in (157),
Leave out
p. 329, only now with all signs negative after the first.
the factor c"***, so as to make h begin at the moment ^=0. Then
multegration makes
3013 / \4
(YL\^ ^^ \^

r,-rf^\^^^

U^/L

~f^\ !L
(
2\2aj~24U^J ~240V7 ~240.56V7
50735 /\5^ 2110163
\6_ 1
.^

"240.56.72V;
7i = oo

240.56.72.88V j

"*J"

,

^

'

then falls
at first moment,
It is easy to see that
The coefiicients, too, tend towards
rapidly, and becomes negative.
In fact, the curve is
unity, and this indicates h= -co when vt='2a.
something like the cotangent curve, going from + to — oo as -y^ goes
to 2a.
But the zero is not in the middle, but at about
from
The + part of the curve is calculable without difl&culty, but
l'5a.
the negative part requires more and more terms as the negativity
comes on, so that a transformation to another series is needed if

and that

it

.
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to be as easily calculable as the early part.

+ oo comes on with a shock, the
second — oo which occurs on the arrival of the reflected wave from
the reflector, does not, but is gradually led up to. The same may
be inferred to happen with all the later infinite values.

But we

see that whereas the first
,

But this is only the first stage in the extraordinarily complicated
process of setting up the internal magnetic field. The surging does
not decay, because there is no resistance. But there is change of
type as the time goes on, so it may be there is an effective simplification in the long run. To determine the later history requires the

performance of more elaborate operations.
(2). The alternative method, using the normal functions, leads to
a very compact resultant solution. Use the Normal Expansion

Theorem,

vol. 2, p. 127, eq. (1).

It gives

H=C^=C+C2-i^2^.

(8)

.

iip = dldt=qv, and the summation ranges over the roots of Io(g'a) = 0,
or Jo(sa) =0, if q^= -s^. The values of sa are well-known, 2*40, &c.
In terms of s, (3) becomes

H.=Cri-2y:^l!rh^^I!!f\.

L

This

But the numerical calculation for the
found to be highly complicated. One stage

comprehensive.

is

different stages will be
is

not enough, for they are

A

all different.

distortionless extension is obvious.

ductivity

and magnetic conductivity

li,

= g[fi = p.
make

(4)

J

saJ^{sa)

Introduce electric conbalanced so that kJG

g,

This brings in the subsidence factor i~^^.
If we now
C = constant, but Cf"^*, then the complete

the source be, not

solution

becomes

H = Ce-P^ [same as in (4)]
Here there

(5)

subsidence to zero, but only because the impressed
current subsides.
If it does not, but is steady, then the surging will
subside, leaving behind a steady state.
A different formula results.
is

"We have qv=jp+p now; so the Normal Expansion Theorem makes

H=iMc
= cW4 + cZ i4f>^,
Upajv)
Uqa)

(6)

p±lJna)
dp

and

if

q = si, we

have the same values

TT^C r^^SP^^ -2f~

'^

V

'Tn(sr)

of sa as before,

cos svt

I

+ (pjsv)

and

finally

t&n svfl

,
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smaller at the axis than at the boundary, but
= C all over if p is very small; and

H

the result will be sensibly

however small

IN

not actually zero, the surging will

be, if

disappear in time.
It is possible to recognise the

(3).

presence of the

± go travelling

from the formula (4), because we always know the situaUse the convergent
tion of the wave front, and can apply a test.
formulae for Jq and Jj for the earlier values of sa,and the divergent
and

to

fro

Then

formulae for the later.
is

large,

and

Jo{sr)

the m^'^ root

= (—\^cos(sr-^7r),

J^{sa)=(-^\^ cos

^tt

when m

(sa-|:r), (8)

\7rsaJ

\^tt8tJ

(vol. 2, p. 255, eq. (66),)-

These reduce

(7) to

sa cos rmr

\r/

|__

where

(sa)^=m7r -

is

also

X stands for the sum of the earlier terms.

^

I'

It does not

'

count

which concerns the value of the later series.
2 be called Y. Choose any point r between

in the present argument,

Let the function after
and a. The wave front reaches r the first time when vt^a — r^
is finite, so 2 Y must be finite.
and we know that
In this case
Y=(cos 2sr)j2sa. But if we make vt = a-\-r, then Y reduces to

H

Y=(l+

2Y = oo,

This makes
This shows the

first oo

sin2sr)/2sa.

(10)

because m-^ + (m + l)-i + (w + 2)-i + ... = oo
value of H, in the second stage. In the third

Y

stage, put vt = da-r.

There it will be found that
reduces to
is - oo
So
the negative of the value in (10).
In the fourth
So
is finite.
stage, put vt = 3a + r, then Y = - (cos 2sr)l2sa.
It is
not necessary to go further, because if in the general formula for

H

.

H

its value is reversed.
That is, Y is
and a complete cycle of values in 2 Y,
and therefore in H, is (1), finite; (2), + oo; (3), - oo (4), finite;
But the X part, though
(8), finite.
(7), +x
(5), finite; (6), - oo

increase vt to vt + 4:a,

we

Y,

periodic, in the period Sajv,

;

;

;

always
(4).

finite, is

If

not periodic.

now we make

the source

C be

longitudinal, or parallel to

the axis of the cylinder, instead of circular round it,
circular, and E longitudinal inside.
The equations are

H becomes

Ei=-J'rgraHor(Koo+2/Hoo)/iZ>C,

B.i= -^Trqa'RirQ^a + y'H.oa)C,

(11)

^2=

H2= +i7rqa'Hoa(K.ir-y'S.ir)Cf

(12)

-l7rqdH.oa{'Kor

E2 are the

+ yB.Qr)fJivC,

and out values of E, and similarly as regards
E2=Ei, and H2-Hi = C at r=a. If we
specify y by the condition £3=0 at 6, outside a, and then shift
this electric screen up to just outside a, the result internally is
if

Ej,

H.

To

in

prove, test that

—
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h,

;

or there is no disturbance at

and then h = a.

The

result

is,

This
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But make H2=0

all.

at

a magnetic screen outside the source.

is

internally,

H= -(H,,/Hi„)0.

E = -(Ho./Hi«VC,

(13)

This case differs remarkably from the last. In both cases the
source C per unit area generates displacement D at the rate — C;
that is, the displacement is parallel to 0, but oppositely directed.

But when D was circular there was vectorial cancellation, so the
steady creation of
did not cause unlimited increase in its density.
But in the present case, D being longitudinal, cannot be destroyed
vectorially.
Moreover, it is shut in by the screen. So D must

D

mount up without limit, so long as the source C is kept on. The
amount of displacement along the cylinder r=a is at every moment
the time integral of C.

So the cylinder

is like

an

electric

condenser

of unlimited permittance.
If

C

is

steady from the

moment ^=0,

well as the continuous increase in
before,

we can

creation of a
reflected

is

total

displacement.

first

Say

/o
\i F-i
(^irqay
1
\

E=e

— -3

when

then by

at the axis,

3 vt

factor,

.,

.}*«(•)'

"]

...>

J

multegration turns this to

V

11/

first

249

.—^ 33

8(

^/2aVri

the

(13),

_ 9963 _ 131229
Leaving out the exponential

As

wave, with the

value at the axis, passing to +oo

arrives.

n -Qa
^
e=-uvCt

also surging, as

there

show the

get a formula to

— oo

wave

the

83/ \3

^=-'*n^)L'~2 2-^-'8-(V-80(-)
_8321/N4
Y T
43743/
4480^) "80640^ j ~J'

,-

^^^^

-co when ^ = 0, to (presumably) +00 when
fall from
although the later part requires another type of formula
for convenient calculation.

showing
vt

= 2a,
The

solution in

normal

series is

^>r.

2Jo(sr) sin sv^

sa{dldsa)J^{sa)

„n 2^^
a

/i«.

summation ranging over the roots of Ji(sa) = 0, not counting sa
which is allowed for by the extra term increasing with the time.
This was done by the Normal Expansion Theorem, but is included

'the

-

0,

in the following relating to the distortionless frictional case.

Intro-

duce the two conductivities, making also 7clc=glfi, and p = qv—p.
There is now a steady state tended to, got by making ^ = 0, and

\

I'm

)

WAVES
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bec&UBQ p{dldp)=^{q—p!v) (d/dq). The summation must include all
the roots of li{qa) = 0, or Ji(sa) =0. The zero root makes a solitary
term, whilst the rest, equally positive and negative, pair together.
The result is, in terms of s,

rijprlv)_ 2s-

P^

pajv

4-Q
"*

'P^y

Jpfsr) [5 sin

— pjv

cos] syt

^ a^s'^+p'/v'^) [Jo(sa) - {sa)-'T^{^

~[

J

,^q\
^

^

surging vanishes in time. But in the reduced
case of no conductivity, the two outside terms in (18) combine, by
putting p=0, to make the single outside term in (16), showing im-

la

this ca*e all the

limited accumulation.
(5). There is, of course, no unlimited increase when the source is
simply periodic, say C = Cq sin nt. When the circumstances allow
the assumption of a simply periodic state, then we have a stationary
vibration inside the source. This is to be got by ^=7n in the operational solutions, remembering, however, to use 2Iq instead of Hq,
2I1 instead of Hj, because Ho and H^ belong to solitary inward waves.

For example,

if

there

is

no

resistance,

p=nim

(17)

makes

e=+/xv [Jo{nrlv)lJj^{naJv)] -iC,

(19

Cq sin nt=CQ cos nt. But this is not the
ultimate result of starting C at any moment, unless we suppose there
is a small amount of friction somewhere, not suflScient to sensibly

where iC means djd(nt)

.

form of (19), and yet
assumed in a finite time.

alter the

sufficient to allow the state to

be

To obtain this
External waste acts similarly to resistance.
away the screen outside the source, letting it send
the result is a stationary vibration inout disturbance both ways

waste, take

;

and an outward progressive wave outside the source. It is
tvorth while examining the waste formula, in order to see the dififerBnce made by changing the direction of the current from being
jircular round the axis to longitudinal, or parallel to it.
"When the current is circular, the equations are
side,

Hi=^7rg'aTo,.KiaC = ^7rsaJo^(Goa-'iJoa)2C,

;in)

(20/

H2=-i7r2aIiaKo^C = ^7rsaJi„(Go^-aor)0,
(21)
by iputting q = si ^ in/ V, and J or meaning J^ (sr). The corresponding
Only the outer one is wanted,
E's are got by 11 = —{cp)-^dB./dr.
the inner being a standing vibration, like Hj in (20).
We have
E2 = — ^fiVTrqalia^irO = - ^[ivirsaJj^aiGir - * Jir)tC,
(22)
(out)

and therefore, by

E2H2=
-=

(21),

-/xv(^7rsaJiaCo)2[Gi,. cos

+Jir sinjnt

- MiTS<lJiaCo)2[(GorGir — JorJir)
-I-

.

[Gor sin - Jor coBjnt

sin COS

J^rGrQr siu^

- Jq^Gj^

COS^] fit,

(23)

852
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EK= -iM^'(i'rsaJi„Co)2[Ji^Go.But when the current
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JorGir] =it^V7rsa{J^aGof'

Ei=

-^/iVTrgaloyKoaC,

1S,2=

-

Hi= -^Trg-ali^KooC,
Hg^ +^7rgaIoaKjrC,

ifJ.V7rqalQaKQ,,G,

and q = 8i makes the external state be
Eg = - ^fiVTrSaJf^aiGcor - i^i,r)iC,
H2 = - ^TTSaJQaiGir - 'iJir)C,

by

(65) vol. 2, p. 255

EaH2=

;

mean

(26)

(27)

[GirC03+Ji,.sin]n^,

.

(,28)

value reduces to

E^=l,xV;rsa(JoaCo)2.

Comparing with

(25)

therefore

-/"v(^TsaJoaCQ)2[GQrsin- Jq^cosJm^

of which the

(24)

longitudinal, the equations are

is

(29)

from Jj^
In both, C is the current per unit area of the sheet r=a,
to Jort.
but the series of frequencies for which the waste is zero or maximal
are different.

If,

(24),

the only difference

is

in the change

however, sais large, or the wave length is a small
two wastes become the same in corre-

fraction of the radius a, the

sponding phases, because, when sa

Joo=
Taking the

(2/7rsa)i

cos (sa -

is large,

J^a

^tt),

= (2/7rsa)* cos(sa-|7r).

(30[

circular function to be 1 in either case, the result is

¥^_=^i,xvCo^.

The reason can be easily

(31)

mean

square of current,
and iMV is the impedance outward from unit area of the surface, which,
on account of the short wave length, is practically plane in the
seen, for ^Cq^

is

the

present argument.

But

it is

very different

of the radius a,

when

the

which requires sa

wave length
to be small.

is

a large multiple

Then Joa=l, and

So the waste varies as the first power of the frequency
is longitudinal, and as the cube of the frequency
a remarkable difference in the
the current is circular

J^^=-^sa.

when
when

the current

;

radiative power.
(&).

On

p.

330 occurred one case, and on

p.

850 another, where a

perfect electric conductor stopped a current sheet from sending out

any disturbance. The screen was outside the source. The same
happens when it is inside, and for the same reason. As a screen h
prevents the passage of waves through it, and as a reflector it sends
out what it receives from the source with the electric force reversed,
so that on the free side of the source the direct and reflected waves
annul one another both as regards E and H. To exhibit this formally in the same notation, let the reflector be at r = 6, inside the
source C at r=a. Let Ej, H^ be the inner and Eg, Hg the outer
Then, when C is circular, the equations are
results.
E.= - i/it;7r2aKia(Hi^-2/Ki^)C, (32)
Hi=i7rga(Hor+2/Kor)KiaC.

WAVES
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£3= -i;tiV7r^«Ki^(Hia - ^Kia)C (33)
-H2 = C at a, for any y;
makes Ei = at 6. These may be fully

H2=-T'^2«Ivor(Hia-2/Ki«)C,
to

;

prove which, note that £^ = £2, and Hj

and that y = JI^JK^(,
show the waste,

elaborated, to

question, however,

and
to

H disappears.

Hj = C

is

that

The

if

b

The point in present
made =a, then the outer field of E

for example.

is

between a and b,
and Ei = 0.

inner,

is

reduced simply

in a vanishingly thin layer,

Similarly,

when

the current

is

longitudinal, the equations are

Ei= -ifxv^qa(B,r+^J'K^r)^oaC, Hj = i7r2a(Hi^-7/Ki^)KoaC,
(34)
E2 = —lfiV7rqa(BiQa 4-2/Koa)KorC, Hg = - iirqaiUQa + 2/Koa)Ki^O, (35)
because Ei = E2, and H^ — H2=C, at r =
for any?/.
The condition
Ei=0 at b makes y= - H„6/Kq6 and then increasing 6 to the value
a makes Eg and Hg vanish, and also Ej, whilst H^ becomes simply G.
fl^,

;

This impotency of an impressed current sheet to produce any

when bounded upon either side by a perfect
conductor has no necessary limitation to a cylindrical sheet.
That is quite accidental here. It is interesting in connection with
the theory of conduction in wires, in illustration of the difference
pointed out on p. 12, between a surface conduction current and a
surface convection current.
Thus, if a long wire has on its surface,
or more distinctly, just outside it, a sleeve of impressed electric current, say C per unit area, acting longitudinally, there will be no
magnetic force produced externally save what is due to imperfect
conductivity of the wire, and that will tend to vanish with increasing
The correction due to finite length of sleeve does
conductivity.
not enter the present argument. Now, one way of interpreting
is by <TU, a convection current, <r being surface density of electrielectromagnetic effects
electric

and u

then a sleeve of electrification that
There will be no external
produced.
Of the two electromagnetic waves sent out by the source, the inward
one is turned by total reflection to an outward wave which cancels
the primary outward wave. If the compensating opposite electrification exists in close contiguity to the moving sleeve, say in the
form of an inner or outer stationary sleeve, there is obviously
no external E either, not merely the tangential E of the electromagnetic wave, but of any sort. But if the compensating electrification is outside and right away from the moving sleeve, then of
course there is E between them, in the space now made external.
But this does not affect the main matter, which is that the motion
of the electrified sleeve does not produce any external
when the
fication
is

its

speed.

It is

H

slipped along the wire.

H

conductivity of the wire
If

we

is

perfect.

construct a distortionless circuit so well that

it

will practi-

then we may
say that electrification travels along the surface of the wire at speed
cally conduct a single pulse without

VOL.

III.

any back

effects,
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in company with the pulse.
But it is not a convection current in
the proper sense, a convection of the same electricity through the
The elecether at speed v. There is a great physical difference.
trification is a surface state produced by and travelling with the

^

This is not at all the same thing as moving
wire.
a sleeve of electrons (always the same) along the surface at speed v.
The electrons set moving by the external pulse have their own

wave along the

But the discovery

proper motions, no doubt.
not, in

my opinion, furnish any reason

of the electron

does

for retrograde ideas in electro-

magnetics, even though the precise nature of metallic conduction
remains somewhat vague, in the absence of a knowledge of facts
relating to atoms and electrons which would determine it definitely.
(7).

how

Without using the idea

of a perfect conductor,

we may show

to imitate its theoretical action in causing total reflection,

by

using a moving sheet of electrification. Consider first a plane sheet
of impressed electric current, C per unit area, which may be cru, a
convection current, if we make proper allowance for the stationary
electric field of o-.
What this C does is to generate displacement
Along with
at the rate - C, half above and half below the sheet.

D

±

D, which is tangential, is magnetic force, according to E = /ivH,
above and below the sheet, of strength such that 2H = C. So by
varying C arbitrarily, we can send out arbitrary plane radiation
from the sheet both ways.
But let arbitrary radiation, specified by E, H, be falling flush upon
the sheet from above. If the sheet is kept at rest, the radiation will
go right through unaltered. Bat move the sheet so that its speed at
every moment is such as to generate — E above it, the exact negaThe remarkable result follows that on the
tive of the arriving +E.
this

lower side the radiation of the sheet

the negative of the arriving

is

E

and H, so that there is no disturbance
below the sheet. On the upper side the radiation of the sheet is the
same as the arriving radiation as regards H, but exactly opposite as
which arrives
regards E. That is, every elementary slab of E,
the same.
at the sheet is sent back again with E reversed and
This, superposed on the arriving radiation, shows the resultant effect
on the upper side. Or, we have effectively the boundary condition
E = 0. The moving sheet of electrification is therefore equivalent

radiation, both as regards

H

H

to the surface of a perfect conductor.

moment

as the intensity of the incident

Its speed varies at every

E

or

H.

small the speed u comes
out on certain assumptions. If, as usual, 10~^ is the atomic range,
there are 10^*^ atoms in a single layer per unit surface of a conLet there be a small
ductor. Also, 10"^ is the electronic charge.
layers effectively concerned, and let n electrons per
.number of
(8).

It is

worth while looking

m

to see

how
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then n7ulO~^ = (x in B.A. magnetic

= (2H/wm)10* cm.

per sec.

(36)

introduced to meet the needs of the B.A. units, but I will
say nothing opprobrious about it, because Lord Rayleigh does not
iike it.
If H=m7i, u is about 1 kilom. per minute, which is ordinary
motor-car speed away from the trap. But ic may be far less than
The data do not exist for application
that, or it may be greater.

The

47r is

The above only shows how strong a certain
convection current in a layer in the ether must be to reflect

to real conductors.

radiation.
(9). Since all solids are elastic solids, and mechanism and machinery are made of various solids fitted together, it is obvious that
the proper theory of their motions would require the consideration

and would be immensely compliThere would be no instantaneous transmission of motion
along any one part, but transmission in time instead. All sorts of
shocks and very rapid vibratory motions would require consideration, which is avoided and ignored in general by the substitution of
unyielding solids, furnishing a useful and necessary, but very artiIt is just
ficial system of statics and dynamics for practical use.
the same in electromagnetics, when we do away with, in certain

of the elastic yielding throughout,

cated.

places, the elastic yielding implied in the equation of electric dis-

D = cE, by making c=0, and thereby introducing instantaneous actions, analogous to those of practical mechanics. Some
of the mechanical problems become impossibly complicated on
Others are quite easily treated.
allowance for elastic yielding.
For example, think of an infinitely long shaft supported upon
numerous (frictionless) bearings to keep it from bending, subjected
If rigid, no finite torque could turn it,
to a torque at its beginning.
placement

owing

to the infinite mass.

will turn

it

But

in reality, a steady applied torque

at constant speed proportional to the torque at its begin-

ning, twisting
stant speed.

it,

and the twist

Any amount

will travel along the shaft at con-

of turning the

same way

is

permissible,

because the strain does not accumulate, but travels out. In fact,
the theory is like that of a distortionless circuit without resistance,
and is quite elementary. Similarly, the reflections and vibratory
effects when the shaft is of finite length make problems like those
Similar remarks apply to the transof a distortionless circuit.
mission of longitudinal effects, about which Prof. Perry has written.

But the bending effects are quite different, and a few remarks upon
What follows now concerns the
them will be given separately.
torsion of

two rods in sequence of very different sections, a thick
and the practical substitution of a rigid rod for a

a.nd a thin one,
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But

thick one.

will be

it

done in terms of the distortionless

circuit,

for convenience of continuity.
(10). Let there be a distortionless line extending from a; =0 to Z
with the constants Lj and Sj, and another from x = lto oo with the

constants

L

and

S.

L

Lj

x=0

x=l

Sj

S

be that the effect of Sj is so trifling that we say Si=0
practically, reducing the first line to an inductance of amount Lj^.
The effects of resistance and leakage are not in question. They
are zero here. Then if Vq is impressed at x=0, the result is
It

may

because the further distortionless circuit behaves as a resistance Lv.
Here C^ is the current in the first line, not only at its beginning, but
Then, in the rest, we shall have
all along, up to a: = ^

Y^=£-'^t^-«Vi=LvC;„
(38)
Vi = Lz;Ci,
where Vj and Cj are the values atx-l. The effect of inserting the
Say Vo i»
first line is merely to produce inertial retardation.
constant, then

^

^,^

,

Vi = LrCi=Vo[l-£-^^*/^i^|.

When

this initial delay is

overcome, the

(39)

effects in the

second line

first hne did not exist.
elementary practical solution works down from
the true one, with Sj finite from aj=0 to I. We want the reflection

are the

Now

same

see

as

how

coefficient for

the

if

this

V

Say that

at the junction.

iv^,

Wo,

lo^

are corre-

sponding values in an incident, reflected, and transmitted slab wave

Then

at the junction.
lUy

+ iv^ =w^= ^\^\<^z = ^^^^(z^i

are the conditions of persistence of voltage

p=— =
=

^:

if p is

wave.

a-=—^=,
w^ Lv + Li^Vi

^r^-J,

Lv + Lj^i

Wi

the reflection factor and
It now follows that

a-

(38a)

w<^ jLiV

and current.

So
(39a)

the transmission factor for a voltage

.-eia5_|.nc-«i(-i-«)

^=

Vo=[.-<"^+f.-«'''-'-'-)-/»-^-<^'+^)+...]V,

l+I-^ai»

(41)

are the

The

V and C

at

oj

in the

reflection coefficient at

first line

x=0

is

-

due to Vq impressed at a;=0.

1 for voltage.

The

expansions:
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show the full history of events, the exponentials being
merely operators to fix the moment of starting of the corresponding
before and 1 after particular moments.
terms, having the value
Put^=0, or qi = 0, in the condensed solutions to find the ultimate
They are V=Vo, and C= Vq/Lv. That
results when Vq is steady.
is, the actions in the second line are just the same as if the first did
in series

not

exist, after

the preliminary irregularity, although the constants

of the first line are different.

Now observe the effect upon p and <r as S^ is varied. The transto 2 as Lv/L^v, goes from
mission factor for voltage goes from
under
to 00 and the transmission factor for current goes from 2 to
the same circumstances. But the reflection factor for voltage goes
from — 1 to +1, and that for current from +1 to — 1 under the same
In particular, as Sj is reduced to 0, p is reduced to
circumstances.
- 1. This is the same as for a short-circuit. But there is deception
here, for if it were really a short-circuit, nothing would pass into the
second line. In fact v^ in the first line tends to oo as S^ tends to 0, and
p to - 1. So we have a packing together in a moment of innumerable
small effects. The whole series requires to be properly allowed for.
Since ^i =pI'^v i^ tends to zero, and the exponential s - Qi^ can be
,

replaced by 1 — q^x, and similarly for

all the other exponentials, in
proceeding to the limit. Do this in the condensed forms of the
They then reduce simply to
solutions.

These are the reduced solutions when S^ = 0,
is

for

any Vq.

When V^

constant,

v=v.(i-fr^""^''),

c=^(i-r''""^').

(43)

The C is as we got before. In addition, we have the V solution,
and see that the impression of Vq instantly produces Y=Yq{1-x/1),
which
to

is

zero at the end of the

first line,

and then

rises in

time

V=Vo.
(11).

Although

this reduction

from staircase functions

to

con-

mathematically inevitable by the disappearance
of all the terms which have S^ as a factor, yet it is in some respects
more satisfactory to view the matter differently. Keep v^ constant,
whilst increasing L^ and reducing S^.
But let Sj be reduced only
Then p is a trifle less than —1. Now
to a small value, not zero.
Bee the series formula (41) for C. Since Lj is large, Vq/L^Vj is very
small. Moreover, all terms have the same sign, and they decrease
in magnitude slowly, in pairsThe resulting function of the time
is not the continuous curve (43), but is what that curve becomes
by having an enormous number of little steps cut in it, of size and
tinuous functions

is
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position indicated

series formula.

The

steps are not the

from place to
drawn through the different

same

for all values of x, but the practical difference

place

is trifling

when median curves

are

stepped curves.

But

it is

strikingly different with the

V series.

The

steps are of

and only fall to insignificance in time. Thus V
then drops
at any spot jumps from
to Vq, stays there for a time
then jumps up to Vq again,
to nearly 0, and stays there for a time
and after a time drops to nearly 0, but a little greater than before;
and so on, over and over again. The moments of these jumps up and
down, and the durations, vary from place to place. Thus the jumps
are large in the variable period. How is this to be harmonised with
the practical formula for V ? A close examination in detail will show
that what the practical V of the rigid theory represents is the mean

full size

Vq

at first,

;

;

value (with respect to the time) of its widely varying values in the
This mean value is not the same in different
real yielding theory.
places.
This property of the substitution of a mean value in

reducing from one theory to another is very convenient in eliminating mathematical complication. At the same time it is well ta
remember in physics that the simplified results are not always like
the real, but are conventional substitutions for the same, to simplify
work.
(12).
is

The other way

by Li = 0, with

of

C=[(Lv)-'' + SS-x)p]e,

Y=e,
in the first line.

a condenser,

making the speed in the first line be infinite
The reduced equations are now

finite S^.

The

all at

interpretation

is

easy.

The

(44)

makes
making e act

first line

one potential, with the result of
upon the second line. So far as the actions

instantly in full strength

in the second line go, the interposition of the

But the

first

line

makes no

has to be charged itself, and this is
represented in the equation of C. The arrangement is equivalent
to a condenser iij and the second line put in parallel.
But if we keep v^ finite, making S^ large and L^ small, we have
the representation in (40), (41) of the proper and very complicated
The constant e=Y^ impressed upon
oscillations in the first line.
the second line in (44) is represented by big jumps between the
difference.

first line

values Vi==0 and 2e at the commencement, but of regularly decreasing range, settling down to the constant value Vi = e. This also
represents how LvC^ behaves at the beginning of the second line.

But
for

at other parts of the first line the details are quite different

V and for

C.

In the torsion illustration the first line should be easily twistable,
the second one relatively hard to twist. By the use of a rod of indiarubber to communicate rotation to a straight metal rod, it becomes
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less difficult to see the general nature of the twisting

If there is a resistance

(13).

Bi

at the

end

for a voltage

Eq at the beginning, and a resistance

of a distortionless circuit, the reflection coefficients

wave are

Po=(Rq-Lv)(Rq+Ijv)-\
and the

full solution

due to

e

^^ r^^^ + p^eZ^^l

V

Ro + Lz;

and untwisting

very yielding conneoting link.

effects in the

l-PoP,r^^i^

The numerator

pi

= (Ri-Li;)(Ri + Lv)-^

impressed at a;=0

^

C

(45)

is

e-^--p,s-^^'^-^\

Eo+Lt;

l-PoPi^"'^^

wave and the first
reflected wave, whilst all the following waves are obtained by expanding the denominator by long division. Here q = (p+p)lv, so
the whole history is known in functional detail by inspecting the
parts represent the primary

If /Oi = 0, there is just one wave, the primary wave, because
wholly absorbed by R^. If pi is not zero, there is a reflected
wave. But if po = 0, it is absorbed at « = 0, so there is nothing more.
If pQ and pi are both finite, there is an infinite series of waves, leading
finally to steady states of V and C, which are expressed by (46) when
we give to q the reduced value pjv, p being E/L or K/S.
There is nothing special about the above, it being an easy case of
the distortionless circuit which I gave in my treatment in 1887.
series.

it is

What
Po

and

is

of further interest is to observe that the reflection factors

pi,

which are included between the limits -1 and +1 when
may have any real values

the terminal resistances are positive,

from -

00 to

+ oo

given to them without at

interfering with real

all

For convenience*
however. Eg may be retained as a positive resistance. Then we
may impose at .v=l the condition V^ = R^Ci, without restricting Ri
to be positive, and then follow up by the wave series the whole
history of the effects due to e, and come finally (usually) to a steady
If, temporarily, p=0, or the line itself has no resistance and
state.
no leakance, then the final current will be C=:e/(Ro + R^), which may
be of any size, positive or negative. But if Ro= — R^, the circuit
has no resistance in the whole. We can then say that C will tend
But will it be +oo or — oo? That depends on circumto 00.
electromagnetic interpretation of the results.

stances.

The condition Rq + R^^O makes

Popi

= l, and

the current

waves are given by

where

p^^=(Rq + Lv){'Rq-Ijv)~^.

(48)

Here it is all finite and interpretable in finite time, save when
Rq=Lv, making pi= ±oo. It depends on the sign of p^ whether
C mounts up positively or negatively. When Ro>Lt;, pj is -f-, and
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SO the reflection of

C

first

and C tends towards
and C tends towards +qo. The
the sign of the second wave which

at cc=Z is negative,

-00.

But if Eo<Lv, p^
wave is always finite

CH. X.

is
;

—

,

it is

determines the later tendency.
There are corresponding peculiarities when Kq is negative. It is
necessary for p^ and p^ to have both the same sign in the case of no
total resistance.

The solutions (46) are remarkable in another way. If
only one wave, or only two waves, the differential denominator reduces to 1. Then the Fourier normal analysis completely
fails.
Except in these cases, we may apply the Normal Expansion
(14).

there

is

Theorem,

It gives,

vol. 2, p. 127.

immediately, since

C=C,+E^2'—

^i^^^

where Cq

is

qv=p + p,

...

the steady final current, and the

(49)

summation ranges

over the roots of
£'*^=PoPi,

where X = log \/p^ when
is

—

,

zero.

if

n

p^p^ is

or

</Z

+, or

= \ + n7ri,

else

(50)

— logv^-poPi when

receives all integral values, positive

popi

and negative, and

This makes

C=Cn + -^f

^*

^9_J

,

(51)

n=0 term makes a solitary real term,
and the term for n=+m pairs with the term for n= — m to make a
real compound term.
It is, however, very complicated in circular
functions, and need not be written out.
Either Pq=0 or pi = makes \=ao and the series is uninterpretable.
But PqPi = 1 makes \=0. This is when Ro+I^i = 0. Then
» ^(vt-xymrill _ {vt+x)mrili
g^-pt
It is entirely real, because the

,

we wish to abolish the resistance and leakance of the
by p = 0, we should take out the n = term and unite it with Cq,
and then put p=0. This makes

If, further,

line,

without any zeroth term in the summation. Here the outside part
shows the rise of C in time to - oo or 4- oo according as E^ > or < Lv.

What

the outside part represents

,L

when p=0, and

p^ is

is

the limit of

,9^1^ -,-('^1''

defined by (48).

(54)

2ptlv

J'
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may

be said, and with reason, that the method of normal
when assisted by the Normal Expansion Theorem,
which cuts out a lob of needless work, is not suited for the investigation of wave problems that the results are too complicated, and
the final interpretation very difficult or impossible. Yet it remains
true that the method of normal functions is sometimes the only
known way, owing to the wave method not having been carried out.
This remark does not apply in the present case, of course, or to the
It

functions, even

;

far

more

elaborate results relating to unbalanced circuits considered

But there is plenty of room for extension of the wave
method in mathematical physics. In the above it is particularly
•easy, and though this is of principal importance physically, it also
serves the purpose of interpreting the normal series.
I wonder how
long it will take before writers of books about Fourier series and
other normal series will come to see the importance of doing the
work in a way suited to practical physics. At present they seem
to be too much occupied with questions of convergency, and with
logical difficulties to which there is no end, because they can be
manufactured interminably. But there are much more important
matters than these for instance, the promotion of natural knowin vol. 2.

;

ledge.
(15). On p. 357 we saw that when plane waves are traversing a
non-conducting dielectric, say the ether, the effect of doing away with
the elastic yielding in a portion of finite depth is to produce merely
inertial retardation in the transmission of
from one side to the
other, although this comes about, when the permittivity is reduced
continuously to zero, by the dense compression, finally to instantaneity, of an infinite series ot to and fro waves.
If, however, the

H

is of unlimited depth, then we do away
with the reflection from the distant boundary. There is left only
the initial wave to deal with. But this is reduced to zero along with
at all transmitted.
c.
So there is no
From another point of
view, the inertia is made co by the rigid connection.
So the medium
of finite ju and zero c, with a plane boundary en one side and unlimited on the other, acts as a perfect reflector to incident radiation,
producing the condition
But E passes
at the boundary.
through, though this has no energetic significance.
We may expect something similar with cylindrical waves, though
it is needful to be careful, because they are very peculiar sometimes.
Say that such waves are emitted from a wire, due to impressed force
in it. If we abolish c in a finite portion of the medium outside it,
through
say from r=a to 6, there should be free transmission of
this portion to the outer ether, only modified by inertial retardation.
But if c=0 all the way outside the wire, then there can be no
at
all.
From the wave point of view, the initial wave is made zero.

«lab of zero permittivity

H

H=0

H

H

>
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infinite series of instantaneous reflections to counter-

From

the other point of view, the inductance becomes oo.
uniform longitudinal e in an infinitely long straight wire can
produce no current in it when the elastic yielding outside it is done
away with. This is like an extreme case of Helmholtz's coil theory.
act that.

That

The

is,

wanted

cylindrical equations are not

to prove the above, but

there are other results which cannot be foreseen in this way.
there

(16). If

is

longitudinal impressed electric force e=f{Zyt)

acting uniformly over the section of a wire of radius a, with constants /ij, Ci, Ti^, surrounded by a medium of constants ^2> ^2, ^'^j then

H is circular, but E in general has an outward or radial component
By inspection of small
as well as a longitudinal component E.
areas bounded by lines parallel to z, r, and the line perpendicular to
both, the circuital equations are reduced to

F

in either

medium, with the proper values

l^r^E^
The E/H

operators

Ei_

where

2E,

may

and

A*.

So

cf=f.lp+^-^

(16)

therefore be of Besselian type,

E2_ _

Ipr

gi

of n, c

-^O'^+j/V^

g2

(17)

put in the wire operator, it being assumed that there is no
The y in the outer operator must be found by
some external condition, say at r=6.
The conditions imposed by the source of disturbance (curl e) on
the surface of the wire make Hi^H^, and E^-Ea^e, at r=a.
Applying these to (17), the results are

No y

is

internal boundary.

gi

_

Iij-

Io»-

In-

de

(18)

—
Ko,. + ?/I()r
_li2 + ^-2P i^\a-yhf
„
^2Z1 + Z2

X,r-

q<>_

_ Kp.-yIi,. de

_K i„-7/Iia

XT
'

- v\r

Z;

2

+ Z2

^

-rp
'

'

K^ ^-yLig dz
+ Z4'

(A-.;+Co2J)(Z,

(19)

^

h^

+ c^ply^

In these use

q^ for

'

A-g

+ CaP

Kia-2/Ii«'

the wire and q^ for the outer

medium.

Theso

are the complete results for reference, from which special result?
may be got in the manner of my papers on cylindrical waves (El
Pa., vol. 2, p. 443).

If equations of this sort,

which are really

differential or operational solutions, are apparently unintelligible
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they have the advantage of being very readily converted to fanctional
forms in particular cases.
The meaning of Zj and Z^ may be seen thus. Let C be the total
current in the wire.

It is

C =27raH„ = 27ra(Zi + Z2)-V
So ZJ2'7ra

medium.
no outer boundary, 2/= 0.

that of the surrounding

7ic>^l2ira

(21)

the resistance operator of the wire per unit length, and

is

Zg is indefinite as regards

The form of ?/ may, howdetermined to suit the case of any number of coaxial
different media, by simply equating the E/H operator on one side
of a boundary to that on the other side, since there is continuity in
both E and H. If, for instance, at r=&, the medium changes its
constants to ^3, Ag, C3, then by (17) we have the condition

y.

If there is

ever, be

_

g2

+ CoP

A-2

I^6 + yIo6 ^
K16 - 2/I16

_

q^

Koft

+ 7/3X06

\ + ^%V ^\b - Vs^ih

^22)

^

using 5-2 on the left and q^ on the right side. This finds y in
terms of the third medium, in which y^ is to be found by a further
boundary condition, if there is another boundary, or by 2/3 = if there
In the last case, of a wire, with only two differing media
is not.
outside

it,
'

Z

y

the value of

2/

Ko/,2_

^2

is

Kl62\

qcj

/

g2

Jpftg

^

Il62\~^

gs

(23)

where the third
(17).

Now to

suffix refers to

g-.;.

or q^ as the case

may

be.

see the effect of abolishing the elastic yielding in the

from r=:aw^ioh, put ^2 = 0j ^2 =
and let q^ be finite. Then y is reduced to ?/= -Ko62/Ioi2> and
Z2 becomes ao by (20).
So, by (18) and (19), E^, Fj, Hj are zero.
Also H2. But

medium

just outside the wire, say

in (28),

,

E,-- ^^o^ + ?^^"
So E2

falls

R=-^ii::il^i^.
^

-g,

Koa + 'i/V

'

from the value -

Koa,

e at

r=a

to

(24)

+ 2/Io«Q'2^^*

at r = 6, whilst

Fg is

finite

H

by continuity of E and
at 6 that there is no E2 or Fg or
in the outer medium.
The
intermediate medium is apparently impermeable to H, although fx^
is finite, and the electric force stops dead at the outer boundary. To
understand, we must remember the circumstance that ^2 ^^ finite,
although Cg and A-g are zero. This makes 2^2= -d^/dz^. So, to be
explicit, if the type of e is e=f{t) cos viz, we have q = m, and the

throughout, including r = h.

It follows

H

sole result of this distribution of
field (24) outside the wire,

e,

when

m is finite,

without energy.

It

is

the electric

accompanies the

changes in e with the time instantly, and is the reaction against e
under circumstances which do not permit magnetic force being produced. But

still

the tube of zero permittivity

is

of finite depth.

Oa
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it is infinitely long, and is compelled by C2 =
to be
at the same distance
everywhere in the same phase as regards
from the axis in passing along z. It follows that to have any H, or
current in the wire, the total e in the wire must be infinite, or the
mean value must be finite. But the mean value of the chosen e is
So there is no current in the wire, even though the tube of
zero.

the other hand

H

no elastic yielding is of finite depth.
But it is different when m = 0, say e=f{t). There is now current
in the wire, and H in the wire, tube, and outer medium. The expressions are to be found by the consideration that q2 is zero, as well
as /jg and Cg. The operator 9^2/(^2 + ^2P)'^8 now the same as n^vlq^.^
and the use of the convergent formulce for the Bessel operators will
reduce Zg to

/,,,*, tc

7,

.

Z2=M2palogli-f^M;M3.
That

is,

Z2 has

split into

two parts.

Dividing by

(25)
27ra, it

can be seen

same

as Lg p, where L2 is the
inductance (without yielding) of the tube per unit length of wire,

that the first part of the result

is

the

and the second part is the resistance operator of the outer medium
per unit length. Now, of course, electromagnetic waves are sent
through to the outer medium.
Given any distribution of e along the wire.
It comes to this.
Only its mean value is effective in producing H, and sending electromagnetic waves through. All the rest is ineffective, and is statically
balanced. But if the outer medium does not exist, or the unyielding
medium exists everywhere outside the wire, then there can be no
H, and no current in the wire, even from the finite mean value of e.

Now
2^ =

do away with the unyielding tube altogether. This
in equations (18), (19), (20), and a simplification.
Another one is produced by supposing the constants of the wire and
of the single outer medium are the same. We then have a uniform
conducting medium, in a part of which, the wire, e acts. Boundary
reflections are done away with too, viz., at r=a, and the conjugate
property comes into play, and reduces the solutions to
(18).

means

ll^

H2= — (^ + C2?)^7raKi,.Iiae,

-|7r(^aKo,J,ae,

V2=-\7:a\Urliadeldz,

When

= {k-\- cp)|7raIi,.Kiae,

'E^=\7rqalQrKiae,

E2=

e is of the type e^ cos

mz

^ -''^^ +

^

^2*

^26)

^^V

cos nt, the only trouble in develop-

due to the presence of Ti. There are two wave trains proceeding from the source at r = a, inward and outward, and then
secondarily outward from the axis. But the practical significance
will largely depend upon the size of Ic, as well as the frequency and
wave length. The waves may at one extreme closely resemble
diffusion waves, and at the other elastic inertial waves.

ment

is
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H

depends on that of Tc. With k=Q,
no steady H, and the stored energy due to steady e is entirely
electric.
Say e = e(jQOBmz, then c[ = in in the E and F formulae
makes (26), (27) express the steady result. But if = 0, and e = e^
There is
all along, then the radial F disappears, and also Eg.
If 2^=0, the existence of

there

is

m

nothing

left

but

Ei=e

in the region of

To

e.

find the electromag-

waves leading up to this final state. Use (26) with A; = 0, and
q=pfv] and suppose e starts when ^=0. Comparing with (36), on
p. 262, we see that the results here for E can be derived from those
there for
by differentiation with respect to a and a time integration.
Thus, comparing (179), (180), p. 266, with (159), (160), p. 260,
and then with (26) above, we see that the present solutions are
netic

H

gE=.

or else,

^^,,._\^_^,.F

-..^[

(.T^ijg^j],

W

where F is as on p. 254. The other way of solution, using the
divergent operators, was done in El. Pa., vol. 2, p. 462. Or we may
use the solutions (177), (178), p. 265, and then differentiate, as in
(28) above.
(19). If

the conductivities

to (18), (19), of course.

The

and

/^i

^2 are

unequal, then

we

results are finite in the wire

return

and

out-

E, F, and H, for the steady e = e^ cos viz. But if we abolish
the external conductivity, and have a real wire surrounded by ether,
then q.^lko^oa ; the magnetic force is zero all over, also Ej and Fj
There is nothing left but
in the wire.

side for

F2=-|l^i-|?,

E2=-g«re,

Kqu

Koa
in

which q = m.

The wire

is,

m

(29>

dz

of course, electrified,

and

this external

may

be regarded as due to the electrification and to the internal impressed force, though, of course, the impressed force has caused
= 0, then Fg = 0, and Eg = — e. This
the electrification. If, further,
Although there is finite impressed'
is a remarkable extreme result.
field

m

force associated with finite resistance in
result

which

is

tended to

reached, of course.
effect passes

is

any

finite length,

zero current, though

Here there

is

the final

never quite
elastic yielding, but the magnetic
it

is

away.

the wire has no resistance, then it conducts plane waves
and circular H, connected by F=/avH, in the distortionBut when the wire has finite resistance, there is a
less manner.
continuous reflection in transit going on, causing distortion. How
(20). If

of radial

shall

we

F

abolish this distortion, using only the

Very simply, by making the impressed

means allowed above ?^

force travel with the outer
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let g'2=0, and ^-3 = 0.
e=pQf{t-zlv^. Then
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E2 = 0,
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cPjch'^^p^jv^^

F2 = /.,V2H2,

H2=-Ha,

To be

(30)

r
•represent the outer state,

Ei =

and

R^Jh+M.hLe,

Iore,

Fi=-lii-^,

(31)

In the wire formulae g^ is to be
Suppose H^ determined by (31), then
(30) shows distortionless transmission of plane waves in spite of the
(resistance of the wire.
Here the internal q^ is given by

represent the state in the wire.

used, not the vanishing

•so,

by varying

/*i,

= C2, making

.Ci

outside

it.

c^

Jc^,

results in the wire.

q^.

A

in the wire, we have various sorts of
remarkable case occurs when tii=(j.2 and

the speed of propagation the same in the wire as

Then

v^

= V2, and

q-^

reduces to

fiyliiio.

Since the constants n and c are the same in and out, the suffixes
may be omitted from them. Then we find the whole system thus.

Divide

Hj

into the

respectively.

two parts

Ei = I^,,

9.

find

ha

llt

= Hie=fHi^,

c

Ej and Hj^,

all

the rest follows.

(33)

K

f^V

^=H2=H«^,

E2=0,

we

and Hjci depending on h and

li^^JihLe,

Ha

If

H-^jc

Then

q^=pi7cp.

The other part

(34)
of

Hi

with F^ to make an electromagnetic wave travelling along the
wire inside, in company with another one outside whose size depends
on the boundary value H^ of both Hj and Hg. But the density of
electrification is not to be found in the usual way, by <r = cF2, but by

,pairs

(7

= c(F2-Fi) = CM«(Ha - Hie)-=Hi;>.

(35)

remarkable that E^ and Hi^ are to be calculated in the difi'usion
manner, although the wire is fully permittive. Thus, if e=f{t -zjv)
If this is e^, constant
=s-P''i^f{t), then/(^) is the value of e at s=0.
for positive *,then the Normal Expansion theorem gives immediately
It is

= Ji_2
L
-where

q"^

becomes

^roots of Jo(sa)

= 0.

—

s^,

w^r''-^'-^-y^n,
J

fsaJi(sa)

(36)

and the summation ranges over the positive

In a similar manner

Il,,= Ure,-lceoi:-^^^e''^'~"^"\
7)8

do ia

(37)
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This completes the solution in convergent terms. With an exception,
the series are quite practical for calculation, because the exponential
factors decay rapidly as t-z/v increases, leaving only a few, and,

one significant term in the series. The exception is
when t—zlv is small, that is, in the region near the wave front in
the wire. Then the expansions are entirely unpractical, and require
finally only

the substitution of equivalent divergent series.
will

come a

By differentiation

little later.

to

t

How

to find these

we obtain

the results

These do not want separate writing out.
The travelling e must have been travelling already for some time
before the above quasi-steady state is settled down to. In time it
tends to be practically true right up to the wave front in the wire.
Think of a travelling disc or pulse of ^q, and the result on the axiS:
The diffusion formulae indicate that E^ is zero
at the wave front.
there, but that it is finite at a point close behind, even though it is
too far away from the true source to have had time to receive any
disturbance direct from it. And it would be true that there would
be no disturbance there if the circle of curi e were only just started
in motion.
But when it has been moving for some time, as is sup
posed in the formula, then the point in question is receiving disturb
ance firomt)ie adjacent points around and behind it, though not from
the front, which points received their disturbances from others
around/and so back to the real source on the surface at previous
mom^ts. So the use of diffusion formulae is not
real conflict
with the finite speed of propagation. Ther.3 is no disturbance at all
advance of the wave front.
(21). In the above example e was gh^en, and the electromagnetic
wave, which is spread cut. is determined tc correspond. But it may
be more convenient to make a given cuter wave be the datum, and
then determine the state of tlie wire, and e, to suit it. Then we can
make the outer wave be a mere pulse, for example Since the value
of Ha fixes the nature cf the outer wave, the results (33), (34 j may
be expressed in terms of H^,. Thus,
for a travelling pulse of

Bq.

m

^i=TX-r^Hk-\-cp ha

Hi = ^-H„,
lla

give the internal state, and e

Fi=-^liL^_5'/^^,
lia

k + cp

(38)
^

^

the boundary value of E^. Now let
negative, and constant when it is positive.
is

zero when t—zjv is
The Normal Expansion theorem makes

Ha be

subject to Ji(sa) = 0, not counting the zero or negative roots,
-s^lfih in the summation.
And by the same method.

and

jp=

E,

=uI\-,v^M

.-.(.-«c+l2-,iti!^^:!^l

(40)
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where g^fivka, and sa is as before. The variable outside term
from the root of k + cp=0. The quantity g varies from
to 00 as we pass from a non-conducting to a perfectly conducting

arises

,

wire.

What is highly exceptional here is that the variable outside term
may be infinite for any number of special values of g. But there
a compensation, for the same values of g each make one term ot
the following summation in (40) be infinite. This will be found to
depend upon the expansion
is

where gn

is

the w*^ root of J/^) = 0, or the sa in the previous.
of H^ behind the wave front is the easy explana-

The constancy
tion of
front.

why Ej and e tend to constancy as we recede from the wave
But if H^ is a pulse, say = «opl, then e tails off to nothing

behind the pulse.

It is given

This

e is

k + cp

a

ca J^{g)

Bq

where p=— s-jfxJv.

by

required to prevent the pulse

side the wire tailing off itself

by the resistance

Closely connected with the above

(22).

^

wave

out-

of the wire.

the problem of the tra-

is

velling of a distribution of longitudinal h, impressed magnetic force,

along the wire at speed

v.

If

becomes the interesting one

it is

a disc of h, then the problem
produced by sliding a

of the effects

single circular current along the wire closely

work

is

embracing

it.

The

because in making the
do not have to alter electric conducthe same.

rather easier than for the travelling

e,

changes from E to H, etc., we
tivity to magnetic, but keep it
be now the longitudinal and G the radial component ot
Let
magnetic force, whilst E specifies the circular electric force. The

H

circuital equations are

and the solutions due

Here H^

is

travelling

to

h

(subject to p^/v^^d'^jdz^, as before) are

-f.vG, =

-f^hrh,

Hi=fe.,

E,=

H2=0,

E2=-M^G2 = ^E«.

(in)

(44)

(out)

(45)

same way that Ej was with
simpler.
As before, q^=fikp in

distributed in the wire in the

e.

In other respects

it is

the wire.
If h=^t~P^^p7i(^,

then

it is

a disc of

7t,

or

it

may

be a circular cur-

whose time integral in passing any point is Jiq. Now consider.
The induction must all pass through the current, and there is nono

rent,

Waves

in

the ether.

869

Also H<;, = 0. So the induction enters the
wire perpendicularly behind the current at the wave front in a
spread-out fashion, accumulates in the wire, and turns round towards
the current.
But on nearing the current it must concentrate itself
towards the boundary of the wire so as to slip out round the square

in advance of the current.

corner into the plane of the

wave

The

front outside the wire.

outward G2 at the wave front, followed by a distributed tail of inward G2, connected together through the wire in a
way to be found by expanding (44).
result is a pulse of

With h

constant, the results are

p= - s'^lnh. For the
and destroy the outside term.

subject to Jo(sa) =0,
tiply byjp,
(23).

wave

pulse, turn

7t

to

7t(„

In the inverse problem, when we want to specify the
we have

mul-

outside^

to be of a given type,

E, = h:Ea,

Hi=-^^E«,

'i=Hb.

(47)

where E^ defines the outside wave. If it is a pulse, and E^
— ^-pz.vpj^^^ where /o is constant, then the normal expansions are

E,=/o2if'^l

^,=

-^['1+2:1^,^^'-'"'^'],

subject to Ji(sa)=0 in the summations.

But

if

E«

into force

if

No

zero root.

constant behind the wave front, the zero root comes
the normal expansion theorem is used to find Hi. Or

is

we may perform a time
way, the result

integration on (48) from

t

to

finding

Either

is

H.= -2J2(«-./.+'f^V^2i?^:^.
But in

(48)

E^ there

is

no zero

root,

and the

(49)

result is

Ei-^E„-}-E„2^fi.^

(50)

The reason

of the unlimited increase of Hi behind the wave front
be seen in the Ej formula. Ei tends to the value (r/a)Ea in
the wire. Eemember that the electric force is circular, and is continuous at the boundary. The existence of this circular electric
force implies continuous increase in the internal Hi at a uniform rate.
We may also see the meaning of the value Hi= — 2/o//ia tended
It makes the induction along the wire amount to
to in (48).
-27ra/o, that is, the time integral of the circuitation of
E^, or the
time integral of 2irafivH.a, or the length integral (along the wire) of

is to

—

fxH-a

X 27ra.

But

this is the

amount

of induction leaving the wire
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There is no induction outside the wire anySo the induction in the wire, which is uniform in distribution a long way behind the pulse, gradually condenses towards
the surface, and is wholly condensed there when it reaches the pulse,
where it turns round the square corner into the pulse wave outside.

radially in the pulse.

where

else.

As

(24).

before remarked, these normal expansions are, on account

convergency produced by the time factors, thoroughly
wave front, where they are,
on the contrary, quite the reverse. But in every such case there
is a Providence in the form of an equivalent divergent formula,
which is exactly suitable just when the convergent formula is of
impossible utility practically. And the Providence is so good as to
arrange matters secretly so that there is an overlapping region in
which either formula may be employed, so that we may test that
the one curve joins on properly to the other. It is wonderful that
things should work out in this way. Logic has nothing to do with it,
either with the fact, its discovery, or its use.
At the same time it
must be said that a sufficiently profound study of the subject would
ultimately lead to the logic of its laws, as a final result. What I do
strongly object to is the idea that the logic should come first, or else
Yet perhaps the majority of academical
you prove nothing.
mathematical works are written under this idea. In reality the
logic is the very last thing, and that is not final.
Physically, it is quite easy to see that in general all expansions
in normal series of functions must have a second form of expression.
Consider, for example, the diffusion of heat in a conductor of any
shape of boundary due to surface sources. According to the shape
of the boundary, there is some particular sort of normal functions
concerned, and the solutions can be expressed in terms of them.
But we may also express our results in terms of the waves of
diffusion emanating from the individual sources themselves, which

of the rapid

practical for calculation save near the

are of an entirely different type from the normal distributions.

So

there you are, with an equivalence between one type of formula
and another. That one of these should be sometimes divergent is
an observational fact that it should be numerically equivalent to
;

when

way is an experimental
the different range of the practicability of the two
solutions in general, and the overlapping region.
And no doubt
the logic of it all will have to be found out experimentally. And
then, finally, I suppose " rigorous" mathematicians will put the logic
at the beginning, and pretend they knew all about it before they
began.

the other
fact;

so

(25).

calculated in a certain

is

Let us try for a few divergent solutions of the preceding.
li needed to keep a pulse wave outside the wire

First, to find the
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(47), substitute the

divergent operators for

Then

the convergent.

n^-f^r^m^^
Expand by

Then, writing the

division.

(51)

coefficients only,

^2^8^8^128^64^512

Hia

'

Use this in (51),
where the n*'' number is the factor of {llqay\
then multegration makes, if P is the differentiator with respect to

2

/laL

8

//aL(7rT)4"^2"^8 1j'^8

when T

^64

^128

8

128IH

^512

64 2"*"512

J
[2|-"'"J'

^

^

small the practical result is given by the first term
very large. After that, as the first term becomes
smaller, additional terms must be added, taking care, however, to
stop at the point of initial convergence, for it is a divergent series.
But as with increase of T the point of convergence moves in to the
beginning, we should have recourse to the other or convergent
formula. This is, by (48),

Bo,

and

only,

is

is

^[x.r-.r-H-...],
when

T

are the roots of Ji(f7)=0, of

g^, g^, etc.,

are roughly,
is less

by inspection of a graph,

than

1 that

which the

3-85, 7*0,

the divergent series

is

1015.

usable,

(54)

first

three

It is

when

and the

smallcL*

T the more useful is this series, because the convergent one becomes
impracticable.

When T = 7/9,
So stop

-sixth.

the

at

fifth

end of

term of the divergent
fifth

term.

Tha

series equals the

total is 1-946.

The

real

a little over 2. This is, however, nearly at the end of the
range of use of the divergent series, and the convergent has not become troublesome,

Tesult

is

(26).

For a second example,

wave due

to a disc of h.

E<.=
-by

find the divergent formula for the
have, by (44),

-fi^/^ =

substituting the divergent

-f 1%,

operators.

Expand by

(55)

division.

I^i«-i_l_l_l_25_13 69
U^r 2 8 8 128 32~6l"-'

Then
^^^"^
where the
if

We

n^^

number

is

the factor of {qa)-'K

^^^^

So, by multegration,

7t= constant,
VOL.

III.

bb2

^

ka L

2

is

8

8

1^

wave

front,

and

where the

^'s are

Differentiate (58)

a pulse

J'

The equivalent

is

the roots of Jq(^) = 0, that

and

(59) to

t

and turn h

is,

2*40, 5*52, 8*65, etc^

to h^ to get the results for

Jiq.

As a numerical

test of the error

the convergent series to

•781 - -5- -071

when T

is

large enough to reduce

T=

5022, then the

The

corresponding,

term nearly, say

its first

convergent first term comes to
divergent series makes

The

^

further, until the

point of convergence comes too near the beginning.

convergent formula

J'

6i ]2h

32 2

1'28 [l^

suitable for use near the

64

32

128

8

8

2

A;aL(Tiy
This
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= -iii.

2€-2-8«3

- -0627 -'0512 = -096.

than one-third of the Let. This will pass, but
It is to be noted that if we carry on the divergent
series further, and use it for smaller values of T, it becomes practically a convergent series.
Now as regards the pulse wave. The formulae are
error

is less

should be less

still.

Ea = |^"[^,2.-^l^'^ + ^^-^=^T + ^3^.-^3^^+...],
7^0

ir_J_^lTi + T

^«-Fa21'L(7rT)*

we

use the same value of

T

H

13T2

75T|4

8(|^4^128[li^8

2

(60).

^-J-

^^^>

as before to test the

fit, it goes all
brought right up to the
beginning. A smaller value of T must be used, say T =0-2941,
which makes the fourth and fifth terms of the divergent series equal.
Then the true value, by the first term of the convergent series, is

If

wrong, because the point of convergence

2*12, leaving out the factor

1-04 X (1-699

JiQlJca,

is

whilst the divergent series

makes

+ -125 + -122 + -114) = 215.

The error is now one -fourth of the l.c.t.
The above divergent solutions were obtained

easily.
Others, involving variable distance from the axis, are too complicated for

present treatment.
(27).

Eeturning to

(30),

(31),

relating

travelling along a wire at speed v,

if

with the back effects due to a pulse of

to

an impressed

force

we make ^=0, we do away
e,

or with the back e required
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an external electromagnetic pulse.

The reduced

equations are simply

H, = ^Pr«;

J^^'r*

J^^'a^fe

H, = ??L%;

(62)

«ubjectto e=/(«-2;/v). or any other arrangement making f-lv'^=d?idz^.
The meaning can be seen at once by letting e be in a mere disc, and

There are just two external plane pulses, one at
the front, the other at the back of the disc, together with supple-

constant therein.

mentary internal pulses also on the back and front. The displacement converges to the back of the disc radially from outside, then
^oes straight through the disc uniformly to the front, from which it
diverges radially in the front plane. The whole is in motion along
z at speed v. The magnetic force is as usual in plane waves.
For the travelling e we may substitute equivalent travelling elecWe do away with E^
trification, namely, the convergence of ce.
Else it is the same. In the example of a disc of
also in this way.
e, this is replaced by positive electrification on its front, and negative on its back.
(28). If, still keeping A;=0, we alter the speed of e from v to w, we
come to the case of impressed e travelling through a uniform nonconducting ether at a speed which may be either greater or less
than the natural speed of propagation.
subject to d^ldz^ = p^lu'^, so that
-p2/u2, or q = \plv

u>v, and

unreal

if

e

may

The equations are now
b e f(t-r.lu), and q^^f'h'^

where \= sll-v'^ju^, which is real positive if
« <v. In the case u<Vy tlie wave accompany-

If u > v, it will only do so if the region
all space.
has a front, then the disturbance is non-existent
in advance of it, and also outside the cone of semi-vertical angle
given by 0=8m'~^{v/u), with axis coincident with the axis of z, and
touching the circular boundary of the front of e. The equations are

ing 6 extends over
of e does so.

If e

El = ^TrqalQrK.ae,
E2= -^7rgaKo,.Ij„/2,

Hi = ^TracpTir^iae = cuFi,

(63)

= hiracpKirliae=-cuF2.

(64)

lI.2

Particular cases were considered before, p. 81, relating, however,
Here the extension is
to a travelling line of e or of electrification.

made

to a cyUnder.

Say that e-eQC~^~/"/(^), then the simply periodic case is easily
treatable by the transformation p==ni, remembering tha,t q is a
simple multiple of p, and is real when u>v, and unreal when u<v.
For example, if /(^)= cosni,

E.=i-T"^o('-^)[o,('-^) -a.(^-^«)]e,cosn(^-./»),
where

i

means

djd{nt), is the result

when u>v, making \

(65)

positive
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In the other case, put \ = si, then
q=snjVy with the result

real.

E, = +i7r«

lo

V

\

)

Ki

V J

)

I

Bq

cos n{t — zlu).

when u<v.
If we take f{t) = pi, it means

(29).

we may

(66)

\ V /

E and H may disappear only when.u>v, at particular

but not

and

positive

real

Observe that the external travelling

Similarly for the others.
of

(

s is

CH. X*

a disc or pulse of

substitute a disc positively electrified

on one

field

frequencies,

For

e.

side,

this

negatively

on the other, bearing in mind the equivalence pw^cpe of electrificati, and impressed force e in producing the same electromagnetic effects. Or, if we take /(^) = ^^ or
positive 1 when t\& positive, and zero when t is negative, then e ia
oo up to -s = wf and zero beyond. So here we may
uniform from z =
tion density p in motion at speed

—

,

substitute a single disc of electrification, travelling at speed

dicular to its plane.

w perpen-

Then

Ei=-i7raeo€-^^/^^IorKo.M X/i^Hi= -^7rco«e-P^/«-^ Jorl^a,

E2=
for e

E

external

are determined

loaKor-

when

we

see that the internal

e is impulsive

(68)

and

by a single differdouble branched

lo^Kp^g', the

curve, with the further change of

first elliptic

in all

=

constant as described,

upon the known function

entiation

which

X/ii;H,

Io«Ko,.

This being

(67)

t

to {t—zfu)j\, or,

So this result is known
the same, of vt to (ut—z) tan 0.
respects, and is the electric force for a double sheet of electrifiis

But a time integration is required as well to functionize
H, together with a double differentiation. As the differentiations
cation.

it will be as well to modify the problem in
such a way that we can use the first elliptic function unchanged,
and then we can obtain easily an expression for the force required
to drive a cylindrical surface distribution of electrification through

complicate the formulae,

the ether.
(30).

Let there be surface electrification, density (t, on the cylinmoving at speed u along its axis. The equations are

der r=a,

Ej =

--

^2=

-h'^qaXuvJ.QaKQrO-ic,

^TT^aX/uvIorKoao-'^

together with lLi=c2t'F^,

H..2

= cuF2,

iii^ —h'^qaliri^oa<yu,

(69)

+ hir.jal^aK^),.(ni,

(70)

B.2=^

to find the radial

component

of

the electric force. To prove, test that Ej = E^, and H2 — H| = <t2<. at
r=a, and that the circuital equations are satisfied in the manner of
(15), subject to

tion oin — ut.
first elliptic

we make

o-

q = Xp/v.

We now

The

surface density a

see at once that the

E

may

be any func-

results are of the

type without any differentiations or integrations, when
be constant. That is, in general, (t = e " i*'/"/(^), and we
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now make/(0
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be zero before and constant after

fraction after V/Z^ is <1.

^^

-a\<Ttifiv

fl +

x/{ut-z)Han'e-{a-r)''^

Or

figure.

= 0.

y

Thus,

>1, then

^^

+

'l\ut-zftQ.n^d-{a~-rf

We

have

1(72)

"J

smO = vlu,

and

the semi- vertical angle of the cones in the
electrified cylinder itself is shown, in section, by the

This 9

The

i

else, if it is

The same formula is valid for E^ and E2.
To interpret, a diagram will assist.
cos^=X.
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is

AB, AB. The motion is from left to right. The
shown by EACAE. It consists of a big cone from
cone has been cut straight off its tip, and then another

horizontal lines

wave

front

which a

little

is

little

cone

ACA cut

out of the remainder.

inside the little cone

ACA.

The

There

is

large internal cone

no disturbance
DOD bounded

by the dotted lines is the region in which the form-ila (7*2) is valid.
Outside it, beyond the dotted lines, and up to the wave fronts, the
other formula (71) is valid.
Now as regards the magnitude of E It is finite on the wave
fronts and everywhere else, save on the conical surface dotted, which
is the boundary between the outer and inner regions occupied by
the conico- elliptic waves. On this surface E is everywhere infinite.
This infiniteness does not interfere with the propagation according
If we subto the circuital laws, and has no energetic significance.
stitute a thin layer of volume electrification for the surface electrification, the infinity will be replaced by a finite rounded peak. Now
If we pass from
to N in the present
see the diagram on p. 260.

M

figure,

E

varies in size like the ordinate of the curve ^ ^ in the
,
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M

It rises from a finite value at
to a greater finite
This is true all the way between A and the line LC.
The rise is then from finitenoss at L to infinity at C. After that,
going further to the left, the second or inner branch of the elliptic
curve on p. 260 comes into existence. On
for example, E rises
from finiteness at
to infinity at the dotted line, and then falls to
finiteness on the other side, the least value being on the axis.
figure.

value at N.

HK

H

(31). The quantity - EflO-, if Eais the value of E at r=^a, is the
impressed force on <r in the direction of its motion needed to mainBy integrating this from A to B we obtain the
tain the motion.
force on a strip of length AB, and of unit breadth.
Multiply by

27ra to get the total force

on the cylinder AB.

It is the

same when

the continuation of the cylinder to the left is removed. That will
make no difiference to the force on AB, though it will alter the dis-

H

behind.
So we can readily calculate the imtribution of E and
pressed force upon any piece, long or short An important quantity
It is the distance from the
in this connection is 6 = (w^ -2;) tan 0.
axis to midway between the dotted line and the wave front, say

from

F

to

G

;

or from the axis to the continuation of this

line in the region

ACA, because ut-

z

is,

median
measured from the point Z,

in the centre of the terminal plane.

Put

2a-a(T

= Q,

i<2a, we use
comes

and

let

I

be the length of the cylinder.

Then,

if

the formula (71), and the total force on the cylinder

to

^ = V-2-.L1+3-2A2.)

+5Wy

+•••]•

<73)

As 6 increases from to 2ci, the quantity [...]
this, h=.l tan 9.
does not vary much. Beginning at 1, it ends at about 1"15 or 1*2,
In

by rough calculation.
But after this, if h>2a, we must add on the force on the excess
length calculated by the other formula (72). The total force becomes

Y=2^Xcot4l-2+logA-lLY-V-^^''??f^V11232 11 23252
1 1
22 "^4 224-^ "^6
224252

2

Here the

series in the second line comes to about
very great, the impressed force is

"25.

-|

J

•

So,

^'^
if I is

provided 2a/6 is small. The outer factor varies as the square of
the speed when u/v is large.
But this must not be pushed too far,
because by sufficient increase of ujv, ^a/b will cease to be a small
quantity.

t
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always possible, with any length of cylinder, to make ujv be
over 1 that 6,/2a is a large number. Then Y is the proper formula, anditmakesY = Owheni^ = y That is to say, when the speed
of motion is made to exceed that of light, the resisting force comes
on gradually. Under any circumstances the resistance is finite,
provided the electrification remains a surface distribution. But if
it is condensed to a linear distribution, by shortening I to 0, keeping
Ql finite, then the X formula shows that the force becomes infinite.
What is striking, and interesting, is the wide range within which
the resisting force can be proportional to the speed x cos 6. Here
It is

80

little

we use the

X formula.

Make

X=5'^J^^,

Then

hl2a small.

2.al(^'tY'
Xu='f^ (Qi^)2=iMrX
"

(76)

.

yliraj

47ra

47ra

Here the cylinder is a ring of depth

I

and length

2ira,

and surface

the convection curreni per unit surface.
Comparing with Joule's law, and with Ohm's law, we see that the
" resistance " per unit surface is hf^vX, which is 15 \ ohms.
may

27raZ,

whilst Qul^ira

is

We

also write

Xu= IfjivX
Here C
total

is

.

&^ = RC2.

(77)

the total convection current, and R=^/xy\/27r«Z

resistance.

It varies inversely as the

area.

is

the

Tbough not

exactly true, the formula

is nearly true within wide limits for the
speed and the size of the cylinder.
The meaning of ^ixv\ may be seen in the calculation on p. 17,
relating to a plane strip of electrification moving in its own plane.
The resistance per unit area comes out the same, as an exact result
in that case. There is also another calculation, on p. 64, of the

force needed to drive
there, equation (17),

an electrified line in its own line. The result
comes from the present formula (72) by turn-

ing the present a- to al2ira (because the present
and then putting a^O, r=0.
(32). It is

much

simpler

moves perpendicularly

when

to its plane.

o-

is

surface density),

a plane sheet of electrification

Let

it

have any shape of boun-

dary, and let a be the uniform surface density, and

charge.
tric

Then the

driving force per unit area

is

tension behind the sheet, or hcE^, or ^Ecr, or ha^jc.

Xu-^U<ruy^v{v/u)--=B,C^

Q

the total

simply =the elecThis makes
(78)

Therefore, E^i/ivsin^.

Multiply by the area to obtain the total
driving force. Or divide by the area to obtain the equivalent resistance to suit the total current. But it will be seen ihat the results
are simpler in terms of the driving force itself.
The proof of this general result will be found by inspecting fig. 19
j)n p. 22, relating to the

motion

of a plane strip,

and thinking about
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In the ovorlap there is no magnetic force, and the electric force
perpendicular to the strip. This makes X=^a^lc per unit area,
obviously. Now transfer attention to a plane sheet of anj' shape.
From any point of the boundary draw a cone backwara, of the semi-

it.

is

vertical angle given

by

sin 9

= v/u. Move

this

cone

all

round th&

boundary, keeping its axis parallel to itself. It will in its motion
touch the boundary of a region behind the plane sheet v/hich may
be of various shapes, but always such that one side thereof is th&
plane sheet itself. Any point P within this region is so situated
that if it be the apex of a similar secondary cono pointing the other
way, the base of this cone will be fully upon the plane sheet. The
disturbance at

P

is,

therefore,

due to the

o-

on the base

of this

secondary cone only. It is, therefore, the same for all points within
It has been calculated to
the region of overlap already described.
be a state of uniform electric force in a particular case, and by the
present argument it is the same in all cases, or is independent of the
shape of the boundary. Even when ufv is very slightly over unity
the overlap exists, close to the plane sheet, and the property is true.
But it is also true when the speed u varies, provided it is not
allowed to become smaller than v. For I have shown (p. 120) that
the sudden starting of a point charge instantly establishes the steady
conical state close to the charge. This being true for every element

on the plane sheet, it follows that immediately behind the
The state of
is always perpendicular to it.
things further away behind will vary in all sorts of ways, when u
varies, but the sheet itself is the only place where the driving force
Whea u is allowed to
is required, and there is no alteration there.

of charge

sheet the electric force

fall

u

exactly to

v,

the driving force ceases.

The

slightest increase in

on again.
In the above the sheet alwaj's moves perpendicularly to itself, and
It is
the force is constant, however u varies, provided it is not <v.
clear also that the straight path of the centre of the sheet might be
curved considerably without producing a very great difference. But
if the sheet also rotates, then obviously there will be important
changes in the phenomena.
will bring

If

it

the sheet has holes in

it,

the overlap

is

reduced in

size.

This

makes no difference in the driving force on the rest. Now, a hole
means that (r=0 over a part of the sheet. It follows that a may
vary anyhow over the sheet without altering the driving force oa
any particular <r, and the displacement will always be D = ff, at the
But it will be only at
place of <r, and perpendicular to the sheet.
the sheet itself, in general, that this is true. The mixing up will
begin close behind
(33).

it,

when

<t

varies.

In the above the expressions for the driving force on a plane

sheet of electrification

moving

either in its

own

plane, or els&
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perpendicular to the same, have turned up. But we cannot derive
from them the driving force when the plane sheet slants. This requires separate doing, and

is worth it, on account of a striking
be the angle of slant, meaning the angle the

Let

peculiarity.

The
plane electrified strip makes with the direction of motion.
theory changes somewhat when the slant passes through the value

When

no slant, the diverging plane slab waves are in
and one is on each side of the strip. Now increase
to the value 6.
One of the slab waves gets thinner,
and becomes ultimately of no depth at all. It is then a condensed
pulse wave
Further increase of slant makes this wave pass over to
the other side of the strip, and increase in depth. Both slab waves
being now upon one side of the strip, one thin and the other thick,
0.

way

every

there

is

similar,

further increase of slant brings
strip

moves perpendicularly

trate the

two

becomes

infinite.

motion, there

them

to equality again,

to its plane.

The

when

the

figure here will illus-

At the critical angle 0= 6, the driving force
Besides the driving force in the direction of
also usually transverse force needed to prevent

cases.

is

deflection of the strip

up

or down.

It is

not necessary to consider

this specially.

To

calculate the straightforward driving force

it is

only necessary

two slab waves. Let
Dj and D^ be the displacements in the waves, Ui and Ug the densities
of electric energy, hi and &2 the depths of the waves, X the driving
force on the strip per unit length perpendicular to the paper, and u

to find the rate of increase of energy in the

the speed.

Then

Xu={2JJihi+2JJ^b^)uco8 e={'Di%lc+T>i^hJc)u cos
expresses the activity of the driving force.

6i-asin(^+0),
62= a sin (^-0),

p_
'

k
fcin(^+0)'

d

(79;

Let 0<^, then

d

'

=—
fc_
8in(^-0)'

^80^
^

^

880
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the breadth of the strip, and a the surface density of elec-

Using these in

counting both sides.

^
4c

i

cos d (

\sin(^+0)

+

(79)

we come

-^

V
sin(e-0)r

But when 0>^, &o=asin (0—^), and the

when 0<^,

interchange 6 and

X

result is to

= 0, and

it

con-

increases infinitely at the

It is also verifiable that the values

critical angle.

the extreme cases

(81)

in the second fraction in (81), so that

It is easily seen that

tinues positive.

to

assumed by

X in

= ^7r, agree with those already found.
at a certain speed may be reduced to

This infinite driving force
by substituting a thin layer of volume electrification for
the surface distribution. The same remark applies to the motion
of a surface charge of any shape, if at a particular speed, or more
than one, or at any speed > v, there should be a similar local or
finiteness

general intensification of force.

where
(34).

it

may

Now

Substitute finite volume density

be required.
consider briefly the waste of energy from a wire sub-

e^e^

jected to the impressed force

'p^-^—n^, d^/dr:-=^

— m^.

This

is

sin {nt—mz), or similar,

sufficiently

making

done through the

resis-

tance operators, equation (20). The waste is partly internal, in the
wire itself, and partly external, by outward flux of energy without
return, which occurs sometimes, though the energy may be kept in

connection with the wire without waste in this way. It will be
convenient to refer the external and internal resistance operators to
unit length of wire instead of unit surface, as in (20). Thus changed,

_^K5^)

^.^£:_^ = ^._«=^_,.,

27racpKi{qa)

v^

dz^

v^

(82)
^
'

Here we see immediately that
is the external resistance operator.
if m>n/v, q is real, so there is no external waste at all.
The wave
speed of e along the wire is n/m=u. So the condition of no waste
This may be compared with the steady straight
is that u<v.
motion of a charge. If ii <v, there is no waste, but if u>v, there
The form of Zg shows that it represents negative effective inis.
ductance, or equivalent positive permittance. That is,
if

Z2=E2-fL2p,

then

^^«=2^|g'
When

ga

is

is small, it

The

case

E2=0,

and

«=V^;?^M

very large, this reduces to Jj^n^ — qf^Tracn,

makes

g=0 means E2=0,

L2 = 0.

(88)

When qa
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Passing next to the more interesting case w>v,

(35).

use 8 instead of

of which the real part
sa

is

is

^jltsa

S

__

^rracn

27racni~'[Gi(sa)-'iJi(sa)]

When

we should

This makes

q.

GoCsa) — 'iJo(sa)

S
^
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+ i( Jn Ji + GrpGri)
^^ +

/ggv

(jc-^^

the value of E2, and the rest the value of

large

(ny-..^)'

(86)

^

Ivaon

which approximates to nvj^ira when mv is small compared with n.
That is, the tendency is towards external resistance /iv per unit
area when the frequency is very great, unless counteracted by
large w.

But when sa

is

small,

a,

and an important special case is II2— t/un, when
p. 90, where the same result wa&

This makes

independent of

mvjn

is

small.

Compare with

found for an infinitely fine line of
ing inductance formula is

electrification.

The correspond-

L2n=-i,in.?log^,
which

is,

of course, very far

(89)

from being independent of the radius.

m=0,

the external resistance R2 P^^^^^ from the value \fin2kt
moderate frequencies to the large value ft-vl^ira at excessive freIf

quencies.
(36).

The corresponding
9

Z.=. ^

liraiji

+ cp)

,

internal resistance operator

^,

is

2»=m»-^+Hft»i.
v-

li{qa)

(90,

Here, in q^ allowance is made for the permittivity of tho wire,
using the proper value of v, in order to compare with the external
results in certain cases.

swamp

For instance, n

h and m.
using the proper value of v.
the

haviour.

efifects

of

But there

Then Zi
This

is

may

be so large as to

will reduce to Zi=fi.vj2Tra,

similar to the external be-

want of accordance with fact
v appropriate to low frequency, for pulses and

is

likely to be a

we use the value of
very short waves go through a material dielectric at the etherial
speed.
That, however, belongs to the subject of dispersion.
"When qa is large enough,

if

'

2ira{k

+ cp)

'

^^

^
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Here we can see that
may be so great as to be paramount in the
numerator. Then Z^ tends to become Zi==m/27ra(A:+cp), or to the
resistance mj^nak, if cnlh is small.
If m^njv in (91), then n must be large in general to make c[a be
large.
We now have

On

the other hand,

if

7
to the

first

qa

is suflBciently

____!__

small

^-^P

(Q8\

approximation.

In the usual estimation of the resistance and inductance of a
round straight wire subjected to simply periodic impressed voltage,
we make m=0, and c=0, or 1;= oo, so that the conductivity is
the controlling factor, as

and 2= {\fjkn)\l+i).

it

certainly

The use

is,

in metals.

of this q in (90),

Then

q'-^^ixkp,

and reduction

to the

form Ei+L^jt? will lead to the known formulae in different forms
(which are, however, not always attributed to their first authors),
showing increased resistance and reduced inductance as the frequency increases.
It will

be of interest to see

how

the external resistance E2=|/in-

behavesin relation to the internal resistance. Say n= 2,000, then
K2= 500 per cm., or 5 X 10' per kilom. Now this is only a small
fraction of an ohm, whereas the resistance of a practical telephonic
wire would be several ohms per kilom. So the external resistance
is not of any importance in telephony, even with much larger
values of n.
If, however, we pass to such frequencies as are concerned in long
Hertzian waves the external resistance mounts up rapidJy, and
The external may become
far faster than the internal resistance.

a considerable multiple of the internal resistance. But it has to be
calculations apply to a solitary wire in
the ether. If there is a pair of wires the case is different. The

remembered here that the

possible great external waste of energy is abolished.

One w>re

to neutralise the other in external radiative power,

and the energy

tends

kept in their neighbourhood. The same property is true in a
when the second conductor is the earth, whether the
wire is horizontal or vertical. There is practically the waste in the
wire, and the waste in the earth, but no important radiative waste
in addition. By " earth," we should understand, in the present
is

lesser degree

any other conductors that
radiative resistance Bgi on the other hand, is
purely an etherial matter.
application, not only the real earth, but

may be

present.
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In

my

discussion

Loaded

of

some

583

in a Certain

features

Way.

Helmholtz's
p 507), these forms of the circuital

(vol. 2,

eqpal^ons were arrived
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theory of dispersion,

dx

IN

of

at,

ljsp + r + 7np]

dx

Here E and H are the electric and magnetic forces, c and /* the perThe second law is as usual,
mittivity and inductivity of the ether.
but in the expression of the first law occurs an extra term containing an inverse operator.

It

density due to electricity

motion

is

may be interpreted

moved under

as the extra current

the action of E,

resisted elastically, frictionally,

and

when

inertially.

its

Of the

three constants «, r, and m, if s alone is finite, its action is to inIf r alone is finite, its reciprocal is
crease the permittivity to c + s.
In the case of s alone the speed of propagaelectric conductivity.
tion

is

reduced from the v in ficv^=l to the

v^

in fi{c-^s)vj^=l.

in

the case of r alone, the speed of propagation is still the v of ether,
but there is distortion of a known kind due to the conductivity.
The inverse operator may also be interpreted in terms of the
electrons in atoms, their free periods and eflFective masses, as in
Drude's theory. Put r = 0, and let there be any number of inverse
operators of the same type with difi'erent constants. But one will
be enough here, for the purpose of considering some special cases.
Let r=0. Then the characteristic of propagation is

^^^^1 + msp^'

IZ^^^'
and we have

E=.-'X.

!=?!',
if

Eq,

Ho

(2)

also

are the values at a;=0.

H=.-'-H„,

(3)

Carrying out the operations will

show how E and H are propagated, in a pulse, for example.
This shows that a disconIf we put p= CX5, we obtain E = mvH.
tinuity, say the wave front due to a sudden change in Hq, is propagated at the etherial speed v, and unattenuated. But it does not
follow that there is no tailing after a pulse, even though there is no
conductivity.

It is the presence of the inertia

allows fuU etherial speed of a

wave

embodied in

m

that

front.

(2). The speed of a train of simply periodic waves is something
very different. It is the resultant of actions proceeding both ways,
after the wave train has been established. Say Hq sin nt is impressed
Then put^2= — n^ in q, and we obtain q = bplv, and
at x=0.

H=«-''''"'H„»m«<.

*=ri+r^t.
L
1—msn^J

(4)
^ '

»
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where h is real positive when n lies between
and 00, given by

and

Wj, or

between n^

^"

f'"

1=

l=f^n,\

CH. X.

(5)

Under these circumstances,
H=Hosin7i [t-xblv]=bBI,jiV.
This b

(6)

the index of refraction in optical applications, and
speed is iv=vlb.

is also

the wave

But when n

lies

between n^ and

2=—
where a

is

real positive

consider

same

how

as

Vi,

w,

"^
.,

.

)

(7)

,

so

;

which represent standing

Now

then

a=f -1+

H- Hoe- «*"/" sin nt,
tola the

Wg,

E = (M'c;/a)Hoe ~"*'»'^ cos nt,

(8)

vibrations, attenuated along x.

6,

and

a,

vary with

At zero frequency,
same as if m=0.
rises to oo
So we
H, and ultimately

?i.

the speed of long waves, the

As n increases to 71^^10 falls to zero, whilst b
see by (6), that E gets smaller relatively to
vanishes. At the same time the wave-length in the material gets
shorter and ultimately vanishes. So the remanent vibrating H
counts for nothing over any small finite depth of the material.
Next jump to the frequency n^, and then increase n to oo. The
Or 6 rises from to 1.
wave speed falls from 00 at Wo to v atn— qo
At the lower limit 71.., the infinite w means infinite wave-length.
.

.

H

that vanishes relatively to E.
This shows that
Also it is now
the impressed datum H^, requires emendation. There is no discontinuity in passing through n.j to the lower frequency, however.

H

is that a change of phase begins as the vanished
comes on again. Also the. attenuation comes on gradually. But
when n falls to ni, the attenuation increases to 00 ; so, in a sense,
either.
there is no discontinuity at

What happens

%

neccessary to revise the terminal datum for a better
(3).
understanding. Let x=0 be the plane face of the dispersive material,
ether being on the other side. Let radiation specified by Jiq sin nt
be incident upon the boundary. Find the transmitted wave. By

But

it is

continuity of electric

and magnetic force

found that

xr

E

and

o

at the

H being the values in the material,

netic force, all being

boundary,

boundary values.

and

So we

when

h is real,

and

this

shows that

easily

7i

the incident

mag-

now have

H=?^sin7i(^-6x/v) = ^,
l-f-6

it is

-r,

fiv

H vanishes at n=n2.

(10)

